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An early 20thC OBE Vicar medal group, including WWI, comprising of
OBE, 1914-15 Star, Campaign Medal, Victory Medal and 1911 Delhi
Durbar Medal, each similarly marked REV R Hack with ribbons, one with
Dispatches Leaf, a miniature set and various ephemera. The Reverend
Robert Hack was born in around 1869, died December 1954 aged
approximately 85. Bertha Hack his wife was born 1872, died September
1960 aged 88, also mentioned in Dispatches.
An early 20thC OBE Vicar medal group, including WWI, comprising of
OBE, 1914-15 Star, Campaign Medal, Victory Medal and 1911 Delhi
Durbar Medal, each similarly marked REV R Hack with ribbons, one with
Dispatches Leaf, a miniature set and various ephemera. The Reverend
Robert Hack was born in around 1869, died December 1954 aged
approximately 85. Bertha Hack his wife was born 1872, died September
1960 aged 88, also mentioned in Dispatches.
Est. 300 - 500
A Regency tortoiseshell tea caddy, of rectangular sarcophagus form with
white metal cartouche, with a fitted part foil interior, raised on quadruple
compressed feet, 13cm H, 20cm W, 12cm D.
A Regency tortoiseshell tea caddy, of rectangular sarcophagus form with
white metal cartouche, with a fitted part foil interior, raised on quadruple
compressed feet, 13cm H, 20cm W, 12cm D.
Est. 300 - 500
A mid 19thC Tunbridge ware marquetry and inlaid writing slope, of
rectangular form, the exterior set with exotic woods, the interior with
velvet lined writing slope and space for ink bottles and pens, when
closed 6cm H, 28cm W, 23cm D.
A mid 19thC Tunbridge ware parquetry and inlaid writing slope, of
rectangular form, the exterior set with exotic woods, the interior with
velvet lined writing slope and space for ink bottles and pens, when
closed 6cm H, 28cm W, 23cm D.
Est. 50 - 80
A Royal Doulton flambé elephant, with trunk raised, printed mark, 15cm
H.
A Royal Doulton flambé elephant, with trunk raised, printed mark, 15cm
H.
A Rene Lalique Coquilles plafonnier light shade, with outer frosted glass
surround and metal mounts, signed R. Lalique, 40cm dia. This model
was introduced in the early 1920's.
A Rene Lalique Coquilles plafonnier light shade, with outer frosted glass
surround and metal mounts, signed R. Lalique, 40cm dia. This model
was introduced in the early 1920's.
Est. 400 - 600
A Mattom The Yachtman's automatic wristwatch, with open back, 3.5cm
dia. dial and textured leather finish strap.
A Mattom The Yachtman's automatic wristwatch, with open back, 3.5cm
dia. dial and textured leather finish strap.
Est. 100 - 150
A Sevres style casket, with a transfer printed lid after Watteau, of
serpentine form with gilt highlights, on shaped feet, double Louis M. A S
S marks beneath, probably Samson, 13cm W.
A Sevres style casket, with a transfer printed lid after Watteau, of
serpentine form with gilt highlights, on shaped feet, double Louis M. A S
S marks beneath, probably Samson, 13cm W.
An Elizabeth II Sterling silver and cut glass claret jug, with hinged
domed lid, beak spout, angular C shaped handle, and plain trumpet
body, London assay, 28cm H.
An Elizabeth II Sterling silver and cut glass claret jug, with hinged
domed lid, beak spout, angular C shaped handle, and plain trumpet
body, London assay, 28cm H.
A late 19thC French slate and marble mantel clock, the 10cm dia. Arabic
dial fronting a keywind movement, in a decorative case with compressed
dome top, on hairy paw feet, signed Maison Du Soleil Lille, 36cm H.
A late 19thC French slate and marble mantel clock, the 10cm dia. Arabic
dial fronting a keywind movement, in a decorative case with compressed
dome top, on hairy paw feet, signed Maison Du Soleil Lille, 36cm H.
A 19thC Wedgwood majolica dish, of oval form with rope twist handles
and lattice work centre, predominately in yellow, green and blue,
impressed marks and numbered 2084 verso, 32cm W.
A 19thC Wedgwood majolica dish, of oval form with rope twist handles
and lattice work centre, predominately in yellow, green and blue,
impressed marks and numbered 2084 verso, 32cm W.
A mid 19thC rosewood tea caddy, of sarcophagus form, the hinged lid
revealing a fitted interior, 17cm H, 21cm W, 13cm D.
A mid 19thC rosewood tea caddy, of sarcophagus form, the hinged lid
revealing a fitted interior, 17cm H, 21cm W, 13cm D.
Est. 50 - 80
A mid 19thC mahogany tea caddy, of rectangular form, the hinged lid
with loop handle, revealing a mixing bowl flanked by lidded sections,
with a diamond shaped escutcheon, 15cm H, 31cm W, 15cm D.
A mid 19thC mahogany tea caddy, of rectangular form, the hinged lid
with loop handle, revealing a mixing bowl flanked by lidded sections,
with a diamond shaped escutcheon, 15cm H, 31cm W, 15cm D.

13

A 19thC miniature oak coffer, of rectangular form, the hinged lid carved
with acorns and leaves, with a plain interior and a panelled front, on
block stiles, 20cm H, 28cm W, 16cm W.
A 19thC miniature oak coffer, of rectangular form, the hinged lid carved
with acorns and leaves, with a plain interior and a panelled front, on
block stiles, 20cm H, 28cm W, 16cm W.
An early 20thC oak box, of rectangular form, the lid profusely carved
with poker work leaf decoration, with a plain interior and a carved front
on an overhanging rectangular base, 10cm H, 27cm W, 22cm D.
An early 20thC oak box, of rectangular form, the lid profusely carved
with poker work leaf decoration, with a plain interior and a carved front
on an overhanging rectangular base, 10cm H, 27cm W, 22cm D.
Spare lot.
Spare lot.
A white metal basket brooch, set in purple, blue and white, with a plain
pin back, 4cm high.
A white metal basket brooch, set in purple, blue and white, with a plain
pin back, 4cm high.
A Bose Solo television sound system, 51cm wide, with remote control
and instruction manual.
A Bose Solo television sound system, 51cm wide, with remote control
and instruction manual.
Various Swarvoski and other crystal, to include elephant with orb to the
trunk, 10cm H, gramophone, various other glass ornaments, cocktail
stirrers, etc. (a quantity)
Various Swarvoski and other crystal, to include elephant with orb to the
trunk, 10cm H, gramophone, various other glass ornaments, cocktail
stirrers, etc. (a quantity)
An early 20thC mahogany tray, with a flared galleried edge set with a
shell patera, with overhanging base, 30cm W. (AF)
An early 20thC mahogany tray, with a flared galleried edge set with a
shell patera, with overhanging base, 30cm W. (AF)
A 20thC vintage Draught Guinness advertising wall clock, in red, black
and white, 42cm W, 28cm H..
A 20thC vintage Draught Guinness advertising wall clock, in red, black
and white, 42cm W, 28cm H..
A WWI medal group, comprising 1914 August-November Star,
Campaign and Victory medals, with ribbons, each similarly marked,
2207 PTE W. Lambert R.LANC.R, with various ephemera, to include
pay book, B.2079 paper, etc, and other associated ephemera. (a
quantity)
A WWI medal group, comprising 1914 August-November Star,
Campaign and Victory medals, with ribbons, each similarly marked,
2207 PTE W. Lambert R.LANC.R, with various ephemera, to include
pay book, B.2079 paper, etc, and other associated ephemera. (a
quantity)
Est. 100 - 200
A 20thC stone garden sundial, the square top with metal centre plate, on
cyclindrical stem, 84cm H. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
A 20thC stone garden sundial, the square top with metal centre plate, on
cyclindrical stem, 84cm H. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
A Victorian style metal framed lantern, with partial glazed panels and
circular hanger top, 72cm H. (AF) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry
(Dec'd) of Grantham.
A Victorian style metal framed lantern, with partial glazed panels and
circular hanger top, 72cm H. (AF) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry
(Dec'd) of Grantham.
A 19thC cast iron garden urn, the compressed gadrooned top on an
inverted stem and square base, 53cm H, 73cm D. From the estate of R
J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A 19thC cast iron garden urn, the compressed gadrooned top on an
inverted stem and square base, 53cm H, 73cm D. From the estate of R
J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A Gothic design stone ecclesiastical finial, believed to be from St
Wulfram's Church, Grantham, with a shaped top, inverted leafy stem
and shaped plinth, with further section beneath, the main body 58cm H.
From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A Gothic design stone ecclesiastical finial, believed to be from St
Wulfram's Church, Grantham, with a shaped top, inverted leafy stem
and shaped plinth, with further section beneath, the main body 58cm H.
From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A 19thC hand hewn bull-nose stone trough, 18cm H, 55cm W, 54cm D.
From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A 19thC hand hewn bull-nose stone trough, 18cm H, 55cm W, 54cm D.
From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A mid 19thC Stourbridge style green glass dump, with a repeat orb
pattern, of inverted form, polished pontil, 14cm H.
A mid 19thC Stourbridge style green glass dump, with a repeat orb
pattern, of inverted form, polished pontil, 14cm H.
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A 20thC canteen of cutlery, Midas Collection by Davenport & Sullivan,
with shell capped tops, in a walnut finish canteen raised with an oval
plaque set with horse heads, 46cm W.
A 20thC canteen of cutlery, Midas Collection by Davenport & Sullivan,
with shell capped tops, in a walnut finish canteen raised with an oval
plaque set with horse heads, 46cm W.
Various silver plated and metalware, to include a Boy Scout chrome
plated whistle, of cylindrical form, 6cm W, cream jug, chamberstick,
miniature hip flask, waiter with bead border broken by scrolls, and a
folding button hook. (a quantity)
Various silver plated and metalware, to include a Boy Scout chrome
plated whistle, of cylindrical form, 6cm W, cream jug, chamberstick,
miniature hip flask, waiter with bead border broken by scrolls, and a
folding button hook. (a quantity)
A George V silver cream jug, with thumb mould handle, beak spout,
plain bulbous body, on squat stem and stepped circular foot,
Birmingham 1914, 12cm H, 3oz.
A George V silver cream jug, with thumb mould handle, beak spout,
plain bulbous body, on squat stem and stepped circular foot,
Birmingham 1914, 12cm H, 3oz.
Est. 30 - 50
An Edwardian silver prayer book cover, raised with cherubs, London
1905, with inner prayer book, 12cm H.
An Edwardian silver prayer book cover, raised with cherubs, London
1905, with inner prayer book, 12cm H.
A Victorian silver pepper pot, with domed lid, part gadrooned body and
oval foot, Birmingham 1900, 11cm H. 1oz.
A Victorian silver pepper pot, with domed lid, part gadrooned body and
oval foot, Birmingham 1900, 11cm H. 1oz.
A George V silver mustard pot, with shell capped oval lid, thumb mould
handle, partially pierced oval body and compressed orb feet with a blue
glass liner, Birmingham 1913, 6cm H, 2½oz all in.
A George V silver mustard pot, with shell capped oval lid, thumb mould
handle, partially pierced oval body and compressed orb feet with a blue
glass liner, Birmingham 1913, 6cm H, 2½oz all in.
Est. 30 - 50
A pair of George III silver tablespoons, old English pattern, initialled,
22cm W, 4oz. (2)
A pair of George III silver tablespoons, old English pattern, initialled,
22cm W, 4oz. (2)
Est. 40 - 60
An early 20thC hairbrush, with part hammered oval back, Chinese white
metal, marked, 13cm W.
An early 20thC hairbrush, with part hammered oval back, Chinese white
metal, marked, 13cm W.
A set of six Edwardian silver handled knives, by Walker & Hall, 17cm
W, with bead borders and plated blades, in fitted case, Sheffield, 1906.
A set of six Edwardian silver handled knives, by Walker & Hall, 17cm
W, with bead borders and plated blades, in fitted case, Sheffield, 1906.
An early 20thC hip flask, with plated hinged lid and base, 14cm H, and
another similar. (2)
An early 20thC hip flask, with plated hinged lid and base, 14cm H, and
another similar. (2)
Various silver plate, etc., a toasting fork, 91cm W, silver hand mirror,
three napkin rings, inkwell, flatware, sugar bows, novelty sugar nips with
nude figure handle, collectors spoons to include one enamel topped set
with golf clubs, etc. (a quantity, various dates and makers)
Various silver plate, etc., a toasting fork, 91cm W, silver hand mirror,
three napkin rings, inkwell, flatware, sugar bows, novelty sugar nips with
nude figure handle, collectors spoons to include one enamel topped set
with golf clubs, etc. (a quantity, various dates and makers)
A Victorian walking cane, with silver collar, horn handle and tapering
stem, with metal tip end, Birmingham 1900, 85cm W, and a further
walking stick with textured orb handle. (2)
A Victorian walking cane, with silver collar, horn handle and tapering
stem, with metal tip end, Birmingham 1900, 85cm W, and a further
walking stick with textured orb handle. (2)
A Burkitt (Rev William). Expository Notes With Practical Observations
On The New Testament Of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ... B
Smith Publishing 1812, in pressed leather boards.
A Burkitt (Rev William). Expository Notes With Practical Observations
On The New Testament Of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ... B
Smith Publishing 1812, in pressed leather boards.
An early 20thC silver vesta case, of rounded form, chased, with match
strike base and initialled front, marks rubbed, 4.5cm H, and a further
plated vesta case. (2)
An early 20thC silver vesta case, of rounded form, chased, with match
strike base and initialled front, marks rubbed, 4.5cm H, and a further
plated vesta case. (2)
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A late 19thC Dutch sifter spoon, of shaped form, repoussÃ¨ decorated
with scrolls, with a pierced centre and shaped handle, marked verso
white metal, 14cm W.
A late 19thC Dutch sifter spoon, of shaped form, repoussé decorated
with scrolls, with a pierced centre and shaped handle, marked verso
white metal, 14cm W.
A late 19thC Dutch sifter spoon, with highly elaborate figure handle,
repoussé decorated bowl and part pierced stem, marked verso, import
marks, white metal, 22cm W.
A late 19thC Dutch sifter spoon, with highly elaborate figure handle,
repoussé decorated bowl and part pierced stem, marked verso, import
marks, white metal, 22cm W.
A late 19thC Dutch caddy spoon, with highly elaborate pierced handle,
child knop and partially gilded bowl, heavily repousÃ©e decorated with
scrolls and flowerheads, unmarked white metal, 9.5cm W.
A late 19thC Dutch caddy spoon, with highly elaborate pierced handle,
child knop and partially gilded bowl, heavily repousÃ©e decorated with
scrolls and flowerheads, unmarked white metal, 9.5cm W.
An Edwardian silver Stratford Upon Avon tyg, with cylindrical body,
Birmingham 1906, 4.5cm H, 1oz.
An Edwardian silver Stratford Upon Avon tyg, with cylindrical body,
Birmingham 1906, 4.5cm H, 1oz.
An Elizabeth II silver sauce boat, with shaped rim, ear handle, on three
feet, Birmingham 1961, 8cm H, 2oz.
An Elizabeth II silver sauce boat, with shaped rim, ear handle, on three
feet, Birmingham 1961, 8cm H, 2oz.
A George VI Scottish silver mustard pot, of canted rectangular form, with
thumb mould leafy S scroll handle and shaped body, Edinburgh 1938,
7cm H, 3½oz, with blue glass liner and associated spoon.
A George VI Scottish silver mustard pot, of canted rectangular form, with
thumb mould leafy S scroll handle and shaped body, Edinburgh 1938,
7cm H, 3½oz, with blue glass liner and associated spoon.
A late 19thC Dutch silver spoon, with elaborate equestrian head, shaped
handle and bowl, Chester import marks for 1889, 13cm W.
A late 19thC Dutch silver spoon, with elaborate equestrian head, shaped
handle and bowl, Chester import marks for 1889, 13cm W.
An early 20thC continental preserve spoon, with entwined naturalistic
leaf and berry handle and shaped shell bowl, repousÃ©e decorated with
scrolls, unmarked, probably Dutch, 16cm W.
An early 20thC continental preserve spoon, with entwined naturalistic
leaf and berry handle and shaped shell bowl, repousÃ©e decorated with
scrolls, unmarked, probably Dutch, 16cm W.
A late 19thC continental silver fork and spoon set, each piece with
entwined pierced handles heavily repoussé decorated with a coat of
arms to the bowl of the spoon, London import marks for 1892, 15cm W,
1½oz. (2)
A late 19thC continental silver fork and spoon set, each piece with
entwined pierced handles heavily repoussé decorated with a coat of
arms to the bowl of the spoon, London import marks for 1892, 15cm W,
1½oz. (2)
A George V silver bowl, with flared rim and circular body, Birmingham
1928, 9cm W, 1oz.
A George V silver bowl, with flared rim and circular body, Birmingham
1928, 9cm W, 1oz.
An Elizabeth II silver Arts & Crafts style spoon, with elaborate stem, orb
finial and plain bowl, Birmingham 1962, 11cm W, an Edwardian silver
patch box with removable lid, ½oz all in, and a white metal open salt.
(3)
An Elizabeth II silver Arts & Crafts style spoon, with elaborate stem, orb
finial and plain bowl, Birmingham 1962, 11cm W, an Edwardian silver
patch box with removable lid, ½oz all in, and a white metal open salt.
(3)
A fine Derby porcelain centre dish, painted by William Billingsley, with
fruit and flowers within a gilt star and rounded border, puce marked
pattern no.157. For similar examples of this pattern see W D John,
William Billingsley (illustrations 30A and 39A), overall 31cm W.
A fine Derby porcelain centre dish, painted by William Billingsley, with
fruit and flowers within a gilt star and rounded border, puce marked
pattern no.157. For similar examples of this pattern see W D John,
William Billingsley (illustrations 30A and 39A), overall 31cm W.
Est. 600 - 800
Various Georgian and later silver, teaspoons, preserve spoons, etc., to
include fiddle pattern, 10cm W, etc. 2oz all in. (a quantity, various dates
and makers)
Various Georgian and later silver, teaspoons, preserve spoons, etc., to
include fiddle pattern, 10cm W, etc. 2oz all in. (a quantity, various dates
and makers)
A pair of early 20thC fob seals, of pierced form, now earrings with plain
hook tops, unmarked, 4cm H. (2)
A pair of early 20thC fob seals, of pierced form, now earrings with plain
hook tops, unmarked, 4cm H. (2)
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Twelve bottles of Fonseca Guimaraens Panascal 1977 vintage port, in a
pine crate. (12 bottles)
Twelve bottles of Fonseca Guimaraens Panascal 1977 vintage port, in a
pine crate. (12 bottles)
A slender pendant, set with small pearls, with a circular drop section,
4cm W, attached to a necklace.
A slender pendant, set with small pearls, with a circular drop section,
4cm W, attached to a necklace.
Est. 15 - 30
A case of vintage port, Smith Woodhouse & Co, 1979 vintage, in a pine
crate. (12 bottles)
A case of vintage port, Smith Woodhouse & Co, 1979 vintage, in a pine
crate. (12 bottles)
A pair of 19thC American corn on the cob skewers, by F Pileghar & Son,
of shaped form, 10cm W. (2) Probably used in Milwaukee passenger
dining cars.
A pair of 19thC American corn on the cob skewers, by F Pileghar & Son,
of shaped form, 10cm W. (2) Probably used in Milwaukee passenger
dining cars.
A mid 20thC Dunhill pocket lighter, of rectangular form partially engine
turned, 6.5cm H, in fitted box with paperwork and outer packaging.
A mid 20thC Dunhill pocket lighter, of rectangular form partially engine
turned, 6.5cm H, in fitted box with paperwork and outer packaging.
Est. 80 - 120
A pair of George III Scottish silver tablespoons, old English pattern with
stags head motif, Edinburgh 1811, 21cm W, 4oz. (2) From the estate of
R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A pair of George III Scottish silver tablespoons, old English pattern with
stags head motif, Edinburgh 1811, 21cm W, 4oz. (2) From the estate of
R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
An oriental model of a elephant, possibly lapis lazuli, c1900, 7cm long.
An oriental model of a elephant, possibly lapis lazuli, c1900, 7cm long.
Est. 80 - 120
A Victorian silver topped glass box, of rectangular form with a removable
lid, partially chased with scrolls and flowers, London probably 1874, 8cm
W, 1oz. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A Victorian silver topped glass box, of rectangular form with a removable
lid, partially chased with scrolls and flowers, London probably 1874, 8cm
W, 1oz. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A Chinese green jade finish vase and cover, with shaped lid, carved
stylized lotus flower body headed by a figure and shaped foot, with
wooden stick dropper, 14cm H.
A Chinese green jade finish vase and cover, with shaped lid, carved
stylized lotus flower body headed by a figure and shaped foot, with
wooden stick dropper, 14cm H.
Est. 40 - 80
Various George V and other silver, to include an Art Nouveau oak back
photo frame, 17cm H (AF), a napkin ring, Birmingham 1926, tea spoons,
plated ware, table spoon and carving set, etc, over 2oz of silver. (a
quantity). From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various George V and other silver, to include an Art Nouveau oak back
photo frame, 17cm H (AF), a napkin ring, Birmingham 1926, tea spoons,
plated ware, table spoon and carving set, etc, over 2oz of silver. (a
quantity). From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
An early 20thC snuff bottle, handpainted with a front panel of a figure in
boat before trees, with compressed yellow stopper, polychrome
decorated with mark to the back, on an oval base, probably Chinese,
7cm H.
An early 20thC snuff bottle, handpainted with a front panel of a figure in
boat before trees, with compressed yellow stopper, polychrome
decorated with mark to the back, on an oval base, probably Chinese,
7cm H.
Various silver napkin rings 4cm Dia, gate bracelets and other jewellery,
ear studs etc. (a quantity).
Various silver napkin rings 4cm Dia, gate bracelets and other jewellery,
ear studs etc. (a quantity).
Spare lot.
Spare lot.
A George V silver Christening set, comprising medicine spoon 15cm W
and pusher, each with shaped handles, (cased), and a silver handle
button hook with plain metal end.
A George V silver Christening set, comprising medicine spoon 15cm W
and pusher, each with shaped handles, (cased), and a silver handle
button hook with plain metal end.
An early 20thC Chinese blue silk three quarter length short sleeved
robe, with a textured floral pattern and embroidered silk floral sleeves,
with gilt metal orb fasteners, 110cm W.
An early 20thC Chinese blue silk three quarter length short sleeved
robe, with a textured floral pattern and embroidered silk floral sleeves,
with gilt metal orb fasteners, 110cm W.
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A Victorian silver and ivory handled ceremonial trowel, presented by The
Coroporation of Doncaster to Arthur J Smith Esq. Mayor on his laying
the foundation stone of the new Corn Exchange On Thursday 22nd
September 1870, London 1869, 39cm W, in fitted case.
A Victorian silver and ivory handled ceremonial trowel, presented by The
Coroporation of Doncaster to Arthur J Smith Esq. Mayor on his laying
the foundation stone of the new Corn Exchange On Thursday 22nd
September 1870, London 1869, 39cm W, in fitted case.
A mid 19thC Colt 3 Derringer pocket pistol, with tight curl grip, numbered
3906, marked A/CO, 8cm H.
A mid 19thC Colt 3 Derringer pocket pistol, with tight curl grip, numbered
3906, marked A/CO, 8cm H.
Est. 200 - 400
A cased set of various archery arrows, with feathered ends and
cylindrical stems, 68cm W (cased) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry
(Dec'd) of Grantham.
A cased set of various archery arrows, with feathered ends and
cylindrical stems, 68cm W (cased) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry
(Dec'd) of Grantham.
A pair of 19thC toleware tea tins, each in green tin, of shouldered
circular form, one initialled E the other I, with gilt decoration and
removable lids, 48cm H. (2)
A pair of 19thC toleware tea tins, each in green tin, of shouldered
circular form, one initialled E the other I, with gilt decoration and
removable lids, 48cm H. (2)
A pair of 19thC Empire design ewers, each with heavily chased scroll
tops, acanthus handles and bulbous bodies, fronted by classical female
figure heads on bead highlighted stems and ebonised bases, unmarked,
52cm H. (2)
A pair of 19thC Empire design ewers, each with heavily chased scroll
tops, acanthus handles and bulbous bodies, fronted by classical female
figure heads on bead highlighted stems and ebonised bases, unmarked,
52cm H. (2)
Est. 200 - 300
A pair of 19thC spelter figures, of an industrial lady and gentleman, each
semi clad, he holding ship's wheel, she aside anvil, various dimensions.
(2)
A pair of 19thC spelter figures, of an industrial lady and gentleman, each
semi clad, he holding ship's wheel, she aside anvil, various dimensions.
(2)
A Louis Vuitton luggage case, folding at the centre with zips and brown
leather mounts, with LV flower head print decoration, 59cm W.
A Louis Vuitton luggage case, folding at the centre with zips and brown
leather mounts, with LV flower head print decoration, 59cm W.
An early 20thC Canadian enamel guilloche brooch, in yellow, with maple
leaf centre and pin back, 7cm W.
An early 20thC Canadian enamel guilloche brooch, in yellow, with maple
leaf centre and pin back, 7cm W.
A dragonfly necklace, the dragonfly set with two rubies for eyes,
sapphire and diamond wings, and a cultured pearl and aquamarine
body, the wings each set with two sapphires and two rows of diamonds,
in a white metal setting, gold coloured to reverse, unmarked, on a fine
link chain, yellow metal, marked 750, the pendant, 8cm wide x 5.5cm H.
A dragonfly necklace, the dragonfly set with two rubies for eyes,
sapphire and diamond wings, and a cultured pearl and aquamarine
body, the wings each set with two sapphires and two rows of diamonds,
in a white metal setting, gold coloured to reverse, unmarked, on a fine
link chain, yellow metal, marked 750, the pendant, 8cm wide x 5.5cm H.
A late Victorian mourning brooch, with a plain pin back, 3cm W. (AF).
A late Victorian mourning brooch, with a plain pin back, 3cm W. (AF).
A platinum aquamarine and diamond ring, the large central oval cut
aquamarine approx 10mm x 14mm x 5.4mm, in claw setting, flanked by
a round brilliant cut diamond to each side, each approx 0.45cts, in claw
setting, 6.2g all in.
A platinum aquamarine and diamond ring, the large central oval cut
aquamarine approx 10mm x 14mm x 5.4mm, in claw setting, flanked by
a round brilliant cut diamond to each side, each approx 0.45cts, in claw
setting, 6.2g all in.
A Roman style bangle, with a central polished purple stone, 7cm Dia.
A Roman style bangle, with a central polished purple stone, 7cm Dia.
A Victorian hinged bangle, set with illusion set sapphire and diamonds,
four sapphires and three diamonds, with two row pierced design, and
safety chain, yellow metal, unmarked, 12.5g all in, in H L Brown & Son
Sheffield box. (AF)
A Victorian hinged bangle, set with illusion set sapphire and diamonds,
four sapphires and three diamonds, with two row pierced design, and
safety chain, yellow metal, unmarked, 12.5g all in, in H L Brown & Son
Sheffield box. (AF)
Three various rings, medieval style, etc. (3)
Three various rings, medieval style, etc. (3)
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A 9ct gold signet ring, set with central tiny diamond, in illusion star
setting, 3.4g all in.
A 9ct gold signet ring, set with central tiny diamond, in illusion star
setting, 3.4g all in.
A Chinese heart shaped pendant, the central heart shape with figure of
a bird and Chinese writing, with scroll design border, yellow metal,
marked 14K, 18.1g all in.
A Chinese heart shaped pendant, the central heart shape with figure of
a bird and Chinese writing, with scroll design border, yellow metal,
marked 14K, 18.1g all in.
A pair of early 19thC Regency glass rummers, each with shaped bowls,
etched and engraved with a star decoration with garland orbs on turned
stems and circular feet, with rough pontil marks, 15cm H. (2)
A pair of early 19thC Regency glass rummers, each with shaped bowls,
etched and engraved with a star decoration with garland orbs on turned
stems and circular feet, with rough pontil marks, 15cm H. (2)
Two items of jewellery, comprising a silver pendant and chain, the
pendant in abstract form, and a pair of Ortak silver and enamel earrings.
(2)
Two items of jewellery, comprising a silver pendant and chain, the
pendant in abstract form, and a pair of Ortak silver and enamel earrings.
(2)
Various ladies wristwatches, to include a gold cased example, with base
metal strap and 2cm wide octagonal head, etc.
Various ladies wristwatches, to include a gold cased example, with base
metal strap and 2cm wide octagonal head, etc.
A quantity of silver jewellery, to include silver stud and drop earrings,
some stone set, pendant and chains, etc. (a quantity)
A quantity of silver jewellery, to include silver stud and drop earrings,
some stone set, pendant and chains, etc. (a quantity)
Est. 30 - 50
A cherry red amber beaded necklace, formed of graduated oblong
beads, the largest 6cm wide, the smallest 3cm wide, on a plain white
string, 87.6g all in.
A cherry red amber beaded necklace, formed of graduated oblong
beads, the largest 6cm wide, the smallest 3cm wide, on a plain white
string, 87.6g all in.
An 18ct gold pear shaped emerald and diamond ring, the ring head set
with pear cut emerald in claw setting, flanked by tiny diamond set
shoulders, round brilliant and baguette cut, 3.8g all in.
An 18ct gold pear shaped emerald and diamond ring, the ring head set
with pear cut emerald in claw setting, flanked by tiny diamond set
shoulders, round brilliant and baguette cut, 3.8g all in.
A quantity of costume jewellery, to include three hardstone necklaces, a
filigree silver floral bracelet, amber set stick pin, silver bracelets, gold
plated jewellery, etc. (a quantity)
A quantity of costume jewellery, to include three hardstone necklaces, a
filigree silver floral bracelet, amber set stick pin, silver bracelets, gold
plated jewellery, etc. (a quantity)
Various jewellery and effects, to include Swarovski crystal clown, silver
1960's style jewellery, agate set silver ring, rings, torc bangle, two
brooches, etc. (a quantity)
Various jewellery and effects, to include Swarovski crystal clown, silver
1960's style jewellery, agate set silver ring, rings, torc bangle, two
brooches, etc. (a quantity)
Est. 20 - 30
An 18ct gold emerald and diamond cluster ring, set with central oval cut
emerald in rub over setting, surrounded by nine round brilliant cut
diamonds in claw setting, with fan designed shoulders, and raised
pierced ring head, 3.9g all in.
An 18ct gold emerald and diamond cluster ring, set with central oval cut
emerald in rub over setting, surrounded by nine round brilliant cut
diamonds in claw setting, with fan designed shoulders, and raised
pierced ring head, 3.9g all in.
An 18ct emerald and diamond Art Deco style ring, the claw set
rectangular central stone flanked by three diamonds to each shoulder,
with plain shank, 5.4g all in.
An 18ct emerald and diamond Art Deco style ring, the claw set
rectangular central stone flanked by three diamonds to each shoulder,
with plain shank, 5.4g all in.
Four various napkin rings each 20thC, 5cm W, various dates and
makers. (4)
Four various napkin rings each 20thC, 5cm W, various dates and
makers. (4)
A 9ct gold articulated necklace, the pendant set with weave design in
white and yellow gold, set with imitation diamonds, on a fancy link chain,
8.5g all in.
A 9ct gold articulated necklace, the pendant set with weave design in
white and yellow gold, set with imitation diamonds, on a fancy link chain,
8.5g all in.
Est. 80 - 120
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A large 20thC carved figure group, of an eagle with wings outstretched
with chicks beneath, on a naturalistic setting, 152cm H.
A large 20thC carved figure group, of an eagle with wings outstretched
with chicks beneath, on a naturalistic setting, 152cm H.
Est. 200 - 400
A Lowry HD ready 27" LCD television, GS26FHDA, in black trim with
remote control wire and instruction manual.
A Lowry HD ready 27" LCD television, GS26FHDA, in black trim with
remote control wire and instruction manual.
An LG 43" LED/LCD television, in black trim with cable, remote control
and manual.
An LG 43" LED/LCD television, in black trim with cable, remote control
and manual.
A Samsung 27" colour television, in black trim with cable and remote
control. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A Samsung 27" colour television, in black trim with cable and remote
control. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A Hot Diamonds pendant and earring set, the heart shaped pendant set
with central tiny diamond, and fancy link chain, with matching drop heart
earrings, in Hot Diamonds box, 21.7g all in.
A Hot Diamonds pendant and earring set, the heart shaped pendant set
with central tiny diamond, and fancy link chain, with matching drop heart
earrings, in Hot Diamonds box, 21.7g all in.
Est. 30 - 50
A pair of early 19thC whale tooth scrimshaw, the first depicting a girl in
flowing robes wearing necklace, the second showing her in later life,
each etched to one side, 14cm H. (2)
A pair of early 19thC whale tooth scrimshaw, the first depicting a girl in
flowing robes wearing necklace, the second showing her in later life,
each etched to one side, 14cm H. (2)
An Art Deco sapphire and diamond dress ring, of circular design with
layers of diamonds and sapphires, the centre set with a round brilliant
cut diamond, in rub over setting approx 0.35cts, surrounded by square
cut sapphires, further bordered by tiny diamonds, in a floral wave design
rim, 3.3g all in.
An Art Deco sapphire and diamond dress ring, of circular design with
layers of diamonds and sapphires, the centre set with a round brilliant
cut diamond, in rub over setting approx 0.35cts, surrounded by square
cut sapphires, further bordered by tiny diamonds, in a floral wave design
rim, 3.3g all in.
A silver and amethyst pendant and earring set, the pendant of plain oval
drop design, with matched earrings each set with two amethysts in wave
design, white metal, unmarked, 5.3g all in.
A silver and amethyst pendant and earring set, the pendant of plain oval
drop design, with matched earrings each set with two amethysts in wave
design, white metal, unmarked, 5.3g all in.
A 9ct white gold half hoop eternity ring, set with tiny diamonds, marked
to the inner band .15, 1.8g all in.
A 9ct white gold half hoop eternity ring, set with tiny diamonds, marked
to the inner band .15, 1.8g all in.
Est. 30 - 50
A platinum emerald and diamond dress ring, set with baguette cut
emerald, flanked by two baguette cut diamonds to each shoulder, the
diamonds of graduated size, the first approx 0.23cts, in rub over illusion
setting, the smaller stone approx 0.05cts, the band marked plat, 5.8g all
in.
A platinum emerald and diamond dress ring, set with baguette cut
emerald, flanked by two baguette cut diamonds to each shoulder, the
diamonds of graduated size, the first approx 0.23cts, in rub over illusion
setting, the smaller stone approx 0.05cts, the band marked plat, 5.8g all
in.
A platinum and diamond dress ring, set with central four square cut
diamonds, flanked by tiny round brilliant cut diamonds to each shoulder,
marked to the inner band .25, 4.5g all in.
A platinum and diamond dress ring, set with central four square cut
diamonds, flanked by tiny round brilliant cut diamonds to each shoulder,
marked to the inner band .25, 4.5g all in.
Est. 200 - 300
An 18ct white gold diamond set wedding band, the and set with five
diamond shaped motifs, each with four tiny diamonds, (one missing), of
small size, 3.9g all in.
An 18ct white gold diamond set wedding band, the and set with five
diamond shaped motifs, each with four tiny diamonds, (one missing), of
small size, 3.9g all in.
Est. 60 - 80
A silver and enamel locket, the locket face decorated with pale blue
enamel and design of pansies and leaves to the centre, on a later silver
chain, 8g all in.
A silver and enamel locket, the locket face decorated with pale blue
enamel and design of pansies and leaves to the centre, on a later silver
chain, 8g all in.
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Various 9ct gold and other jewellery, to include a pair of 9ct gold hoop
earrings, a pair of 9ct gold studs, with butterfly backs, and two 9ct gold
diamond set cross pendant and chains, 5.9g all in.
Various 9ct gold and other jewellery, to include a pair of 9ct gold hoop
earrings, a pair of 9ct gold studs, with butterfly backs, and two 9ct gold
diamond set cross pendant and chains, 5.9g all in.
Est. 40 - 60
A white gold emerald and diamond ring, the claw set central stone
flanked by three diamonds to each shoulder, each diamond approx
0.10cts, with plain shank, believed to be 18ct gold, 4g all in.
A white gold emerald and diamond ring, the claw set central stone
flanked by three diamonds to each shoulder, each diamond approx
0.10cts, with plain shank, believed to be 18ct gold, 4g all in.
A 9ct gold bracelet, set with circular design centred by tiny white stones,
in claw setting, 5.6g all in.
A 9ct gold bracelet, set with circular design centred by tiny white stones,
in claw setting, 5.6g all in.
Est. 50 - 80
A quantity of costume jewellery, to include marcasite stag brooch, silver
plated, decorative brooches, jewellery box, collectors spoon, dress rings,
silver collectors bracelet with enamel shield fobs, etc. (a quantity)
A quantity of costume jewellery, to include marcasite stag brooch, silver
plated, decorative brooches, jewellery box, collectors spoon, dress rings,
silver collectors bracelet with enamel shield fobs, etc. (a quantity)
A quantity of collector's watches, to include ladies and gents
wristwatches, Formo, Excalibur, Timex, Sekonda, Lorus, etc.
A quantity of collector's watches, to include ladies and gents
wristwatches, Formo, Excalibur, Timex, Sekonda, Lorus, etc.
An Optima gentleman's wristwatch, with silver and coppered colour dial,
minutes and seconds, marked to rear 6023 B, 3325 H, on brown leather
strap.
An Optima gentleman's wristwatch, with silver and coppered colour dial,
minutes and seconds, marked to rear 6023 B, 3325 H, on brown leather
strap.
An Art Deco diamond dress ring, the ring head of rectangular shaped
form, set with three round brilliant cut diamonds, in rub over setting,
each approx 0.20cts each, surrounded by a border of round brilliant cut
tiny diamonds, in pave setting, with diamond set shoulders, all in
platinum, on a yellow metal band, marked 18ct, 4.8g all in.
An Art Deco diamond dress ring, the ring head of rectangular shaped
form, set with three round brilliant cut diamonds, in rub over setting,
each approx 0.20cts each, surrounded by a border of round brilliant cut
tiny diamonds, in pave setting, with diamond set shoulders, all in
platinum, on a yellow metal band, marked 18ct, 4.8g all in.
Two items of jewellery, comprising a 9ct gold articulated chain, 3.7g and
a 9ct gold stick pin, set with seed pearls in cross decoration, 1.1g. (2)
Two items of jewellery, comprising a 9ct gold articulated chain, 3.7g and
a 9ct gold stick pin, set with seed pearls in cross decoration, 1.1g. (2)
A Victorian dress ring, set with a rectangular cut purple paste stone,
flanked by two paste white stones, in 9ct and sil setting, 1.9g all in.
A Victorian dress ring, set with a rectangular cut purple paste stone,
flanked by two paste white stones, in 9ct and sil setting, 1.9g all in.
A Swarvoski crystal necklace, the cluster set pendant formed with three
rows of crystal, on a drop pendant, on fine link 9ct gold chain, boxed,
1.4g all in.
A Swarvoski crystal necklace, the cluster set pendant formed with three
rows of crystal, on a drop pendant, on fine link 9ct gold chain, boxed,
1.4g all in.
Stamps, various GB, Europa, other 1980's , 1984 Christmas, 1963,
1948, July 1912-1915 De La Rue & Co, world stamp Cyprus, some late
19thC, 30 paras, various others, etc. (2 albums)
Stamps, various GB, Europa, other 1980's , 1984 Christmas, 1963,
1948, July 1912-1915 De La Rue & Co, world stamp Cyprus, some late
19thC, 30 paras, various others, etc. (2 albums)
An emerald and diamond floral cluster ring, the centre set with an oval
cut emerald in claw setting, surrounded by ten diamonds, each less then
0.1cts, with diamond set shoulders, in platinum setting, on a yellow
metal band, marked 18ct, 3g all in.
An emerald and diamond floral cluster ring, the centre set with an oval
cut emerald in claw setting, surrounded by ten diamonds, each less then
0.1cts, with diamond set shoulders, in platinum setting, on a yellow
metal band, marked 18ct, 3g all in.
Edward Jackson Stoddart (1879-1934). After Hogarth, interior scene
stipple engraving, stamped, signed and numbered, 34cm x 39cm.
Edward Jackson Stoddart (1879-1934). After Hogarth, interior scene
stipple engraving, stamped, signed and numbered, 34cm x 39cm.
Edward Jackson Stoddart (1879-1934). After Hogarth, interior scene,
stipple engraving, 33.5cm x 40cm.
Edward Jackson Stoddart (1879-1934). After Hogarth, interior scene,
stipple engraving, 33.5cm x 40cm.
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A Clarice Cliff jardiniere, of shaped circular outline decorated with vases
and trees, predominantly in green, blue, orange and yellow, on triple
moulded feet, printed marks, 18cm H. (AF)
A Clarice Cliff jardiniere, of shaped circular outline decorated with vases
and trees, predominantly in green, blue, orange and yellow, on triple
moulded feet, printed marks, 18cm H. (AF)
A ladies 9ct gold dress ring, with shaped top, size M, 1.5g.
A ladies 9ct gold dress ring, with shaped top, size M, 1.5g.
An 18ct gold aquamarine and diamond cluster ring, the cluster with
central aquamarine 8.2mm x 6.2mm x 4.4mm, surrounded by ten round
brilliant cut diamonds, each less than 0.1cts, in rub over setting, in
platinum, on a yellow metal band, 5g all in.
An 18ct gold aquamarine and diamond cluster ring, the cluster with
central aquamarine 8.2mm x 6.2mm x 4.4mm, surrounded by ten round
brilliant cut diamonds, each less than 0.1cts, in rub over setting, in
platinum, on a yellow metal band, 5g all in.
An early 20thC sycamore Mauchline ware casket, of rounded
rectangular outline set with Penrith scene, with lift out compartment, 6cm
high, 10cm wide, 7cm deep, a cased meerschaum pipe with silver
mounts and a polished snuff box with mother of pearl inlay to the hinged
lid. (3)
An early 20thC sycamore Mauchline ware casket, of rounded
rectangular outline set with Penrith scene, with lift out compartment, 6cm
high, 10cm wide, 7cm deep, a cased meerschaum pipe with silver
mounts and a polished snuff box with mother of pearl inlay to the hinged
lid. (3)
A 20thC Hailwood S improved miner's lamp, number 7161, the
cylindrical body with hook top, partially glazed body and circular foot,
29cm H.
A 20thC Hailwood S improved miner's lamp, number 7161, the
cylindrical body with hook top, partially glazed body and circular foot,
29cm H.
A Bowers and Wilkins Zeppelin iPod/iPhone docking station, 62cm W,
with cable and instruction manual.
A Bowers and Wilkins Zeppelin iPod/iPhone docking station, 62cm W,
with cable and instruction manual.
A Samsung 30 inch television, in black trim with remote control.
A Samsung 30 inch television, in black trim with remote control.
A set of six Hans Wegner for Fritz Hansen Danish teak and plywood
'Heart' dining chairs, with shaped seats, curved back rails and three
cylindrical legs, 77cm H, stamped beneath . (6)
A set of six Hans Wegner for Fritz Hansen Danish teak and plywood
'Heart' dining chairs, with shaped seats, curved back rails and three
cylindrical legs, 77cm H, stamped beneath . (6)
Est. 300 - 500
An early 20thC Elgin hunter gold plated pocket watch, with bezel wind
lever movement, 7cm Dia.
An early 20thC Elgin hunter gold plated pocket watch, with bezel wind
lever movement, 7cm Dia.
Est. 30 - 50
A gentleman's Oris quartz wrist watch, with 3cm Dia, dial set with baton
markers and numerals and a ladies Sekonda cocktail watch. (2)
A gentleman's Oris quartz wrist watch, with 3cm Dia, dial set with baton
markers and numerals and a ladies Sekonda cocktail watch. (2)
An Edwardian silver casket, of rectangular form, repousÃ©e decorated
and heavily raised with scrolls and flowerheads, with a plain interior, on
shaped feet, Birmingham 1905, 12cm W, 4oz.
An Edwardian silver casket, of rectangular form, repousÃ©e decorated
and heavily raised with scrolls and flowerheads, with a plain interior, on
shaped feet, Birmingham 1905, 12cm W, 4oz.
An Edwardian silver vesta case, with ring clip and match strike base,
partially engraved with silver-gilt interior, Chester 1906, 4cm H.
An Edwardian silver vesta case, with ring clip and match strike base,
partially engraved with silver-gilt interior, Chester 1906, 4cm H.
A 19thC ornamental metal headed tool, with shaped pierced and
sharper edged blade and inverted wooden handle, 39cm W.
A 19thC ornamental metal headed tool, with shaped pierced and
sharper edged blade and inverted wooden handle, 39cm W.
Eric. (20thC), A signed watercolour, 35cm x 22cm, printed photograph
and printed signature of Kurt Cobain and an engraving of a
Warwickshire street scene. (3)
Eric. (20thC), A signed watercolour, 35cm x 22cm, printed photograph
and printed signature of Kurt Cobain and an engraving of a
Warwickshire street scene. (3)
Various 20thC Spanish Casades figures, to include girl with flowing
robes feeding goose, 30cm H, similar figures etc. (4).
Various 20thC Spanish Casades figures, to include girl with flowing
robes feeding goose, 30cm H, similar figures etc. (4).
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A British Empire Queen Victoria Jubilee plate, The Sun Never Sets
plate, of octagonal form, transfer printed and polychrome decorated in
black, red and blue, printed marks, 24cm W.
A British Empire Queen Victoria Jubilee plate, The Sun Never Sets
plate, of octagonal form, transfer printed and polychrome decorated in
black, red and blue, printed marks, 24cm W.
An early 19thC mahogany tea caddy, of rectangular form with lozenge
escutcheon and a sectional interior, on compressed bun feet, 13cm H,
21cm W, 12cm D.
An early 19thC mahogany tea caddy, of rectangular form with lozenge
escutcheon and a sectional interior, on compressed bun feet, 13cm H,
21cm W, 12cm D.
Est. 20 - 40
Various GB low denomination coinage, 3d bits, pennies etc. (a quantity).
Various GB low denomination coinage, 3d bits, pennies etc. (a quantity).
Various world coins, etc., to include Mauritius 5 cents 1924, silver
coloured coins Aefta Arabic coins, etc. (a quantity)
Various world coins, etc., to include Mauritius 5 cents 1924, silver
coloured coins Aefta Arabic coins, etc. (a quantity)
A 20thC oak wine rack, with three metal shaped sections on
compressed feet, 44cm H, 42cm W, 20cm D.
A 20thC oak wine rack, with three metal shaped sections on
compressed feet, 44cm H, 42cm W, 20cm D.
Est. 30 - 50
An early 20thC Staunton pattern part chess set, the white king 8cm H in
case (AF) and a Draughtsman Globe Series draughts set in case with a
draw leaf top.
An early 20thC Staunton pattern part chess set, the white king 8cm H in
case (AF) and a Draughtsman Globe Series draughts set in case with a
draw leaf top.
Various records 33 RPM, Cat Stevens greatest hits, Mamas & The
Papas Monday Monday, etc. (a quantity).
Various records 33 RPM, Cat Stevens greatest hits, Mamas & The
Papas Monday Monday, etc. (a quantity).
Various records 45 RPM, Rolling Stones, Paul Jones Privilege, HMV
EMI, The Animals Are Back etc. (a quantity).
Various records 45 RPM, Rolling Stones, Paul Jones Privilege, HMV
EMI, The Animals Are Back etc. (a quantity).
Various records 33 RPM, Country and Western, Carl Perkins, John
Denver, etc. (a quantity).
Various records 33 RPM, Country and Western, Carl Perkins, John
Denver, etc. (a quantity).
A 20thC brass Corinthian column table lamp, with electric fixtures and
lower acanthus leaf border, 75cm H.
A 20thC brass Corinthian column table lamp, with electric fixtures and
lower acanthus leaf border, 75cm H.
An early 20thC rivetted copper bucket, of cylindrical form with swing
brass handle the main body 32cm H, 41cm Dia., a further bucket similar,
poker etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
An early 20thC rivetted copper bucket, of cylindrical form with swing
brass handle the main body 32cm H, 41cm Dia., a further bucket similar,
poker etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
A tankard, of cylindrical form, with metal mounts, horn handle and
textured body, marked SPC, 15cm H.
A tankard, of cylindrical form, with metal mounts, horn handle and
textured body, marked SPC, 15cm H.
Various 1970s vintage Subbuteo part teams, in case, goals, 14cm W
etc., light blue, dark blue colours, etc. (a quantity, AF)
Various 1970s vintage Subbuteo part teams, in case, goals, 14cm W
etc., light blue, dark blue colours, etc. (a quantity, AF)
A 19thC mahogany banjo barometer, and thermometer, the 20cm Dia.,
marked Fillinger and Co, in a shaped case with scroll top surmounted by
a thermometer, 94cm H.
A 19thC mahogany banjo barometer, and thermometer, the 20cm Dia.,
marked Fillinger and Co, in a shaped case with scroll top surmounted by
a thermometer, 94cm H.
A Dutch tin glazed earthenware equestrian figure, polychrome
decorated, marked, Roos, 27cm H.
A Dutch tin glazed earthenware equestrian figure, polychrome
decorated, marked, Roos, 27cm H.
An early 20thC Staunton pattern chess set, with 8cm high white king, in
associated box.
An early 20thC Staunton pattern chess set, with 8cm high white king, in
associated box.
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A matched pair of porcelain tea bowls, of small proportion, polychrome
decorated with figures of geisha, predominately in yellow, black and
blue, 6cm Dia., seal mark beneath, a similar dish decorated with fish,
etc. (4)
A matched pair of porcelain tea bowls, of small proportion, polychrome
decorated with figures of geisha, predominately in yellow, black and
blue, 6cm Dia., seal mark beneath, a similar dish decorated with fish,
etc. (4)
Three various green jade dishes, 8cm dia. (3)
Three various green jade dishes, 8cm dia. (3)
A Chinese biscuit pottery water vessel, with removable lid, circular body,
part pierced handle and plain spout raised with panels to one side, seal
mark beneath, 8cm H.
A Chinese biscuit pottery water vessel, with removable lid, circular body,
part pierced handle and plain spout raised with panels to one side, seal
mark beneath, 8cm H.
A Chinese blue white and brown glazed bowl, the inner decorated with a
geometric pattern and various exotic fish, with an outer brown glaze
decoration, on a circular foot, four character mark beneath, with D & S
Howlett label, 11cm dia.
A Chinese blue white and brown glazed bowl, the inner decorated with a
geometric pattern and various exotic fish, with an outer brown glaze
decoration, on a circular foot, four character mark beneath, with D & S
Howlett label, 11cm dia.
A Chinese export armorial bowl, of circular form with an inner star
banding, the exterior decorated with coat of arms, with gilt highlights on
circular foot, 12cm dia. (AF)
A Chinese export armorial bowl, of circular form with an inner star
banding, the exterior decorated with coat of arms, with gilt highlights on
circular foot, 12cm dia. (AF)
Two similar oriental porcelain blue and white tea bowls, on circular feet,
unmarked, 6cm H, etc. (2)
Two similar oriental porcelain blue and white tea bowls, on circular feet,
unmarked, 6cm H, etc. (2)
A Chinese Imari porcelain tankard, of cylindrical form, with ear shaped
handle, heavily decorated with buildings, cliffs and a seascape, in
orange and blue, on a circular foot, 7cm H. (AF) See Christies 22nd
June 1989 Monaco lot 66 for a similar item.
A Chinese Imari porcelain tankard, of cylindrical form, with ear shaped
handle, heavily decorated with buildings, cliffs and a seascape, in
orange and blue, on a circular foot, 7cm H. (AF) See Christies 22nd
June 1989 Monaco lot 66 for a similar item.
A 19thC Cantonese porcelain tea cup, with shaped handle, the circular
bowl decorated with panels of figures in an interior setting, broken by
further panels and flowerheads, in famille rose colours, predominately in
pink, green, yellow and blue, on a circular foot, D Howlett collection label
beneath, no. 341, 8cm H.
A 19thC Cantonese porcelain tea cup, with shaped handle, the circular
bowl decorated with panels of figures in an interior setting, broken by
further panels and flowerheads, in famille rose colours, predominately in
pink, green, yellow and blue, on a circular foot, D Howlett collection label
beneath, no. 341, 8cm H.
Three early 19thC Derby red marked coffee cans, c.1805/1810, a Derby
coffee can moulded with flower sprays and picked out in gold on a
salmon ground with a wishbone handle, another Derby coffee can
decorated with a salmon ground band and gilt floral band, the third
coffee can decorated with a green ground band and a gilt dart band and
a inner gilt floral band. (3)
Three early 19thC Derby red marked coffee cans, c.1805/1810, a Derby
coffee can moulded with flower sprays and picked out in gold on a
salmon ground with a wishbone handle, another Derby coffee can
decorated with a salmon ground band and gilt floral band, the third
coffee can decorated with a green ground band and a gilt dart band and
a inner gilt floral band. (3)
Est. 30 - 50
Records, 33rpm, The Beatles, Red Album, Blue Album, A Collection of
Beatles Oldies, Twenty Golden Hits, Rubber Sole, For Sale, Help, Let It
Be, various multiple copies of With The Beatles, other duplicates, etc. (a
quantity)
Records, 33rpm, The Beatles, Red Album, Blue Album, A Collection of
Beatles Oldies, Twenty Golden Hits, Rubber Sole, For Sale, Help, Let It
Be, various multiple copies of With The Beatles, other duplicates, etc. (a
quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., Drifters Twenty Old Time Hits, Fleetwood Mac,
Future Shock, Glen Miller, Jean Michel Jarre Equinoxe, various other
rock, pop, easy listening, etc. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., Drifters Twenty Old Time Hits, Fleetwood Mac,
Future Shock, Glen Miller, Jean Michel Jarre Equinoxe, various other
rock, pop, easy listening, etc. (a quantity)
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Records, 33rpm, etc., to include Focus, Santana, Bob Dylan, Cat
Stevens, Jethro Tull, The Clash, Average White Band, various rock, pop,
easy listening, etc. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., to include Focus, Santana, Bob Dylan, Cat
Stevens, Jethro Tull, The Clash, Average White Band, various rock, pop,
easy listening, etc. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., to include The Baker Gurvitz Army, Mott The
Hoople, Uriah Heap, The Who Who Came First, David Bowie, Ten
Years After About Time, The Alarm Limited Edition, Fairground
Attraction, other rock and pop, etc. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., to include The Baker Gurvitz Army, Mott The
Hoople, Uriah Heap, The Who Who Came First, David Bowie, Ten
Years After About Time, The Alarm Limited Edition, Fairground
Attraction, other rock and pop, etc. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., Jimmy Hendrix, Jimmy Plays Monterey, The Yes
Album, The Blue Oyster Cult, Jefferson Starship, Rod Stewart, various
other rock and pop, etc. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., Jimmy Hendrix, Jimmy Plays Monterey, The Yes
Album, The Blue Oyster Cult, Jefferson Starship, Rod Stewart, various
other rock and pop, etc. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., Kiss, Melody, Black Sabbath, Deep Purple, The
Moody Blues, The Goon Show, Ska, The House, The Psychedelic Furs,
David and Jonathan, Diesel Smoke, Grace Slick Dreams, Santana,
various other pop, rock and others. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., Kiss, Melody, Black Sabbath, Deep Purple, The
Moody Blues, The Goon Show, Ska, The House, The Psychedelic Furs,
David and Jonathan, Diesel Smoke, Grace Slick Dreams, Santana,
various other pop, rock and others. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., to include The Story of The Who, Bob Dylan, T.
Rex, A Beard of Stars, various other T. Rex, Tanx, Rock Machine,
Rolling Stones The London Years Single Collection, various other rock
and pop, etc. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., to include The Story of The Who, Bob Dylan, T.
Rex, A Beard of Stars, various other T. Rex, Tanx, Rock Machine,
Rolling Stones The London Years Single Collection, various other rock
and pop, etc. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., Status Quo box set, Various No.1 Hits, Album
Hits, Queens News of The World, Motown Chart Busters, The
Stranglers, Judas Priest, other rock, pop, etc. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., Status Quo box set, Various No.1 Hits, Album
Hits, Queens News of The World, Motown Chart Busters, The
Stranglers, Judas Priest, other rock, pop, etc. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., Whitesnake Live In The Heart of The City,
Fleetwood Mac, The Who, Wishbone Ash Pilgrimage, Three Tons of
Sobs, T. Rex, other rock and pop music, regaee, John Lee Hooker,
other rock and pop and LP records, etc. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., Whitesnake Live In The Heart of The City,
Fleetwood Mac, The Who, Wishbone Ash Pilgrimage, Three Tons of
Sobs, T. Rex, other rock and pop music, regaee, John Lee Hooker,
other rock and pop and LP records, etc. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., Hawkwind Masters of The Universe, Rolling
Stones Emotional Rescue, Black Sabbath Paranoid, other rock, pop,
punk, Bob Dylan, Flying Pickets, Creedence Clear Water Revival,
Cosmo's Factory, Andy Johns Link Stones In Concert, Town Story box
set, other rock and pop, etc. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., Hawkwind Masters of The Universe, Rolling
Stones Emotional Rescue, Black Sabbath Paranoid, other rock, pop,
punk, Bob Dylan, Flying Pickets, Creedence Clear Water Revival,
Cosmo's Factory, Andy Johns Link Stones In Concert, Town Story box
set, other rock and pop, etc. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, The Beatles Bootleg Beat The Beatles, Chinese copy
and 45rpm The Alarm Love Don't Come Easy, Donovan, etc. (a
quantity)
Records, 33rpm, The Beatles Bootleg Beat The Beatles, Chinese copy
and 45rpm The Alarm Love Don't Come Easy, Donovan, etc. (a
quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., Queen, Sid Vicious Sid Sings, Dead Kennedys,
other punk, rock and pop, The Three Storey, Bob Dylan, Black Sabbath,
Dusty Springfield, The Monkees, Unit 4+2, Best of Cream, Gene Pitney,
etc. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., Queen, Sid Vicious Sid Sings, Dead Kennedys,
other punk, rock and pop, The Three Storey, Bob Dylan, Black Sabbath,
Dusty Springfield, The Monkees, Unit 4+2, Best of Cream, Gene Pitney,
etc. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., Oscar Peterson and Harry Enderson Stereo, Bob
Dylan Infidels and others, Peter Paul and Mary In concert, Pink Floyd,
Van Morrison, Jefferson Star Ship Red Octopus, David Bowie, The
Clash London Calling, Traditional Jazz Scene 1955, etc. (a quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., Oscar Peterson and Harry Enderson Stereo, Bob
Dylan Infidels and others, Peter Paul and Mary In concert, Pink Floyd,
Van Morrison, Jefferson Star Ship Red Octopus, David Bowie, The
Clash London Calling, Traditional Jazz Scene 1955, etc. (a quantity)
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Records, 33rpm, etc., Janis Joplin Pearl, others to include The Who
Tommy, Pink Floyd, The Jam, Rolling Stones, Specials, Mike Harding,
Uriah Heap Innocent Victim, David Bowie Pin Ups, Rock & Pop, etc. (a
quantity)
Records, 33rpm, etc., Janis Joplin Pearl, others to include The Who
Tommy, Pink Floyd, The Jam, Rolling Stones, Specials, Mike Harding,
Uriah Heap Innocent Victim, David Bowie Pin Ups, Rock & Pop, etc. (a
quantity)
Records, various 33rpm, Thirty Light Years Special Edition Set, Elvis
Costello and The Attractions, Kate and Anna McGarrigle, Eric Clapton
Another Ticket, The Cream Volume 2, other rock and pop, etc. (a
quantity)
Records, various 33rpm, Thirty Light Years Special Edition Set, Elvis
Costello and The Attractions, Kate and Anna McGarrigle, Eric Clapton
Another Ticket, The Cream Volume 2, other rock and pop, etc. (a
quantity)
A 20thC Singer electric sewing machine, with wooden base, (case)
53cm W.
A 20thC Singer electric sewing machine, with wooden base, (case)
53cm W.
A 20thC leather satchel, with articulated front and metal lock, marked
Cheney Hidesign, with part fitted interior, 39cm H.
A 20thC leather satchel, with articulated front and metal lock, marked
Cheney Hidesign, with part fitted interior, 39cm H.
A Royal Crown Derby bank vole, paperweight ornament, with gilt
stopper 5cm H, (boxed).
A Royal Crown Derby bank vole, paperweight ornament, with gilt
stopper 5cm H, (boxed).
A 20thC mahogany and brass bound jewellery casket, of rectangular
form, the hinged lid with vacant lozenge cartouche and shaped
spandrels revealing a plain interior, 11cm H, 30cm W, 20cm D.
A 20thC mahogany and brass bound jewellery casket, of rectangular
form, the hinged lid with vacant lozenge cartouche and shaped
spandrels revealing a plain interior, 11cm H, 30cm W, 20cm D.
Various pottery, etc., an early 19thC Doulton Slater's Patent jar, 11cm H,
beak spout jug, 19thC registered cheese dish on stand and a Crown
Devon pin dish. (4, AF)
Various pottery, etc., an early 19thC Doulton Slater's Patent jar, 11cm H,
beak spout jug, 19thC registered cheese dish on stand and a Crown
Devon pin dish. (4, AF)
A 1950s walnut cased 8-day mantel clock, with chrome plated 13cm Dia.
dial and three winding holes, with chiming movement in fitted shaped
case, 22cm H.
A 1950s walnut cased 8-day mantel clock, with chrome plated 13cm Dia.
dial and three winding holes, with chiming movement in fitted shaped
case, 22cm H.
A 1950s walnut cased 8-day mantel clock, the 14cm Dia. Roman
numeric dial with two winding holes revealing a keywind movement in a
shaped case, 22cm H.
A 1950s walnut cased 8-day mantel clock, the 14cm Dia. Roman
numeric dial with two winding holes revealing a keywind movement in a
shaped case, 22cm H.
A Skywatcher telescope, in blue, on a tripod stand, 85cm W, D=130MM
F=900MM.
A Skywatcher telescope, in blue, on a tripod stand, 85cm W, D=130MM
F=900MM.
Three various glass shades, to include Nailsea style handkerchief shade
in green and white, 26cm W, and two others. (3)
Three various glass shades, to include Nailsea style handkerchief shade
in green and white, 26cm W, and two others. (3)
A pair of 20thC fire bellows, beech stained with leather centres a on
metal point end, 94cm W, and three various parasols. (4)
A pair of 20thC fire bellows, beech stained with leather centres a on
metal point end, 94cm W, and three various parasols. (4)
A 20thC cast metal elephant doorstop, painted grey on a D shape gilt
highlighted base, 27cm H.
A 20thC cast metal elephant doorstop, painted grey on a D shape gilt
highlighted base, 27cm H.
A 20thC miner's lamp, marked British Coal Mining Company Aberaman
Colliery, the cylindrical body with hook top and glazed section, 24cm H.
A 20thC miner's lamp, marked British Coal Mining Company Aberaman
Colliery, the cylindrical body with hook top and glazed section, 24cm H.
Various Aynsley Wild Tudor pattern ornaments, to include vase, 22cm
H, sandwich plate, other vases, pin dishes, heart shaped dish, etc.,
printed marks beneath. (a quantity)
Various Aynsley Wild Tudor pattern ornaments, to include vase, 22cm
H, sandwich plate, other vases, pin dishes, heart shaped dish, etc.,
printed marks beneath. (a quantity)
A 20thC Tiffany style table lamp, with glass shade predominately in
purple and lilac, on a metal stem and shaped base, 57cm H.
A 20thC Tiffany style table lamp, with glass shade predominately in
purple and lilac, on a metal stem and shaped base, 57cm H.
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A 19thC majolica floral pottery plate, of circular form raised with
mayapple flowers and leaves, the inner with a tortoiseshell decoration,
predominately in green, orange and brown, unmarked, 25cm Dia.
A 19thC majolica floral pottery plate, of circular form raised with
mayapple flowers and leaves, the inner with a tortoiseshell decoration,
predominately in green, orange and brown, unmarked, 25cm Dia.
Various silver plate, to include a soup ladle, waiter, toast rack, and two
goblets. (a quantity various dimensions)
Various silver plate, to include a soup ladle, waiter, toast rack, and two
goblets. (a quantity various dimensions)
Various china and porcelain, comprising a Royal Crown Derby Posies
pattern dish, 15cm W, a Minton Haddon Hall lidded jar, and three
Japanese egg shell porcelain cups and a saucer. (a quantity)
Various china and porcelain, comprising a Royal Crown Derby Posies
pattern dish, 15cm W, a Minton Haddon Hall lidded jar, and three
Japanese egg shell porcelain cups and a saucer. (a quantity)
A Royal Doulton figure Claire, HN2793, printed marks beneath, 21cm H.
A Royal Doulton figure Claire, HN2793, printed marks beneath, 21cm H.
Various 45rpm records, to include Shakin' Stevens, Bobby Darin, other
pop music, etc. (a quantity)
Various 45rpm records, to include Shakin' Stevens, Bobby Darin, other
pop music, etc. (a quantity)
Records, 45rpm, The Beatles, Magical Mystery Tour, I Want To Hold
Your Hand. (a quantity)
Records, 45rpm, The Beatles, Magical Mystery Tour, I Want To Hold
Your Hand. (a quantity)
A harlequin suite of two sized crystal drinking glasses, each hobnail cut,
on hour glass stems, some marked beneath, 12cm H, etc.
A harlequin suite of two sized crystal drinking glasses, each hobnail cut,
on hour glass stems, some marked beneath, 12cm H, etc.
Various 20thC crystal glassware, to include decanter with shaped
stopper, 28cm H, water jug, Brierley whiskey tumblers, brandy ballons,
etc. (a quantity)
Various 20thC crystal glassware, to include decanter with shaped
stopper, 28cm H, water jug, Brierley whiskey tumblers, brandy ballons,
etc. (a quantity)
Six Brierley crystal drinking glasses, with shaped bowls, with a hobnail
cut repeat decoration on shaped stems and circular feet, 14cm H and
six further similar glasses of similar decoration. (a quantity)
Six Brierley crystal drinking glasses, with shaped bowls, with a hobnail
cut repeat decoration on shaped stems and circular feet, 14cm H and
six further similar glasses of similar decoration. (a quantity)
Various crystal glassware, Royal Doulton drinking glasses, with cut
glass bell shaped bowls, 18cm H, decanter and sundae dishes. (a
quantity)
Various crystal glassware, Royal Doulton drinking glasses, with cut
glass bell shaped bowls, 18cm H, decanter and sundae dishes. (a
quantity)
A comprehensive Royal Doulton Melissa pattern part service, to include
coffee pot, 23cm H, teapot, vegetable dish, three lidded serving tureens,
cups, saucers, side plates, bowls, etc. (a quantity)
A comprehensive Royal Doulton Melissa pattern part service, to include
coffee pot, 23cm H, teapot, vegetable dish, three lidded serving tureens,
cups, saucers, side plates, bowls, etc. (a quantity)
Various books, Conan Doyle (Sir Arthur), The Case Book of Sherlock
Holmes, Tess Of The D'Urbervilles, other similar Folio Society books,
etc. (a quantity)
Various books, Conan Doyle (Sir Arthur), The Case Book of Sherlock
Holmes, Tess Of The D'Urbervilles, other similar Folio Society books,
etc. (a quantity)
A hollow metal figure, of a gentleman in red jacket, with black top hat
and black trousers, holding jug, 45cm H.
A hollow metal figure, of a gentleman in red jacket, with black top hat
and black trousers, holding jug, 45cm H.
A Comitti of London mahogany mantel clock, with 13cm dial, 8 day
movement, and a further mantel clock. (2)
A Comitti of London mahogany mantel clock, with 13cm dial, 8 day
movement, and a further mantel clock. (2)
A 20thC Royal Collection Limited Edition plate, Buckingham Palace
2007, no.127/500, fine bone china, 26cm Dia. (boxed)
A 20thC Royal Collection Limited Edition plate, Buckingham Palace
2007, no.127/500, fine bone china, 26cm Dia. (boxed)
Various Toby jugs, to include Royal Doulton Winston Churchill, 14cm H,
Honest Measure, etc. (4)
Various Toby jugs, to include Royal Doulton Winston Churchill, 14cm H,
Honest Measure, etc. (4)
A Portmeirion pattern part service, to include oval serving dish, Holly
and Ivy pattern, and six other plates. (a quantity, various dimensions)
A Portmeirion pattern part service, to include oval serving dish, Holly
and Ivy pattern, and six other plates. (a quantity, various dimensions)
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Various pottery, a Staffordshire figure of a gentleman on a goat, 33cm
H, Shelley 52099 pattern trio, blue and white Delft, etc. (a quantity)
Various pottery, a Staffordshire figure of a gentleman on a goat, 33cm
H, Shelley 52099 pattern trio, blue and white Delft, etc. (a quantity)
A Victorian slate and marble mantel clock, with 13cm Dia. dial, revealing
an eight day keywind pendulum swung movement, in an architectural
case, with marble sections on a stepped base, 32cm H.
A Victorian slate and marble mantel clock, with 13cm Dia. dial, revealing
an eight day keywind pendulum swung movement, in an architectural
case, with marble sections on a stepped base, 32cm H.
A Royal Copenhagen figure of a stork, no.532, 28cm H.
A Royal Copenhagen figure of a stork, no.532, 28cm H.
An early 20thC copper Arts & Crafts photoframe, in the manner of
W.A.S.Benson, raised with storks and flowers, with bamboo in the
distance, with a vacant centre, 8cm Dia., the main body 15cm W, on a
plain back.
An early 20thC copper Arts & Crafts photoframe, in the manner of
W.A.S.Benson, raised with storks and flowers, with bamboo in the
distance, with a vacant centre, 8cm Dia., the main body 15cm W, on a
plain back.
A Meerschaum cheroot holder, with silver collar, 7cm W, a silver napkin
ring of rectangular form, and a Charles Horner thimble. (3)
A Meerschaum cheroot holder, with silver collar, 7cm W, a silver napkin
ring of rectangular form, and a Charles Horner thimble. (3)
Various Beatrix Potter and other figures, Royal Doulton Winnie the Pooh
Collection, Pooh and Piglet - The Windy Day, printed marks beneath,
8cm H, Tom Kitten brown four line mark, Beswick horse, etc. (a quantity)
Various Beatrix Potter and other figures, Royal Doulton Winnie the Pooh
Collection, Pooh and Piglet - The Windy Day, printed marks beneath,
8cm H, Tom Kitten brown four line mark, Beswick horse, etc. (a quantity)
A 19thC stoneware flagon, the shouldered circular body, with raised W
Matthews Kirton slab, 45cm H.
A 19thC stoneware flagon, the shouldered circular body, with raised W
Matthews Kirton slab, 45cm H.
A 19thC Pasture Chamberland water filter, with moulded shell handles,
domed lid and front metal articulated tap, 72cm H.
A 19thC Pasture Chamberland water filter, with moulded shell handles,
domed lid and front metal articulated tap, 72cm H.
An early 20thC Pfaff walnut cased sewing machine, 47cm wide.
An early 20thC Pfaff walnut cased sewing machine, 47cm wide.
An early 20thC Singer sewing machine, in domed case, with articulated
handle, 43cm W.
An early 20thC Singer sewing machine, in domed case, with articulated
handle, 43cm W.
Various Nailsea style glassware, palm tree glass figure in green and
brown, 21cm H, bird ornaments, a pair of yellow, red and blue vases,
etc. (a quantity)
Various Nailsea style glassware, palm tree glass figure in green and
brown, 21cm H, bird ornaments, a pair of yellow, red and blue vases,
etc. (a quantity)
A Sevres style enamel pill box, after Watteau with a gilt highlighted
decoration, with figures of horse and a couple to the centre, 7cm W, and
another with blue double mark beneath, two 20thC famille rose lidded
caskets, and a Chinese blue and white dish. (a quantity)
A Sevres style enamel pill box, after Watteau with a gilt highlighted
decoration, with figures of horse and a couple to the centre, 7cm W, and
another with blue double mark beneath, two 20thC famille rose lidded
caskets, and a Chinese blue and white dish. (a quantity)
A 20thC resin figure of a chariot, being driven by two horses, with one
rider, on a rectangular base, unmarked, 21cm H., and two hand fans. (3)
A 20thC resin figure of a chariot, being driven by two horses, with one
rider, on a rectangular base, unmarked, 21cm H.Auctioneer Annouce no
fans in lot.
A mid 20thC cut glass soda syphon, with articulated chrome plated top,
and label to the neck, 36cm H.
A mid 20thC cut glass soda syphon, with articulated chrome plated top,
and label to the neck, 36cm H.
Various pottery, etc, Beatrix Potter Foxy Whiskered Gentleman, 12cm H,
Rupert Bear figures, other Beswick, Red House Coalport bone china
cottage, etc. (a quantity)
Various pottery, etc, Beatrix Potter Foxy Whiskered Gentleman, 12cm H,
Rupert Bear figures, other Beswick, Red House Coalport bone china
cottage, etc. (a quantity)
A 20thC Roman style stone vase, of shouldered circular form, with
shaped handles and a partially studded body, 53cm H.
A 20thC Roman style stone vase, of shouldered circular form, with
shaped handles and a partially studded body, 53cm H.
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A late 19thC tool box, 25cm H, 106cm W, 27cm D, containing a quantity
of various hand tools, chisels, oil can, metal box, etc. (a quantity) From
the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A late 19thC tool box, 25cm H, 106cm W, 27cm D, containing a quantity
of various hand tools, chisels, oil can, metal box, etc. (a quantity) From
the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A 20thC metal stork garden statue, in standing pose, 78cm H.
A 20thC metal stork garden statue, in standing pose, 78cm H.
A wrought iron framed firescreen, in black with central mirror, partially
painted with roses, with a central twist handle, on scroll legs, 91cm H,
56cm W, 27cm D.
A wrought iron framed firescreen, in black with central mirror, partially
painted with roses, with a central twist handle, on scroll legs, 91cm H,
56cm W, 27cm D.
A mid 20thC Smith's Bakelite cased mantel clock, the 10cm Dia. Arabic
dial with a chrome plated bezel, 15cm H.
A mid 20thC Smith's Bakelite cased mantel clock, the 10cm Dia. Arabic
dial with a chrome plated bezel, 15cm H.
Three Palestinian open cast metal pots, each of bulbous form with beak
spouts and shaped handles, 17cm H, etc. (3, AF)
Three Palestinian open cast metal pots, each of bulbous form with beak
spouts and shaped handles, 17cm H, etc. (3, AF)
An mid 20thC Pocketphono travelling gramophone, in metal casing with
removable lid revealing turntable, articulated chrome plated horn, etc.,
with an exterior leather carrying handle, 28cm W.
An mid 20thC Pocketphono travelling gramophone, in metal casing with
removable lid revealing turntable, articulated chrome plated horn, etc.,
with an exterior leather carrying handle, 28cm W.
A 19thC oriental bowl, of flared form, polychrome decorated with chicken
in a naturalistic setting, predominately in orange, black and pink, with a
part floral interior, 16cm W.
A 19thC oriental bowl, of flared form, polychrome decorated with chicken
in a naturalistic setting, predominately in orange, black and pink, with a
part floral interior, 16cm W.
A mid 20thC brown leather travel case, with chrome plated mounts,
20cm H, 65cm W, 36cm D, and another smaller. (2)
A mid 20thC brown leather travel case, with chrome plated mounts,
20cm H, 65cm W, 36cm D, and another smaller. (2)
A Chinese blue and white porcelain charger, decorated with dragon with
an outer geometric banding, with a partial design verso, on a circular
foot, Kangxi style double line flowerhead mark verso, but later, 49cm
Dia.
A Chinese blue and white porcelain charger, decorated with dragon with
an outer geometric banding, with a partial design verso, on a circular
foot, Kangxi style double line flowerhead mark verso, but later, 49cm
Dia.
Various oriental and other wares, a late 19thC Cantonese plate
polychrome decorated in famille rose colours predominately in pink and
green, set with butterflies and summer flowers, 24cm Dia., and three
various tea bowls. (a quantity)
Various oriental and other wares, a late 19thC Cantonese plate
polychrome decorated in famille rose colours predominately in pink and
green, set with butterflies and summer flowers, 24cm Dia., and three
various tea bowls. (a quantity)
An early 20thC tin trunk, the domed top partially studded, with a plain
interior, 37cm H, 55cm W, 37cm D and a travel case with stitched
leather border, leather carrying handles and a pressed body initialled A
A L. (2)
An early 20thC tin trunk, the domed top partially studded, with a plain
interior, 37cm H, 55cm W, 37cm D and a travel case with stitched
leather border, leather carrying handles and a pressed body initialled A
A L. (2)
An early 20thC Royal Worcester hand painted porcelain vase, decorated
by James Stinton, c.1906, with pierced rim, inverted bulbous body and
acanthus leaf base, hand painted with pheasant in an autumnal scene,
signed Stinton, no. G1061, printed marks, 14cm H.
An early 20thC Royal Worcester hand painted porcelain vase, decorated
by James Stinton, c.1906, with pierced rim, inverted bulbous body and
acanthus leaf base, hand painted with pheasant in an autumnal scene,
signed Stinton, no. G1061, printed marks, 14cm H.
An early 20thC travel trunk, partially wooden and metal bound with
pressed green material and luggage labels, 33cm H, 79cm W, 54cm D.
An early 20thC travel trunk, partially wooden and metal bound with
pressed green material and luggage labels, 33cm H, 79cm W, 54cm D.
An early 20thC Japanese eggshell part tea service, to include coffee
pot, 20cm H, two handled sugar bowl, milk jug, cup, saucer, side plates,
etc., each decorated with geisha in a naturalistic setting. (a quantity)
An early 20thC Japanese eggshell part tea service, to include coffee
pot, 20cm H, two handled sugar bowl, milk jug, cup, saucer, side plates,
etc., each decorated with geisha in a naturalistic setting. (a quantity)

242

A pair of 19thC pottery candlesticks, with a gilt highlighted leaf pattern
on powder blue ground, 11cm H, and a Goebel Hummel figure of a
standing monk Toby jug.
A pair of 19thC pottery candlesticks, with a gilt highlighted leaf pattern
on powder blue ground, 11cm H, and a Goebel Hummel figure of a
standing monk Toby jug.
A Japanese blue and white porcelain charger, the circular body with an
outer floral border, the centre decorated with further flowers, partially
painted verso, single blue line and seal mark beneath, probably late
Meiji period, 43cm Dia.
A Japanese blue and white porcelain charger, the circular body with an
outer floral border, the centre decorated with further flowers, partially
painted verso, single blue line and seal mark beneath, probably late
Meiji period, 43cm Dia.
Est. 300 - 400
A Moroccan pottery charger, probably by Fez, on a blue ground with
black tracery, raised with applied white metal sections in a floral motif
and a raised diamond shaped centre, 36cm Dia.
A Moroccan pottery charger, probably by Fez, on a blue ground with
black tracery, raised with applied white metal sections in a floral motif
and a raised diamond shaped centre, 36cm Dia.
Est. 100 - 150
A 20thC slipware Pisces dish, of oval form decorated with two fishes,
unmarked, 26cm W.
A 20thC slipware Pisces dish, of oval form decorated with two fishes,
unmarked, 26cm W.
A pair of 18thC Derby small petal moulded side plates, c.1775,
decorated with green floral sprays and gilt centres, crown over D mark,
17cm Dia. (2)
A pair of 18thC Derby small petal moulded side plates, c.1775,
decorated with green floral sprays and gilt centres, crown over D mark,
17cm Dia. (2)
Various Honiton Devon studio pottery wares, to include vase with flared
rim, 17cm H, preserve jar and cover, teapot, each vibrantly decorated
with flowers, a small quantity of similar design Poole pottery, etc. (a
quantity)
Various Honiton Devon studio pottery wares, to include vase with flared
rim, 17cm H, preserve jar and cover, teapot, each vibrantly decorated
with flowers, a small quantity of similar design Poole pottery, etc. (a
quantity)
A Chinese redware pottery part service, comprising of a teapot with
compressed circular lid, 14cm H, sparsely decorated with flowers
predominately in blue and red, with a ring and ear handle, on
compressed feet, seal mark beneath, and three similar cups, all
unglazed. (4)
A Chinese redware pottery part service, comprising of a teapot with
compressed circular lid, 14cm H, sparsely decorated with flowers
predominately in blue and red, with a ring and ear handle, on
compressed feet, seal mark beneath, and three similar cups, all
unglazed. (4)
A Royal Welsh Fusiliers insignia mounted brass and copper bugle, 31cm
H.
A Royal Welsh Fusiliers insignia mounted brass and copper bugle, 31cm
H.
Various Studio glassware, continental and others, to include a three
sectional bowl in blue, black and green colour way, 17cm W, spider web
vase, Mdina type and others, etc. (a quantity, unmarked)
Various Studio glassware, continental and others, to include a three
sectional bowl in blue, black and green colour way, 17cm W, spider web
vase, Mdina type and others, etc. (a quantity, unmarked)
Various Studio glass, vases, bowls, flowerhead vase in green, 13cm W,
etc. (a quantity)
Various Studio glass, vases, bowls, flowerhead vase in green, 13cm W,
etc. (a quantity)
Wilson (Sir John). The Royal Philatelic Collection, published by
Viscount Kemsley, in slip case, with leather gilt tooled boards.
Wilson (Sir John). The Royal Philatelic Collection, published by
Viscount Kemsley, in slip case, with leather gilt tooled boards.
Various military and other related ephemera, to include The Thompson
Sub Machine Gun Mechanism Made Easy manual, manual of
Firemanship, other related ephemera, Small Arms Training, Elementary
Map Reading 1941, War Damage Act ephemera, cased horn handled
cutlery, etc. (a quantity)
Various military and other related ephemera, to include The Thompson
Sub Machine Gun Mechanism Made Easy manual, manual of
Firemanship, other related ephemera, Small Arms Training, Elementary
Map Reading 1941, War Damage Act ephemera, cased horn handled
cutlery, etc. (a quantity)
Various camera equipment, etc., Minolta, Vivitar, Casina, various other
lenses, etc., Minolta AF 50mm 1:1.7 (22), 6cm Dia. (a quantity)
Various camera equipment, etc., Minolta, Vivitar, Casina, various other
lenses, etc., Minolta AF 50mm 1:1.7 (22), 6cm Dia. (a quantity)
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An early 20thC oriental dress, full length in blue with raised frills and
elaborate front fastening, probably Indian.
An early 20thC oriental dress, full length in blue with raised frills and
elaborate front fastening, probably Indian.
A 19thC oriental design jug, with pewter lid, the cylindrical tapering body
decorated with exotic bird and flowers, with C scroll rope twist handle,
unmarked, 26cm H.
A 19thC oriental design jug, with pewter lid, the cylindrical tapering body
decorated with exotic bird and flowers, with C scroll rope twist handle,
unmarked, 26cm H.
A late 19thC Japanese Imari bowl, of flared form typically decorated with
flowers predominately in blue and red, 21cm W, and a Chinese ginger
jar with double circle mark beneath, with D & S Howlett label. (2)
A late 19thC Japanese Imari bowl, of flared form typically decorated with
flowers predominately in blue and red, 21cm W, and a Chinese ginger
jar with double circle mark beneath, with D & S Howlett label. (2)
A pair of Chinese Republic style porcelain vases, each with compressed
trumpet stems, on shouldered bodies, polychrome decorated with
building and trees before mountains, on circular feet, orange seal
marked beneath, 20thC, 19cm H.
A pair of Chinese Republic style porcelain vases, each with compressed
trumpet stems, on shouldered bodies, polychrome decorated with
building and trees before mountains, on circular feet, orange seal
marked beneath, 20thC, 19cm H.
A two piece tuxedo or evening jacket, comprising of a jacket and
stripped trousers, size unknown and a further jacket and trouser set
similar. (2)
A two piece tuxedo or evening jacket, comprising of a jacket and
stripped trousers, size unknown and a further jacket and trouser set
similar. (2)
Various Chinese celadon porcelain, to include a drainer with D & S
Howlett Collection label, a similar labelled bowl and another lidded
example, partially ribbed, 10cm H.
Various Chinese celadon porcelain, to include a drainer with D & S
Howlett Collection label, a similar labelled bowl and another lidded
example, partially ribbed, 10cm H.
A Chinese porcelain bowl, of circular form, decorated to the interior and
exterior with flowers in red and blue, with a six character Chenghua
mark beneath, but later, 16cm Dia.
A Chinese porcelain bowl, of circular form, decorated to the interior and
exterior with flowers in red and blue, with a six character Chenghua
mark beneath, but later, 16cm Dia.
An early 19thC English porcelain dish, possibly Coalport, with a shaped
outline on a shell scroll handle centred by hand painted summer flowers,
predominantly in pink, green and orange on a white ground with an
outer blue and gilt highlighted banding, unmarked, 52cm W.
An early 19thC English porcelain dish, possibly Coalport, with a shaped
outline on a shell scroll handle centred by hand painted summer flowers,
predominantly in pink, green and orange on a white ground with an
outer blue and gilt highlighted banding, unmarked, 52cm W.
Two early 19thC Herculaneum tea cups and saucers, c.1815, one
decorated in a green leaf and blue berry pattern, the other with blue and
gilt spriggs, together with a Herculaneum coffee can decorated with a
band of grapes and vine leaves. (5)
Two early 19thC Herculaneum tea cups and saucers, c.1815, one
decorated in a green leaf and blue berry pattern, the other with blue and
gilt spriggs, together with a Herculaneum coffee can decorated with a
band of grapes and vine leaves. (5)
Est. 30 - 50
A celadon vase, of shouldered circular form, profusely decorated with
birds and trees before hills, predominately in green, pink, orange and
yellow, on a circular foot, D & S Howlett Collection label beneath, 20thC,
15cm H.
A celadon vase, of shouldered circular form, profusely decorated with
birds and trees before hills, predominately in green, pink, orange and
yellow, on a circular foot, D & S Howlett Collection label beneath, 20thC,
15cm H.
A Derby heart shaped dish, c.1782/1800, hand painted to the centre of a
scene titled verso Near Matlock, Derbyshire with a gilt floral and scroll
form, blue painted marks, 25cm W.
A Derby heart shaped dish, c.1782/1800, hand painted to the centre of a
scene titled verso Near Matlock, Derbyshire with a gilt floral and scroll
form, blue painted marks, 25cm W.
An early 19thC Derby porcelain platter, c.1815, finely painted with
English flower sprays, probably by Leonard Lead, red Derby mark, 39cm
W.
An early 19thC Derby porcelain platter, c.1815, finely painted with
English flower sprays, probably by Leonard Lead, red Derby mark, 39cm
W.
Est. 60 - 80

267

A Chinese Kangxi style blue and white bowl, the interior decorated with
flowers, with an outer brown glaze on circular foot, unmarked, D & S
Howlett Collection label beneath, 19cm Dia.
A Chinese Kangxi style blue and white bowl, the interior decorated with
flowers, with an outer brown glaze on circular foot, unmarked, D & S
Howlett Collection label beneath, 19cm Dia.
A Chinese Ming style blue and white jar and cover, of cylindrical form,
profusely decorated with birds and flowers, the lid with an unglazed
biscuit incised banding, unmarked, 12cm H.
A Chinese Ming style blue and white jar and cover, of cylindrical form,
profusely decorated with birds and flowers, the lid with an unglazed
biscuit incised banding, unmarked, 12cm H.
A Japanese porcelain saucer dish, decorated with a heron in a water
landscape, red seal mark, 22cm Dia.
A Japanese porcelain saucer dish, decorated with a heron in a water
landscape, red seal mark, 22cm Dia.
A 19thC blue and white Chinese tea bowl, of circular form with four
character mark beneath, with D & S Howlett Collection label beneath,
no.131, 7cm Dia, and two blue and red Imari style tea bowls, one
similarly labelled. (3)
A 19thC blue and white Chinese tea bowl, of circular form with four
character mark beneath, with D & S Howlett Collection label beneath,
no.131, 7cm Dia, and two blue and red Imari style tea bowls, one
similarly labelled. (3)
A Caughley blue and white porcelain tureen stand, c.1790, decorated
with The Conversation pattern, 24cm W. Ex. Willow Collection.
A Caughley blue and white porcelain tureen stand, c.1790, decorated
with The Conversation pattern, 24cm W. Ex. Willow Collection.
Est. 40 - 60
A fine Peking jade-green glass bowl, on a turned hardwood stand, 17cm
Dia., 7.5cm H.
A fine Peking jade-green glass bowl, on a turned hardwood stand, 17cm
Dia., 7.5cm H.
A New Hall porcelain saucer dish, of fluted form decorated with a blue
band and C scroll gilding, marked pattern no. 554, 20cm Dia., and a
Coalport creamer. (2 pieces)
A New Hall porcelain saucer dish, of fluted form decorated with a blue
band and C scroll gilding, marked pattern no. 554, 20cm Dia., and a
Coalport creamer. (2 pieces)
Est. 15 - 30
Bygones, collectables, an early 20thC Mauchline ware box with leather
top, Saltburn by The Sea, cutlery, Hadley Highstone Lodge glasses,
chrome plated two piece cruet set, etc. (a quantity)
Bygones, collectables, an early 20thC Mauchline ware box with leather
top, Saltburn by The Sea, cutlery, Hadley Highstone Lodge glasses,
chrome plated two piece cruet set, etc. (a quantity)
A 20thC Derby porcelain cabinet plate, c.1933/35, decorated with a fish
and signed W.E. Morley, all within a gilt foliate border, puce Derby mark,
22cm Dia.
A 20thC Derby porcelain cabinet plate, c.1933/35, decorated with a fish
and signed W.E. Morley, all within a gilt foliate border, puce Derby mark,
22cm Dia.
Est. 40 - 60
Various bygones games card games solitaire, early 20thC Draughts,
Glevum Series Block Tidley Winks (boxed), 33cm W, a child's Lott Brick
Limited No. 4 Chemistry Set, fully fitted with contents, etc. (a quantity)
Various bygones games card games solitaire, early 20thC Draughts,
Glevum Series Block Tidley Winks (boxed), 33cm W, a child's Lott Brick
Limited No. 4 Chemistry Set, fully fitted with contents, etc. (a quantity)
A Derby porcelain basket moulded plate, decorated with floral sprays, in
the style of Leonard Lead, red Derby mark, gilders no.25 painted no. 29,
20cm dia.
A Derby porcelain basket moulded plate, decorated with floral sprays, in
the style of Leonard Lead, red Derby mark, gilders no.25 painted no. 29,
20cm dia.
Est. 30 - 50
A Black Forest musical card waiter, heavily carved with mountains, with
a naturalistic flowerhead and leaf border, with musical action, 27cm W.
A Black Forest musical card waiter, heavily carved with mountains, with
a naturalistic flowerhead and leaf border, with musical action, 27cm W.
A pair of Derby porcelain cherubs, on rococo bases, patch mark, 18cm
H. (2, AF)
A pair of Derby porcelain cherubs, on rococo bases, patch mark, 18cm
H. (2, AF)
Est. 20 - 30
A large pair of 19thC Parian figures, c.1860, of children playing hide and
seek, the male figure blindfolded, both figures on a circular base,
unmarked, 20cm H.
A large pair of 19thC Parian figures, c.1860, of children playing hide and
seek, the male figure blindfolded, both figures on a circular base,
unmarked, 20cm H.
Est. 70 - 100
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A Chinese porcelain vase, of compressed baluster form, hand painted
with panels of cats, flowers and trees, broken by fixed areas of flower
heads and scrolls in raised enamels, on a circular turquoise foot with
double line rounded square Yongzheng mark beneath, 17cm H.
A Chinese porcelain vase, of compressed baluster form, hand painted
with panels of cats, flowers and trees, broken by fixed areas of flower
heads and scrolls in raised enamels, on a circular turquoise foot with
double line rounded square Yongzheng mark beneath, 17cm H.
A Royal Doulton blue powder ware vase, with gilt highlights decorated
with children in a forest, on shaped vase, printed marks beneath, 29cm
H. (AF)
A Royal Doulton blue powder ware vase, with gilt highlights decorated
with children in a forest, on shaped vase, printed marks beneath, 29cm
H. (AF)
A Chinese porcelain Ming style ginger jar and cover, of circular form,
heavily decorated with figure and trees before water and mountains,
with an upper geometric banding, with (removable) compressed circular
lid, 18cm H.
A Chinese porcelain Ming style ginger jar and cover, of circular form,
heavily decorated with figure and trees before water and mountains,
with an upper geometric banding, with (removable) compressed circular
lid, 18cm H.
A late 19thC plated meat cover, of oval form with beaded handle, 32cm
H, 43cm W, 30cm D.
A late 19thC plated meat cover, of oval form with beaded handle, 32cm
H, 43cm W, 30cm D.
Three Furstenberg early 20thC white glaze porcelain figures, modelled
as a man with vines, and two women with flowers and urn respectively,
19cm H. (3)
Three Furstenberg early 20thC white glaze porcelain figures, modelled
as a man with vines, and two women with flowers and urn respectively,
19cm H. (3)
An early 20thC rustic bread board, of circular form, partially carved with
leaves and named to the top, 30cm Dia.
An early 20thC rustic bread board, of circular form, partially carved with
leaves and named to the top, 30cm Dia.
An Imari porcelain well bucket vessel, probably Chinese, with shaped
handle and cylindrical body, typically decorated in red and blue with gilt
highlights, unmarked, 19cm H.
An Imari porcelain well bucket vessel, probably Chinese, with shaped
handle and cylindrical body, typically decorated in red and blue with gilt
highlights, unmarked, 19cm H.
A 20thC Aynsley part tea service, polychrome decorated with pansies,
comprising of a milk jug 12cm H, serving plate, sugar bowl, cups and
saucers, printed marks beneath. (a quantity)
A 20thC Aynsley part tea service, polychrome decorated with pansies,
comprising of a milk jug 12cm H, serving plate, sugar bowl, cups and
saucers, printed marks beneath. (a quantity)
A Chinese bronze bowl, the circular body raised with a double Greek
key style banding and panels of figures, with circular six character raised
mark beneath, probably late Qing period, 25cm Dia.
A Chinese bronze bowl, the circular body raised with a double Greek
key style banding and panels of figures, with circular six character raised
mark beneath, probably late Qing period, 25cm Dia.
Est. 70 - 100
Collectors cards, medallions, etc., a 1970 World Cup Collection packed
coins, Minnesota Viking's Cap, other trade tokens, coins, Squelchers!,
Esso Football Medallions, etc. (a quantity)
Collectors cards, medallions, etc., a 1970 World Cup Collection packed
coins, Minnesota Viking's Cap, other trade tokens, coins, Squelchers!,
Esso Football Medallions, etc. (a quantity)
A late 19thC oriental porcelain bowl, polychrome decorated
predominately in green, yellow and purple set with figures in a
naturalistic setting, on circular foot, unmarked, 17cm Dia, and a 19thC
loving cup transfer printed with a polychrome decorated scene. (2, AF)
A late 19thC oriental porcelain bowl, polychrome decorated
predominately in green, yellow and purple set with figures in a
naturalistic setting, on circular foot, unmarked, 17cm Dia, and a 19thC
loving cup transfer printed with a polychrome decorated scene. (2, AF)
Various cigarette and trade cards, loose, full and part sets to include
Park Drive, Champions of Screen and Stage, red backs, other albums,
Brooke Bond Tea, Wild Flowers, Safety First, Wills, other loose part
sets, cigarette boxes, etc. (a quantity)
Various cigarette and trade cards, loose, full and part sets to include
Park Drive, Champions of Screen and Stage, red backs, other albums,
Brooke Bond Tea, Wild Flowers, Safety First, Wills, other loose part
sets, cigarette boxes, etc. (a quantity)

293

A pair of late 19thC Royal Worcester vases decorated by Reginald
Austin, c.1899, each handpainted with roses, signed R Austin, with
compressed trumpet stems, bulbous bodies and circular feet, green
printed marks, 19cm H. (2, AF)
A pair of late 19thC Royal Worcester vases decorated by Reginald
Austin, c.1899, each handpainted with roses, signed R Austin, with
compressed trumpet stems, bulbous bodies and circular feet, green
printed marks, 19cm H. (2, AF)
A Royal Doulton figure, The Old Balloon Seller HN1315, printed marks
beneath, 20cm H.
A Royal Doulton figure, The Old Balloon Seller HN1315, printed marks
beneath, 20cm H.
Various snooker cues, 31cm W, etc.
Various snooker cues, 31cm W, etc.
A set of vintage golf clubs, with iron heads, with bag. (a quantity, various
dimensions)
A set of vintage golf clubs, with iron heads, with bag. (a quantity, various
dimensions)
A vintage Pye radio, with pressed body and a chrome plated fitted
interior, 10cm H, 23cm W, 20cm D.
A vintage Pye radio, with pressed body and a chrome plated fitted
interior, 10cm H, 23cm W, 20cm D.
A 19thC Japanese Kutani pottery charger, the circular body gilt
highlighted and decorated with panels of birds, figures and buildings,
predominately in orange, six character mark beneath, 40cm Dia. (AF)
A 19thC Japanese Kutani pottery charger, the circular body gilt
highlighted and decorated with panels of birds, figures and buildings,
predominately in orange, six character mark beneath, 40cm Dia. (AF)
A carved wooden vessel, decorated with a repeat pattern with a shaped
ear handle, 7cm H.
A carved wooden vessel, decorated with a repeat pattern with a shaped
ear handle, 7cm H.
20thC Oriental School. Trees, and flowering plants, prints, 10cm x 23cm,
etc.
20thC Oriental School. Trees, and flowering plants, prints, 10cm x 23cm,
etc.
Bygones, collectables, etc., shoe lasts, 29cm W, etc., a gentleman's
watch, pocket lighters, etc. (a quantity)
Bygones, collectables, etc., shoe lasts, 29cm W, etc., a gentleman's
watch, pocket lighters, etc. (a quantity)
19thC Middle Eastern School. Stork in a naturalistic setting, mixed
media, signed, 18cm x 11cm, and another bird on branch, watercolour,
signed and annotated. (2)
19thC Middle Eastern School. Stork in a naturalistic setting, mixed
media, signed, 18cm x 11cm, and another bird on branch, watercolour,
signed and annotated. (2)
Various pottery including Carlton ware, Chinese design bowl of circular
form polychrome decorated with pagoda, 25cm Dia., other oriental
design plates, Limoges A Lantemier plates. (a quantity)
Various pottery including Carlton ware, Chinese design bowl of circular
form polychrome decorated with pagoda, 25cm Dia., other oriental
design plates, Limoges A Lantemier plates. (a quantity)
Various postcards, early 20thC and later black and white scenes,
Clacton-on-Sea, mountains and other scenery, street scenes, figure
cards, some European and world cards, etc. (a quantity)
Various postcards, early 20thC and later black and white scenes,
Clacton-on-Sea, mountains and other scenery, street scenes, figure
cards, some European and world cards, etc. (a quantity)
A early 20thC brass trivet and two candlesticks, on stepped square
bases, 18cm H. (3)
A early 20thC brass trivet and two candlesticks, on stepped square
bases, 18cm H. (3)
A late 19th/early 20thC bone Japanese tanto dagger with scabbard, with
plain blade heavily carved with figures, with compressed wooden
mounts, 40cm W, and a part needle case with vacant Stanhope style
top.
A late 19th/early 20thC bone Japanese tanto dagger with scabbard, with
plain blade heavily carved with figures, with compressed wooden
mounts, 40cm W, and a part needle case with vacant Stanhope style
top.
Three 19thC Prattware pot lids, Hide and Seek, etc., in wooden mounts,
10cm Dia. (3)
Three 19thC Prattware pot lids, Hide and Seek, etc., in wooden mounts,
10cm Dia. (3)
Richard Sebright (1868-1951). Still life, wild grapes, pears and apples,
watercolour, attributed verso. 16cm x 12cm. Richard Sebright is often
considered the first Royal Worcester fruit painter.
Richard Sebright (1868-1951). Still life, wild grapes, pears and apples,
watercolour, attributed verso. 16cm x 12cm. Richard Sebright is often
considered the first Royal Worcester fruit painter.
Est. 40 - 60
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Various pre-decimal coins, pennies, etc. (2 tins)
Various pre-decimal coins, pennies, etc. (2 tins)
Various pre 1947 GB coins, 3d bits, others to include sixpence, shillings,
other silver, GB low denomination coins, etc. (1 tray)
Various pre 1947 GB coins, 3d bits, others to include sixpence, shillings,
other silver, GB low denomination coins, etc. (1 tray)
Various GB coins, pre-decimal, unused sealed reels of pennies, two
penny pieces, various other Queen Elizabeth II low denomination, etc.
(1 tray)
Various GB coins, pre-decimal, unused sealed reels of pennies, two
penny pieces, various other Queen Elizabeth II low denomination, etc.
(1 tray)
Various coins, pre-decimal, etc., 3d bits, various shillings, 1950s, etc.,
6d. (a quantity)
Various coins, pre-decimal, etc., 3d bits, various shillings, 1950s, etc.,
6d. (a quantity)
A 19thC Chinese bone and ivory model of a pagoda, in six sections,
elegantly carved with a repeat design, 75cm H.
A 19thC Chinese bone and ivory model of a pagoda, in six sections,
elegantly carved with a repeat design, 75cm H.
Various boxes, cases, etc., pressed leather finish case with chrome
mounts, 34cm W, jewellery casket, a small quantity of costume
jewellery. (a quantity)
Various boxes, cases, etc., pressed leather finish case with chrome
mounts, 34cm W, jewellery casket, a small quantity of costume
jewellery. (a quantity)
A pair of 19thC bronze jardinieres, each circular body with an upper
pierced floral scroll border, raised with birds, flowers, trees and other
foliage, on four legs, unmarked, 25cm H, 33cm Dia. (2, AF)
A pair of 19thC bronze jardinieres, each circular body with an upper
pierced floral scroll border, raised with birds, flowers, trees and other
foliage, on four legs, unmarked, 25cm H, 33cm Dia. (2, AF)
A Martin James three piece fly rod, in canvas case, approx. 296cm.
A Martin James three piece fly rod, in canvas case, approx. 296cm.
Three pieces of late 19thC copper lustre ware, comprising of a sugar
bowl, 12cm Dia. and two jugs, each with a figure banding. (3)
Three pieces of late 19thC copper lustre ware, comprising of a sugar
bowl, 12cm Dia. and two jugs, each with a figure banding. (3)
A Forshaws Liverpool fly fishing rod, no. 6, in canvas case, approx.
206cm.
A Forshaws Liverpool fly fishing rod, no. 6, in canvas case, approx.
206cm.
A Trudex Young & Sons metal fishing reel, with black metal platform,
11cm H, and ELO bakelite fishing reel and another. (3)
A Trudex Young & Sons metal fishing reel, with black metal platform,
11cm H, and ELO bakelite fishing reel and another. (3)
A fly fishing tying kit, to include part feathers to include yellow feather
19cm W, etc. (a quantity)
A fly fishing tying kit, to include part feathers to include yellow feather
19cm W, etc. (a quantity)
A Silstar FG-6 fly reel, 10cm Dia., and a further fishing reel. (2, with one
box)
A Silstar FG-6 fly reel, 10cm Dia., and a further fishing reel. (2, with one
box)
A 12ft two piece carp rod with reel, the rod marked NGT.
A 12ft two piece carp rod with reel, the rod marked NGT.
Various glassware, comprising of an inverted decanter with cut glass orb
decoration and shaped stopper, 29cm H, frosted glass vase decorated
with island trees, figure ornament, Nailsea style speckled bowl and a
drinking glass with fern leaf and raised orb decoration, on compressed
stem and circular foot. (5)
Various glassware, comprising of an inverted decanter with cut glass orb
decoration and shaped stopper, 29cm H, frosted glass vase decorated
with island trees, figure ornament, Nailsea style speckled bowl and a
drinking glass with fern leaf and raised orb decoration, on compressed
stem and circular foot. (5)
A pair of champleve enamel bronzed metal vases, each of bulbous form
with an upper and lower geometric banding predominately in blue and
green, on circular feet, unmarked, 31cm H. (2)
A pair of champleve enamel bronzed metal vases, each of bulbous form
with an upper and lower geometric banding predominately in blue and
green, on circular feet, unmarked, 31cm H. (2)
Various treen collectables, etc., hat box, poker work carved frame of
circular form, 37cm Dia.,metal hand mirror with ribbon top and oval
glass, etc. (a quantity)
Various treen collectables, etc., hat box, poker work carved frame of
circular form, 37cm Dia.,metal hand mirror with ribbon top and oval
glass, etc. (a quantity)

326

An early 20thC Amphora Austrian pottery vase, of shouldered form
raised with an upper panel of flowers, polychrome decorated
predominantly in green, white, and purple, with a blue rim, impressed
marks beneath, 46cm H.
An early 20thC Amphora Austrian pottery vase, of shouldered form
raised with an upper panel of flowers, polychrome decorated
predominantly in green, white, and purple, with a blue rim, impressed
marks beneath, 46cm H.
A Japanese Meiji period green lacquered tray, 58cm W, another smaller,
and two 19thC vases. (4)
A Japanese Meiji period green lacquered tray, 58cm W, another smaller,
and two 19thC vases. (4)
An Achatit German wooden wall mask, Art Nouveau style, and another
tribal style, similar, 23cm H, etc. (2)
An Achatit German wooden wall mask, Art Nouveau style, and another
tribal style, similar, 23cm H, etc. (2)
A split cane fishing rod reel, 8cm Dia., etc. (a quantity)
A split cane fishing rod reel, 8cm Dia., etc. (a quantity)
A pair of 19thC Charles Keige ecclesiastical jugs, each in cream with
panels raised with figures and shaped thumb mould handles, on
octagonal bases, raised purple marks beneath, 23cm H. (2)
A pair of 19thC Charles Keige ecclesiastical jugs, each in cream with
panels raised with figures and shaped thumb mould handles, on
octagonal bases, raised purple marks beneath, 23cm H. (2)
A ladies fur coat, full length, with lined interior, size unknown.
A ladies fur coat, full length, with lined interior, size unknown.
A 19thC Bristol blue ship's decanter, with associated stopper, 27cm H
and a plated whiskey label.
A 19thC Bristol blue ship's decanter, with associated stopper, 27cm H
and a plated whiskey label.
An 18thC Pearlware pottery large blue and white jug, printed with a
Spode type Willow pattern design below a shell and diaper border,
c.1790, 21cm H.
An 18thC Pearlware pottery large blue and white jug, printed with a
Spode type Willow pattern design below a shell and diaper border,
c.1790, 21cm H.
Est. 15 - 30
A 19thC WS & S Country wall plaque, raised with a classical scene with
an outer scroll banding in cream, yellow, blue and green, raised rosette
mark beneath, 49cm Dia.
A 19thC WS & S Country wall plaque, raised with a classical scene with
an outer scroll banding in cream, yellow, blue and green, raised rosette
mark beneath, 49cm Dia.
A late 19thC Chinese porcelain vase, with compressed circular stem and
shouldered circular body, decorated with panels of birds in famille rose
colours predominately in pink and green, on a blue ground, on a circular
foot, unmarked, 25cm H.
A late 19thC Chinese porcelain vase, with compressed circular stem and
shouldered circular body, decorated with panels of birds in famille rose
colours predominately in pink and green, on a blue ground, on a circular
foot, unmarked, 25cm H.
Est. 50 - 80
A late Victorian Royal Worcester vase, no.991 of squat circular form,
with four handles decorated with summer flowers, with gilt highlights,
pink marks beneath, circa 1896, 9cm H, and a later Worcester jar and
cover. (2, AF)
A late Victorian Royal Worcester vase, no.991 of squat circular form,
with four handles decorated with summer flowers, with gilt highlights,
pink marks beneath, circa 1896, 9cm H, and a later Worcester jar and
cover. (2, AF)
A Chinese semi porcelain figure, of a cockerel in turquoise and purple
glazes, impressed marks beneath, 35cm H.
A Chinese semi porcelain figure, of a cockerel in turquoise and purple
glazes, impressed marks beneath, 35cm H.
Various early 20thC porcelain, transfer printed and hand touched dish,
decorated with exotic birds, with a powder blue and gilt lined ground,
23cm W, bowl, Dutch jar and cover, and a 19thC patent mosaic jug, and
two oriental vases, each glazed and decorated with figures polychrome
decorated. (a quantity)
Various early 20thC porcelain, transfer printed and hand touched dish,
decorated with exotic birds, with a powder blue and gilt lined ground,
23cm W, bowl, Dutch jar and cover, and a 19thC patent mosaic jug, and
two oriental vases, each glazed and decorated with figures polychrome
decorated. (a quantity)
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A Chinese porcelain famille rose baluster vase, with compressed
trumpet stem, shaped handles and bulbous body, heavily decorated with
children playing blind man's buff, with mountains and trees in the
distance, predominately in pink, purple and green, on a circular foot,
unmarked, 33cm H.
A Chinese porcelain famille rose baluster vase, with compressed
trumpet stem, shaped handles and bulbous body, heavily decorated with
children playing blind man's buff, with mountains and trees in the
distance, predominately in pink, purple and green, on a circular foot,
unmarked, 33cm H.
A pair of 18thC Chinese export porcelain plates, polychrome decorated
with flowers in imari colours, 23cm Dia, and two further English Chinese
design plates. (4)
A pair of 18thC Chinese export porcelain plates, polychrome decorated
with flowers in imari colours, 23cm Dia, and two further English Chinese
design plates. (4)
Two similar Chinese T'ang style terracotta pottery figures, of a bearded
sage in flowing robes holding orb, predominately in yellow and green, on
a shaped partially glazed base, 37cm H. (2).
Two similar Chinese T'ang style terracotta pottery figures, of a bearded
sage in flowing robes holding orb, predominately in yellow and green, on
a shaped partially glazed base, 37cm H. (2).
Various pottery and other bird ornaments, glass birds, Beswick blue tit,
no.992, 7cm H, Szeiler giraffe, highland cow, Royal Doulton figure The
Little Bridesmaid, no.1433, etc. (a quantity)
Various pottery and other bird ornaments, glass birds, Beswick blue tit,
no.992, 7cm H, Szeiler giraffe, highland cow, Royal Doulton figure The
Little Bridesmaid, no.1433, etc. (a quantity)
A late 19thC Wedgwood light blue Jasperware jardiniere, with an upper
flowerhead border, the main body raised with garlands and acanthus
leaves broken by lion's mask ring mouldings, with further classical
figures beneath, on a circular foot with separate drainer stand,
impressed mark WEDGWOOD beneath, 26cm H, 21cm Dia.
A late 19thC Wedgwood light blue Jasperware jardiniere, with an upper
flowerhead border, the main body raised with garlands and acanthus
leaves broken by lion's mask ring mouldings, with further classical
figures beneath, on a circular foot with separate drainer stand,
impressed mark WEDGWOOD beneath, 26cm H, 21cm Dia.
Various brassware, comprising an Eastern cauldron of small proportion,
with swing handle, the main body 10cm H, two plates, a pair of
candlesticks and a bowl.
Various brassware, comprising an Eastern cauldron of small proportion,
with swing handle, the main body 10cm H, two plates, a pair of
candlesticks and a bowl.
Various 19thC and other jelly moulds, to include by Copeland, 21cm W,
another with flower head design, a brown stoneware example, etc. (a
quantity)
Various 19thC and other jelly moulds, to include by Copeland, 21cm W,
another with flower head design, a brown stoneware example, etc. (a
quantity)
Records, 45rpm, etc., Peter Scott Wildfowl Calling, various popular
music, The Dooleys, etc., some in outer wrappers and various earlier
records. (a quantity)
Records, 45rpm, etc., Peter Scott Wildfowl Calling, various popular
music, The Dooleys, etc., some in outer wrappers and various earlier
records. (a quantity)
A section of Houses of Parliament stone, fronted by Tudor Rose plaque,
8cm H, and a Houses of Parliament stone ash tray, similar. (2)
A section of Houses of Parliament stone, fronted by Tudor Rose plaque,
8cm H, and a Houses of Parliament stone ash tray, similar. (2)
A Magnus electric chord organ, in a Bakelite style casing, 72cm W.
A Magnus electric chord organ, in a Bakelite style casing, 72cm W.
A Briggs & Stratton 800 International Earthquake stripper/shredder, with
8.00 horsepower engine, 132cm H.
A Briggs & Stratton 800 International Earthquake stripper/shredder, with
8.00 horsepower engine, 132cm H.
An early 20thC cast iron The Nelson mangle, with cylindrical wooden
articulated centre and side handle, 74cm H, 88cm W, 48cm D. From the
estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
An early 20thC cast iron The Nelson mangle, with cylindrical wooden
articulated centre and side handle, 74cm H, 88cm W, 48cm D. From the
estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A Victorian cast iron boot scraper, with shaped Gothic centre and
inverted rectangular base, 35cm H, 42cm W, 36cm D. From the estate
of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A Victorian cast iron boot scraper, with shaped Gothic centre and
inverted rectangular base, 35cm H, 42cm W, 36cm D. From the estate
of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
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Various metalware, 19thC and other to include a brass vessel of circular
form, 37cm Dia. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd)
of Grantham.
Various metalware, 19thC and other to include a brass vessel of circular
form, 37cm Dia. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd)
of Grantham.
A cast metal and slatted wooden garden bench, with shaped legs, 90cm
H, 123cm W, 72cm D. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
A cast metal and slatted wooden garden bench, with shaped legs, 90cm
H, 123cm W, 72cm D. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
A 20thC pine cupboard, with over hanging plank top, raised above a
double cupboard, on shaped feet, 95cm H, 95cm W, 36cm D.
A 20thC pine cupboard, with over hanging plank top, raised above a
double cupboard, on shaped feet, 95cm H, 95cm W, 36cm D.
A 20thC pine side table, with rectangular over hanging top, raised above
two drawers, on block legs, set with studs, 76cm H, 127cm W, 48cm D.
A 20thC pine side table, with rectangular over hanging top, raised above
two drawers, on block legs, set with studs, 76cm H, 127cm W, 48cm D.
A lightwood butcher's block, the rectangular overhanging top flanked by
towel rails, with two frieze drawers, on stiles, 89cm H, 92cm W, 58cm D.
A lightwood butcher's block, the rectangular overhanging top flanked by
towel rails, with two frieze drawers, on stiles, 89cm H, 92cm W, 58cm D.
An oak plank top drop leaf table, with D end top and gate leg action, with
ball turned legs, terminating in compressed orb feet, (when closed)
76cm H, 94cm W, 41cm D.
An oak plank top drop leaf table, with D end top and gate leg action, with
ball turned legs, terminating in compressed orb feet, (when closed)
76cm H, 94cm W, 41cm D.
A late Regency mahogany twin pedestal sideboard, in the manner of
Thomas Hope, the shaped angular back raised above two fixed
gadrooned panels above two pedestal cupboards, one with a cellarette
drawer on a block base, 122cm H, 244cm W, 68cm D.
A late Regency mahogany twin pedestal sideboard, in the manner of
Thomas Hope, the shaped angular back raised above two fixed
gadrooned panels above two pedestal cupboards, one with a cellarette
drawer on a block base, 122cm H, 244cm W, 68cm D.
Est. 70 - 100
A 19thC continental oak monk's bench, with high back, heavily carved
with panels of Kings surmounted by an architectural cornice, with scrolls
and flower heads, flanked by further scrolls, with curved arm supports,
and log box seat, above a panelled front on heavy stiles, 151cm H,
132cm W, 53cm D.
A 19thC continental oak monk's bench, with high back, heavily carved
with panels of Kings surmounted by an architectural cornice, with scrolls
and flower heads, flanked by further scrolls, with curved arm supports,
and log box seat, above a panelled front on heavy stiles, 151cm H,
132cm W, 53cm D.
Est. 150 - 250
A late 19thC walnut inlaid and gilt metal mounted pier cabinet, the
rectangular overhanging top raised above a single glazed door with a
fitted interior, on ogee bracket feet, flanked by raised gilt metal acanthus
flowers, 103cm H, 78cm W, 33cm D.
A late 19thC walnut inlaid and gilt metal mounted pier cabinet, the
rectangular overhanging top raised above a single glazed door with a
fitted interior, on ogee bracket feet, flanked by raised gilt metal acanthus
flowers, 103cm H, 78cm W, 33cm D.
Est. 70 - 100
A mid 20thC walnut cased Geogram radiogram, the hinged lid revealing
turn table and long wave, medium wave and short wave radio features,
with articulated tuning knobs, in a shaped cabinet, 81cm H, 92cm W,
44cm D.
A mid 20thC walnut cased Geogram radiogram, the hinged lid revealing
turn table and long wave, medium wave and short wave radio features,
with articulated tuning knobs, in a shaped cabinet, 81cm H, 92cm W,
44cm D.
A Stag part bedroom suite, comprising compactum chest, of four long
and three short drawers, on shaped legs, with an over hanging top,
112cm H, 79cm W, 47cm D.
A Stag part bedroom suite, comprising compactum chest, of four long
and three short drawers, on shaped legs, with an over hanging top,
112cm H, 79cm W, 47cm D.
A 19thC oak stained Gothic style hanging corner cupboard, of small
proportion, the castellated top raised above a mitre style door with a
plain interior, 60cm H, 45cm W, 25cm D.
A 19thC oak stained Gothic style hanging corner cupboard, of small
proportion, the castellated top raised above a mitre style door with a
plain interior, 60cm H, 45cm W, 25cm D.
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A pine blanket box, with a rectangular top and a plain interior, on a block
base, with visible dove tails, 55cm H, 123cm W, 63cm D.
A pine blanket box, with a rectangular top and a plain interior, on a block
base, with visible dove tails, 55cm H, 123cm W, 63cm D.
An Edwardian mahogany card table, the shaped top opening to reveal a
baize lined interior, above a carved frieze on fluted turned legs joined by
a H stretcher, (when closed) 77cm H, 68cm W, 43cm D.
An Edwardian mahogany card table, the shaped top opening to reveal a
baize lined interior, above a carved frieze on fluted turned legs joined by
a H stretcher, (when closed) 77cm H, 68cm W, 43cm D.
Est. 20 - 30
A swivel office chair, in button back green leather finish material, on five
reeded legs, terminating in castors, 92cm H.
A swivel office chair, in button back green leather finish material, on five
reeded legs, terminating in castors, 92cm H.
A 20thC Wood Bros desk, the rectangular over hanging top raised
above five frieze drawers, on baluster columns, terminating in block feet,
joined by a plain H stretcher, with removable glass top, 80cm H, 148cm
W, 82cm D, and a lockable pedestal cabinet. (2)
A 20thC Wood Bros desk, the rectangular over hanging top raised
above five frieze drawers, on baluster columns, terminating in block feet,
joined by a plain H stretcher, with removable glass top, 80cm H, 148cm
W, 82cm D, and a lockable pedestal cabinet. (2)
A mahogany stained dropleaf gateleg table, when closed 70cm H, 23cm
W, 35cm D.
A mahogany stained dropleaf gateleg table, when closed 70cm H, 23cm
W, 35cm D.
Six mahogany dining chairs, to include one carver, each with shaped top
rails, pierced horizontal splats, and drop in seats, on block legs, joined
by H stretchers, 96cm H, etc. (6)
Six mahogany dining chairs, to include one carver, each with shaped top
rails, pierced horizontal splats, and drop in seats, on block legs, joined
by H stretchers, 96cm H, etc. (6)
A late 19thC Scottish wool winder weaving tree, with orb top, articulated
spoked centre and shaped circular base, 72cm H.
A late 19thC Scottish wool winder weaving tree, with orb top, articulated
spoked centre and shaped circular base, 72cm H.
Est. 20 - 30
A 20thC Old Charm style refectory table, on heavy legs, 75cm H, 182cm
W, 77cm D, and four wheelback chairs. (5)
A 20thC Old Charm style refectory table, on heavy legs, 75cm H, 182cm
W, 77cm D, and four wheelback chairs. (5)
An 18thC mahogany framed open chair, (later) upholstered in floral
material, on square legs joined by a H stretcher, 94cm H.
An 18thC mahogany framed open chair, (later) upholstered in floral
material, on square legs joined by a H stretcher, 94cm H.
A nest of three Edwardian mahogany occassional tables, each with
boxwood strung tops, on turned legs, (the largest) 60cm H, 55cm W,
36cm D.
A nest of three Edwardian mahogany occassional tables, each with
boxwood strung tops, on turned legs, (the largest) 60cm H, 55cm W,
36cm D.
A 1960/70's vintage swivel armchair, in green material, on a spider leg
chrome plated base, terminating in plastic capped feet, 97cm H.
A 1960/70's vintage swivel armchair, in green material, on a spider leg
chrome plated base, terminating in plastic capped feet, 97cm H.
An early 20thC oak sideboard, with shaped back raised above two frieze
drawers and two panelled cupboards, centred by a further cupboard,
with floral scroll spandrels, on heavy legs, 106cm H, 153cm W, 59cm D.
An early 20thC oak sideboard, with shaped back raised above two frieze
drawers and two panelled cupboards, centred by a further cupboard,
with floral scroll spandrels, on heavy legs, 106cm H, 153cm W, 59cm D.
A 19thC mahogany and rosewood salon chair, with overstuffed seat in
later geometric material, on inverted sabre legs joined by front plain
stretchers, 90cm H.
A 19thC mahogany and rosewood salon chair, with overstuffed seat in
later geometric material, on inverted sabre legs joined by front plain
stretchers, 90cm H.
A mid 20thC walnut writing bureau, of slender proportion, with fall front
and a fitted interior above one frieze drawer, with plate back handles, on
four cabriole club legs, 96cm H, 53cm W, 37cm D.
A mid 20thC walnut writing bureau, of slender proportion, with fall front
and a fitted interior above one frieze drawer, with plate back handles, on
four cabriole club legs, 96cm H, 53cm W, 37cm D.
A 20thC pine wardrobe, with an overhanging cornice raised above a
single door, with a drawer beneath, 193cm H, 102cm W, 60cm D.
A 20thC pine wardrobe, with an overhanging cornice raised above a
single door, with a drawer beneath, 193cm H, 102cm W, 60cm D.
A 20thC pine wardrobe, the overhanging cornice raised above a single
door, with a drawer beneath, 195cm H, 102cm W, 60cm D.
A 20thC pine wardrobe, the overhanging cornice raised above a single
door, with a drawer beneath, 195cm H, 102cm W, 60cm D.
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A 20thC pine open display cabinet, with fixed over hanging cornice,
raised above adjustable shelves, with double cupboard beneath, 197cm
H, 116cm W, 33cm D.
A 20thC pine open display cabinet, with fixed over hanging cornice,
raised above adjustable shelves, with double cupboard beneath, 197cm
H, 116cm W, 33cm D.
A white painted circular extending dining table, 76cm H, 120cm W,
190cm L, with six chairs, and a similar sideboard, 95cm H, 136cm W,
49cm D.
A white painted circular extending dining table, 76cm H, 120cm W,
190cm L, with six chairs, and a similar sideboard, 95cm H, 136cm W,
49cm D.
A set of eight (6+2) 19thC Chippendale design mahogany dining chairs,
each with wide ear top rails, pierced ribbon back splats and drop in
seats in later floral material, on front square legs joined by H stretchers,
97cm H.
A set of eight (6+2) 19thC Chippendale design mahogany dining chairs,
each with wide ear top rails, pierced ribbon back splats and drop in
seats in later floral material, on front square legs joined by H stretchers,
97cm H.
Est. 150 - 250
A plastic retro dining suite, comprising circular table, 76cm H, 106cm
Dia., and six various mushroom type stools, over stuffed in green
material, in cream a further table, high table, chairs, all overstuffed in
black faux leather, etc. (a quantity)
A plastic retro dining suite, comprising circular table, 76cm H, 106cm
Dia., and six various mushroom type stools, over stuffed in green
material, in cream a further table, high table, chairs, all overstuffed in
black faux leather, etc. (a quantity)
A 19thC mahogany wind out dining table, the rectangular moulded top
raised above shaped square legs set with blind fret decoration, with two
leaves, when open 71cm H, 142cm W, 132cm D.
A 19thC mahogany wind out dining table, the rectangular moulded top
raised above shaped square legs set with blind fret decoration, with two
leaves, when open 71cm H, 142cm W, 132cm D.
Est. 70 - 100
A 20thC mahogany finish Wood Bros kneehole desk, the rectangular
over hanging top set with a one piece tooled section of brown leather,
above two frieze drawers and six cockbeaded pedestal drawers, with a
central cupboard , on ogee bracket feet, 74cm H, 90cm W, 50cm D.
A 20thC mahogany finish Wood Bros kneehole desk, the rectangular
over hanging top set with a one piece tooled section of brown leather,
above two frieze drawers and six cockbeaded pedestal drawers, with a
central cupboard , on ogee bracket feet, 74cm H, 90cm W, 50cm D.
A harlequin set of eight 19thC Hepplewhite shield back chairs, with
wheatsheaf splats, and two types of over stuffed material seats, on front
square tapered legs terminating in spade feet, with two carvers, 103cm
H.
A harlequin set of eight 19thC Hepplewhite shield back chairs, with
wheatsheaf splats, and two types of over stuffed material seats, on front
square tapered legs terminating in spade feet, with two carvers, 103cm
H.
A pair of Edwardian oak dining chairs, each with horse hair overstuffed
seats, each 90cm H. (2)
A pair of Edwardian oak dining chairs, each with horse hair overstuffed
seats, each 90cm H. (2)
An early 19thC oak and mahogany longcase clock, with swan neck
pillared hood, with short moulded trunk door, plain base and bracket
feet, painted square arch dial with lunar arch painted with buildings and
landscape, shell spandrels, Roman numerals, seconds ring, date
crescent and eight day movement striking a bell, half striking movement,
221cm H. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
An early 19thC oak and mahogany longcase clock, with swan neck
pillared hood, with short moulded trunk door, plain base and bracket
feet, painted square arch dial with lunar arch painted with buildings and
landscape, shell spandrels, Roman numerals, seconds ring, date
crescent and eight day movement striking a bell, half striking movement,
221cm H. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A pair of metal framed cut glass and crystal five branch chandeliers, with
domed floral tops, cylindrical centre stems, arched branches and mock
candle shades, with chain fittings, 49cm H. (2)
A pair of metal framed cut glass and crystal five branch chandeliers, with
domed floral tops, cylindrical centre stems, arched branches and mock
candle shades, with chain fittings, 49cm H. (2)
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A later Victorian aesthetic period walnut bedroom suite, comprising triple
door wardrobe, marble and tile top wash stand, king size bed and mirror
back dressing table, heavily carved with panels of exotic birds and trees,
the wardrobe with elongated stems and carved flowerheads flanked by
carved columns and surmounted by a fixed carved cornice on a
serpentine shaped base, 209cm H, 107cm W, 60cm D, fitted with satin
wood drawers with part fitted interior, in the manner of Lamb of
Manchester.
A later Victorian aesthetic period walnut bedroom suite, comprising triple
door wardrobe, marble and tile top wash stand, king size bed and mirror
back dressing table, heavily carved with panels of exotic birds and trees,
the wardrobe with elongated stems and carved flowerheads flanked by
carved columns and surmounted by a fixed carved cornice on a
serpentine shaped base, 209cm H, 107cm W, 60cm D, fitted with satin
wood drawers with part fitted interior, in the manner of Lamb of
Manchester.
Est. 500 - 800
A principally 19thC oak longcase clock, with swan neck pillared hood,
full length trunk door, plain base on plinth, the painted dial marked for
the maker Thomas Marshall Lincoln, thirty hour movement, 214cm H.
A principally 19thC oak longcase clock, with swan neck pillared hood,
full length trunk door, plain base on plinth, the painted dial marked for
the maker Thomas Marshall Lincoln, thirty hour movement, 214cm H.
A 20thC mahogany butler's tray on stand, the articulated top with
shaped carrying handles, raised on a rectangular base, with block legs,
joined by a H stretcher, (when raised) 59cm H, 75cm W, 51cm D.
A 20thC mahogany butler's tray on stand, the articulated top with
shaped carrying handles, raised on a rectangular base, with block legs,
joined by a H stretcher, (when raised) 59cm H, 75cm W, 51cm D.
Est. 80 - 120
A late 19thC oak monk's bench, with compressed horizontal bar back,
scroll arms and log box seat, fronted by two carved panels, on
compressed bracket feet, 85cm H, 139cm W, 61cm D. From the estate
of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A late 19thC oak monk's bench, with compressed horizontal bar back,
scroll arms and log box seat, fronted by two carved panels, on
compressed bracket feet, 85cm H, 139cm W, 61cm D. From the estate
of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
An early 19thC mahogany barrel fronted corner cupboard, the over
hanging top raised above two doors, on an over hanging base, 101cm
H, 72cm W, 49cm D.
An early 19thC mahogany barrel fronted corner cupboard, the over
hanging top raised above two doors, on an over hanging base, 101cm
H, 72cm W, 49cm D.
An Edwardian mahogany and boxwood strung boudoir sofa, in later
green and cream floral material, with scroll arms on cabriole club legs,
92cm H, 121cm W, 61cm D.
An Edwardian mahogany and boxwood strung boudoir sofa, in later
green and cream floral material, with scroll arms on cabriole club legs,
92cm H, 121cm W, 61cm D.
A late Victorian style scrapwork decoupage three fold screen, with
ebonised back and articulated hinged sections, on stiles, 116cm H.
A late Victorian style scrapwork decoupage three fold screen, with
ebonised back and articulated hinged sections, on stiles, 116cm H.
Est. 30 - 50
An Edwardian oak over mantel mirror, centred by an Old Irish Whiskey
Paddy Cork Distilleries glass advertising panel centre, on an
overhanging base, 85cm H, 103cm W, 6cm D.
An Edwardian oak over mantel mirror, centred by an Old Irish Whiskey
Paddy Cork Distilleries glass advertising panel centre, on an
overhanging base, 85cm H, 103cm W, 6cm D.
An early 20thC mahogany display cabinet, with two Fry's milk chocolate
creams advertising glazed panel and an interior fitted with removable
shelves, on block legs, 105cm H, 121cm W, 30cm D.
An early 20thC mahogany display cabinet, with two Fry's milk chocolate
creams advertising glazed panel and an interior fitted with removable
shelves, on block legs, 105cm H, 121cm W, 30cm D.
A vintage 1970s teak Beautilty cocktail cabinet, the overhanging top
raised above an articulated section with concertina action shelves and
three drawers beneath, flanked by cupboards on ebonised disc feet,
113cm H, 135cm W, 52cm D.
A vintage 1970s teak Beautilty cocktail cabinet, the overhanging top
raised above an articulated section with concertina action shelves and
three drawers beneath, flanked by cupboards on ebonised disc feet,
113cm H, 135cm W, 52cm D.
An early 19thC mahogany commode, with galleried top, moulded
handles and front drawer on square plain legs, 75cm H, 39cm W, 37cm
D.
An early 19thC mahogany commode, with galleried top, moulded
handles and front drawer on square plain legs, 75cm H, 39cm W, 37cm
D.
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A 20thC stained oak bergere chair, with shaped arms, studded
overstuffed seat in cream finish leather and cabriole club forelegs, joined
by a crinoline stretcher, 81cm H.
A 20thC stained oak bergere chair, with shaped arms, studded
overstuffed seat in cream finish leather and cabriole club forelegs, joined
by a crinoline stretcher, 81cm H.
An 18thC oak two panelled coffer, the overhanging hinged lid revealing
a plain interior over an arabesque frieze and two lozenge carved panels,
raised on stiles, 59cm H, 96cm W, 52cm D.
An 18thC oak two panelled coffer, the overhanging hinged lid revealing
a plain interior over an arabesque frieze and two lozenge carved panels,
raised on stiles, 59cm H, 96cm W, 52cm D.
Est. 100 - 200
An oak framed footstool, the square top with drop in petit point floral
seat, on compressed cabriole club legs, 23cm H, 45cm W, 45cm D.
An oak framed footstool, the square top with drop in petit point floral
seat, on compressed cabriole club legs, 23cm H, 45cm W, 45cm D.
An early 20thC pottery column or jardiniere stand, with overhanging
circular top and base, transfer printed with flowers, polychrome
decorated predominately in green and blue, 91cm H, 39cm Dia.
An early 20thC pottery column or jardiniere stand, with overhanging
circular top and base, transfer printed with flowers, polychrome
decorated predominately in green and blue, 91cm H, 39cm Dia.
A 19thC mahogany torchere stand, the circular top raised on a heavily
carved wrythenstem terminating in a stepped square base, 118cm H,
(the top) 24cm Dia.
A 19thC mahogany torchere stand, the circular top raised on a heavily
carved wrythenstem terminating in a stepped square base, 118cm H,
(the top) 24cm Dia.
A early 19thC Lincolnshire high back yew and elm Windsor chair, with
pierced splat, C shaped arms, single moulded forelegs and a crinoline
stretcher, 106cm H. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
A early 19thC Lincolnshire high back yew and elm Windsor chair, with
pierced splat, C shaped arms, single moulded forelegs and a crinoline
stretcher, 106cm H. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
A 19thC stained ash and elm chair, with overhanging comb top, double
spindle back and shaped arms, on double ring forelegs, joined by a H
stretcher, 105cm H. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
A 19thC stained ash and elm chair, with overhanging comb top, double
spindle back and shaped arms, on double ring forelegs, joined by a H
stretcher, 105cm H. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
A late 19thC mahogany show framed salon suite, comprising of a two
seater settee and armchair, each with pierced oval splats, oval pierced
scroll and berry top rails and overstuffed backs and seats, in (later)
green material, on front club legs, (the settee) 85cm H, 122cm W, 78cm
D. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A late 19thC mahogany show framed salon suite, comprising of a two
seater settee and armchair, each with pierced oval splats, oval pierced
scroll and berry top rails and overstuffed backs and seats, in (later)
green material, on front club legs, (the settee) 85cm H, 122cm W, 78cm
D. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A 19thC day bed, upholstered in Iater floral material with a button back,
scroll arms and turned forelegs terminating in castors, 89cm H. From the
estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A 19thC day bed, upholstered in Iater floral material with a button back,
scroll arms and turned forelegs terminating in castors, 89cm H. From the
estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A 1970s G-Plan type vintage teak sideboard, of rectangular form with
four cutlery drawers, fall front and two further cupboards, on shaped
legs, 79cm H, 206cm W, 46cm D.
A 1970s G-Plan type vintage teak sideboard, of rectangular form with
four cutlery drawers, fall front and two further cupboards, on shaped
legs, 79cm H, 206cm W, 46cm D.
A 20thC mahogany stained torchere, the square top raised above a
pierced floral stem with undertier, terminating in square legs, 116cm H,
(the top) 31cm W, 31cm D.
A 20thC mahogany stained torchere, the square top raised above a
pierced floral stem with undertier, terminating in square legs, 116cm H,
(the top) 31cm W, 31cm D.
A late 19thC American rocking chair, upholstered in floral wooden
material to the back and seat, on an articulated rocker base joined by a
front turned stretcher, 105cm H.
A late 19thC American rocking chair, upholstered in floral wooden
material to the back and seat, on an articulated rocker base joined by a
front turned stretcher, 105cm H.
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An electroplated canteen of cutlery, with serving pieces and flat ware to
include fish eaters, etc. contained in a mahogany finish canteen with
leatherette partially tooled top, on cabriole legs terminating in club feet,
50cm H, 53cm W, 36cm D.
An electroplated canteen of cutlery, with serving pieces and flat ware to
include fish eaters, etc. contained in a mahogany finish canteen with
leatherette partially tooled top, on cabriole legs terminating in club feet,
50cm H, 53cm W, 36cm D.
A late Victorian walnut loo table, the oval snap top centred by a floral
patera, on shaped carved legs terminating in castors, 73cm H, 106cm
W, 75cm D.
A late Victorian walnut loo table, the oval snap top centred by a floral
patera, on shaped carved legs terminating in castors, 73cm H, 106cm
W, 75cm D.
Est. 50 - 80
A 19thC walnut Vienna wall clock, the 17cm Dia. Roman numeric dial
fronting an eight day keywind movement, in a three part glazed case,
flanked by quarter columns and surmounted by a lion's mask patera,
with urn finials, pendulum and single weight, 124cm H. From the estate
of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A 19thC walnut Vienna wall clock, the 17cm Dia. Roman numeric dial
fronting an eight day keywind movement, in a three part glazed case,
flanked by quarter columns and surmounted by a lion's mask patera,
with urn finials, pendulum and single weight, 124cm H. From the estate
of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A 1920's oak stained wall clock, the 17cm Dia. Arabic dial revealing an
eight day keywind pendulum swung movement, in a carved case with
glazed front, 78cm H.
A 1920's oak stained wall clock, the 17cm Dia. Arabic dial revealing an
eight day keywind pendulum swung movement, in a carved case with
glazed front, 78cm H.
A 20thC oak stained barometer and thermometer, with 12cm Dia. dial in
carved case, probably beech, 55cm H.
A 20thC oak stained barometer and thermometer, with 12cm Dia. dial in
carved case, probably beech, 55cm H.
A 20thC stained walnut wall clock, the 15cm Dia. dial with Arabic
numerals, fronting an eight day key wind pendulum swing movement in
a glass fronted partially carved case, 59cm H.
A 20thC stained walnut wall clock, the 15cm Dia. dial with Arabic
numerals, fronting an eight day key wind pendulum swing movement in
a glass fronted partially carved case, 59cm H.
A late 19thC hassock or stool, of compressed circular form with
overstuffed leather top, on four shaped feet, 9cm H, 34cm Dia.
A late 19thC hassock or stool, of compressed circular form with
overstuffed leather top, on four shaped feet, 9cm H, 34cm Dia.
A 19thC mahogany parcel-gilt inlaid pier glass, surmounted by a ho ho
bird, on a pierced background, the bevel glass in a moulded frame work,
with shell patera beneath, in a heavily carved frame, 92cm H, 52cm W.
A 19thC mahogany parcel-gilt inlaid pier glass, surmounted by a ho ho
bird, on a pierced background, the bevel glass in a moulded frame work,
with shell patera beneath, in a heavily carved frame, 92cm H, 52cm W.
A mid 20thC metal Cadburys Bournville advertising tin, decorated with a
scene of the factory with a purple and star border, 20cm W, preserve
spoon and other flatware. (a quantity)
A mid 20thC metal Cadburys Bournville advertising tin, decorated with a
scene of the factory with a purple and star border, 20cm W, preserve
spoon and other flatware. (a quantity)
A medieval type buckle, of circular form with raised centre, 6cm Dia., a
Nottingham medallion medal dated 1891 and another for The Belvoir
Hunt 1917-1918. (3)
A medieval type buckle, of circular form with raised centre, 6cm Dia., a
Nottingham medallion medal dated 1891 and another for The Belvoir
Hunt 1917-1918. (3)
An early 20thC clay football pipe, raised with players with boot and ball
stem, RD number and chrome plated mouth piece, 11cm H, and a
further clay pipe. (2)
An early 20thC clay football pipe, raised with players with boot and ball
stem, RD number and chrome plated mouth piece, 11cm H, and a
further clay pipe. (2)
Est. 20 - 30
A Edwardian walnut window table, the octagonal top raised on turned
legs, joined by a galleried undertier and raised on castors, 74cm H,
73cm W, 75cm D.
A Edwardian walnut window table, the octagonal top raised on turned
legs, joined by a galleried undertier and raised on castors, 74cm H,
73cm W, 75cm D.
A pair of late 19thC mahogany hassocks or stools, each of oval form,
with overstuffed tops on quadruple legs, 111cm H, 35cm W, 26cm D.
A pair of late 19thC mahogany hassocks or stools, each of oval form,
with overstuffed tops on quadruple legs, 111cm H, 35cm W, 26cm D.
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A 20thC HMV His Masters Voice wooden cased gramophone, numbered
16 to the arm, White and Sentance retail label, the rectangular cabinet
fronted by a material speaker front, with compressed domed lid and part
fitted interior with articulated arm, baize lined turntable and space for
records, with a small quantity of various classical records and winding
handle, the cabinet 94cm H, 72cm W, 48cm D From the estate of R J
'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A 20thC HMV His Masters Voice wooden cased gramophone, numbered
16 to the arm, White and Sentance retail label, the rectangular cabinet
fronted by a material speaker front, with compressed domed lid and part
fitted interior with articulated arm, baize lined turntable and space for
records, with a small quantity of various classical records and winding
handle, the cabinet 94cm H, 72cm W, 48cm D From the estate of R J
'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A 19thC mahogany Pembroke work table, with rounded top raised
above frieze drawer and cupboard, on heavy reeded legs, when closed
69cm H, 35cm W, 39cm D. (AF)
A 19thC mahogany Pembroke work table, with rounded top raised
above frieze drawer and cupboard, on heavy reeded legs, when closed
69cm H, 35cm W, 39cm D. (AF)
An early 20thC French milking stool, with circular top, on turned legs,
43cm H, 31cm Dia., and another. (2)
An early 20thC French milking stool, with circular top, on turned legs,
43cm H, 31cm Dia., and another. (2)
Two child's stacking school chairs, with metal frames, wooden backs
and seats and two wicker baskets, with raised handles, 42cm H, 44cm
Dia. (4)
Two child's stacking school chairs, with metal frames, wooden backs
and seats and two wicker baskets, with raised handles, 42cm H, 44cm
Dia. (4)
A late 19thC child's chair, with overrun cresting rail, curved horizontal
splat, turned arm supports and sabre turned front legs, 58cm H.
A late 19thC child's chair, with overrun cresting rail, curved horizontal
splat, turned arm supports and sabre turned front legs, 58cm H.
Est. 50 - 80
A matched 20thC dining room suite, comprising of eleven mahogany
Hepplewhite style shield back dining chairs, each with overstuffed seats
in straw coloured material, with serpentine fronts, on square tapering
legs terminating in spade feet, 87cm H, and a mahogany finish oblong
dining table, on double pillar legs, 77cm H, 137cm W, 120cm D
A matched 20thC dining room suite, comprising of eleven mahogany
Hepplewhite style shield back dining chairs, each with overstuffed seats
in straw coloured material, with serpentine fronts, on square tapering
legs terminating in spade feet, 87cm H, and a mahogany finish oblong
dining table, on double pillar legs, 77cm H, 137cm W, 120cm D
An early 20thC mahogany sideboard, with Greek key style carved back,
triple cockbeaded drawers with pierced back plates, flanked by double
cupboards on square legs, terminating in compressed feet, 115cm H,
153cm W, 55cm D.
An early 20thC mahogany sideboard, with Greek key style carved back,
triple cockbeaded drawers with pierced back plates, flanked by double
cupboards on square legs, terminating in compressed feet, 115cm H,
153cm W, 55cm D.
A late Victorian walnut armchair, with upholstered button back, arms and
seat, carved scroll arm supports and castors, in (later) floral material,
84cm H.
A late Victorian walnut armchair, with upholstered button back, arms and
seat, carved scroll arm supports and castors, in (later) floral material,
84cm H.
A 20thC serpentine commode, the moulded top raised above two
drawers, on cabriole legs, with carved shell knees, 75cm H, 70cm W,
35cm D.
A 20thC serpentine commode, the moulded top raised above two
drawers, on cabriole legs, with carved shell knees, 75cm H, 70cm W,
35cm D.
A 20thC oak dropleaf table, the D end top raised on barleytwist legs with
a gateleg action, (when closed) 74cm H, 92cm W, 45cm D.
A 20thC oak dropleaf table, the D end top raised on barleytwist legs with
a gateleg action, (when closed) 74cm H, 92cm W, 45cm D.
An early 20thC oak three tier cake stand, with metal sections and turned
handle, on shaped feet, (when closed) 94cm H, 32cm W, 26cm D. From
the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
An early 20thC oak three tier cake stand, with metal sections and turned
handle, on shaped feet, (when closed) 94cm H, 32cm W, 26cm D. From
the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
An Edwardian oak coal box, 45cm H, with central handle, carpet beater,
two trays and a copper warming pan. (a quantity) From the estate of R J
'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
An Edwardian oak coal box, 45cm H, with central handle, carpet beater,
two trays and a copper warming pan. (a quantity) From the estate of R J
'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
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A Behringer low noise design pro mixer DX100, 25cm W
A Behringer low noise design pro mixer DX100, 25cm W
A Nunmark TT-1520 direct drive record player, turn table with articulated
interior and perspex top, 44cm W.
A Nunmark TT-1520 direct drive record player, turn table with articulated
interior and perspex top, 44cm W.
A Nunmark TT-1520 direct drive record player, turn table with articulated
interior and perspex top, 44cm W.
A Nunmark TT-1520 direct drive record player, turn table with articulated
interior and perspex top, 44cm W.
A JVC stereo integrated amplifier A-X2, 41cm W, 32X Max compact disc
(partially boxed).
A JVC stereo integrated amplifier A-X2, 41cm W, 32X Max compact disc
(partially boxed).
20thC School. Continental twilight seascape, boat drying sails before
buildings and mountains on calm waters with clouds gathering, oil on
board, indistinctly signed, 49cm x 71cm.
20thC School. Continental twilight seascape, boat drying sails before
buildings and mountains on calm waters with clouds gathering, oil on
board, indistinctly signed, 49cm x 71cm.
A 20thC silver plated tea and coffee service, by Walker & Hall, part
reeded, comprising of a coffee pot, 27cm H, teapot, two handled sugar
bowl and milk jug. (4)
A 20thC silver plated tea and coffee service, by Walker & Hall, part
reeded, comprising of a coffee pot, 27cm H, teapot, two handled sugar
bowl and milk jug. (4)
Various silver plated cutlery, other flatware, etc., Fiddle pattern partially
monogrammed forks, 17cm W, etc. and a tankard. (a quantity)
Various silver plated cutlery, other flatware, etc., Fiddle pattern partially
monogrammed forks, 17cm W, etc. and a tankard. (a quantity)
A 20thC continental dish, of circular form, with bellflower border centred
by classical figures, part chased, unmarked, 25cm Dia.
A 20thC continental dish, of circular form, with bellflower border centred
by classical figures, part chased, unmarked, 25cm Dia.
A Royal Doulton Pansy pattern shallow bowl, no. D6402, of circular
form, decorated with yellow, purple and green flowers on a pink ground,
printed marks beneath, 27cm Dia.
A Royal Doulton Pansy pattern shallow bowl, no. D6402, of circular
form, decorated with yellow, purple and green flowers on a pink ground,
printed marks beneath, 27cm Dia.
A 20thC Mancioli Italian majolica vegetable shaped soup tureen, with
naturalistic handle in pink and green, marked beneath, 29cm H.
A 20thC Mancioli Italian majolica vegetable shaped soup tureen, with
naturalistic handle in pink and green, marked beneath, 29cm H.
20thC Chinese School. Great Wall of China, material embroidery in
colours, signed, 67cm x 148cm.
20thC Chinese School. Great Wall of China, material embroidery in
colours, signed, 67cm x 148cm.
A late 19thC table mirror, with adjustable glass flanked by square
supports surmounted by acorn finials, on scroll legs, with a plain
horizontal stretcher, 77cm H, 55cm W, 29cm D.
A late 19thC table mirror, with adjustable glass flanked by square
supports surmounted by acorn finials, on scroll legs, with a plain
horizontal stretcher, 77cm H, 55cm W, 29cm D.
B Wintof (20thC). Townscape, figures in a courtyard before buildings, oil
on canvas, signed, 43cm x 59cm.
B Wintof (20thC). Townscape, figures in a courtyard before buildings, oil
on canvas, signed, 43cm x 59cm.
Various bygones, collectables, stoneware jar, 14cm H, glass bottles,
small quantity of low denomination coins, chrome plated badge,
teaspoon, reproduction Coca-Cola mirror, etc. (a quantity).
Various bygones, collectables, stoneware jar, 14cm H, glass bottles,
small quantity of low denomination coins, chrome plated badge,
teaspoon, reproduction Coca-Cola mirror, etc. (a quantity).
Various bank notes, Page, Fford, etc.,blue five pound X 69 261674,
14cm W, etc. (4, framed)
Various bank notes, Page, Fford, etc.,blue five pound X 69 261674,
14cm W, etc. (4, framed)
Two continental semi porcelain figure milking groups formed with
children, polychrome decorated in pink, black, white and blue, on
naturalistic bases, each with a blue "R" mark beneath, 20cm H. (2)
Two continental semi porcelain figure milking groups formed with
children, polychrome decorated in pink, black, white and blue, on
naturalistic bases, each with a blue "R" mark beneath, 20cm H. (2)
An early 20thC Royal Doulton Dutch Harlem pattern part wash set, by
Charles Noke comprising wash jug 31cm H, bowl, toothbrush holder,
two handled dish with drainer and soap dish with drainer, printed marks
beneath. (AF)
An early 20thC Royal Doulton Dutch Harlem pattern part wash set, by
Charles Noke comprising wash jug 31cm H, bowl, toothbrush holder,
two handled dish with drainer and soap dish with drainer, printed marks
beneath. (AF)
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A Glynn Colledge design Denby flagon, of cylindrical form with strap
handle, decorated with flowers in green and brown, on circular foot print
with marks beneath, unmarked, 32cm H.
A Glynn Colledge design Denby flagon, of cylindrical form with strap
handle, decorated with flowers in green and brown, on circular foot print
with marks beneath, unmarked, 32cm H.
F Galhiati (20thC). Continental scene, boat on calm waters, before
buildings and mountains, oil on canvas, signed, 29cm x 19cm.
F Galhiati (20thC). Continental scene, boat on calm waters, before
buildings and mountains, oil on canvas, signed, 29cm x 19cm.
Umberto Ongania (1867-1942). Grand Canal Venice, gouache, signed,
22cm x 40cm.
Umberto Ongania (1867-1942). Grand Canal Venice, gouache, signed,
22cm x 40cm.
19thC School. The Beklee Gate of The Fort Agra, 10cm x 18cm, and
another similar, coloured book plate prints. (2)
19thC School. The Beklee Gate of The Fort Agra, 10cm x 18cm, and
another similar, coloured book plate prints. (2)
After Lietottover. Portrait of a Chinese gentleman wearing a hat, quarter
profile, print, 33cm x 39cm, and two others. (3)
After Lietottover. Portrait of a Chinese gentleman wearing a hat, quarter
profile, print, 33cm x 39cm, and two others. (3)
Ellen Susannah Malmsley (19thC). Recluse, scene of Wordsworth's
poem, mixed media, 22cm x 26cm, and another similar. (2)
Ellen Susannah Malmsley (19thC). Recluse, scene of Wordsworth's
poem, mixed media, 22cm x 26cm, and another similar. (2)
19thC Japanese School. Figure seated in flowing robes, wood block
print in colours, signed, 36cm x 26cm.
19thC Japanese School. Figure seated in flowing robes, wood block
print in colours, signed, 36cm x 26cm.
Est. 70 - 100
19thC School. Figure of a lady in an armchair with figures at the
doorway, needlework in gilt wood frame, frame 76cm x 60cm.
19thC School. Figure of a lady in an armchair with figures at the
doorway, needlework in gilt wood frame, frame 76cm x 60cm.
20thC School. Bird on flowering branch, silk work, mixed media, 34cm x
24cm.
20thC School. Bird on flowering branch, silk work, mixed media, 34cm x
24cm.
John Tennent (b.1926). Landscape, hills with settlement and firth in the
distance, with clouds gathering, watercolour, signed and dated 1973,
39cm x 52cm.
John Tennent (b.1926). Landscape, hills with settlement and firth in the
distance, with clouds gathering, watercolour, signed and dated 1973,
39cm x 52cm.
Utagawa Kunisada (Toyokuni III 1786-1864). Figure of a Samurai,
block print, in colours, signed, 33cm x 25cm.
Utagawa Kunisada (Toyokuni III 1786-1864). Figure of a Samurai,
block print, in colours, signed, 33cm x 25cm.
Est. 70 - 100
•John Tennent (b.1926). Whiskered Terns, watercolour, signed, dated
1972, 39cm x 48cm.
•John Tennent (b.1926). Whiskered Terns, watercolour, signed, dated
1972, 39cm x 48cm.
After Robert Morden. Map of Cumberland, picked out in colours, with
Swale and Churchill stamp, 18thC, 41cm x 46cm.
After Robert Morden. Map of Cumberland, picked out in colours, with
Swale and Churchill stamp, 18thC, 41cm x 46cm.
Palmire (19thC English School). Figures on a boat with bridge and path,
cattle, cottages and trees on a summer's day, watercolour, unsigned,
20cm x 26cm.
Palmire (19thC English School). Figures on a boat with bridge and path,
cattle, cottages and trees on a summer's day, watercolour, unsigned,
20cm x 26cm.
Oriental School. Ducks in a landscape, watercolour, material backing,
signed, 135cm x 75cm.
Oriental School. Ducks in a landscape, watercolour, material backing,
signed, 135cm x 75cm.
Est. 150 - 250
Oriental School. Landscape, watercolour, signed with seal mark, on
material backing, 140cm x 68cm.
Oriental School. Landscape, watercolour, signed with seal mark, on
material backing, 140cm x 68cm.
Est. 150 - 250
After Lowry. Beach scene, ship at sea, print, 45cm x 67cm.
After Lowry. Beach scene, ship at sea, print, 45cm x 67cm.
A vintage Smith's Enfield mantel clock, with 14cm Dia. dial, 8 day strike
on gong keywind movement with pendulum, 20cm H. From the estate of
R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A vintage Smith's Enfield mantel clock, with 14cm Dia. dial, 8 day strike
on gong keywind movement with pendulum, 20cm H. From the estate of
R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
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S H B (fl.1925). Village scene, figure with a milk churn and a cart on a
path, watercolour, signed monogrammed 1925, 24cm x 30cm.
S H B (fl.1925). Village scene, figure with a milk churn and a cart on a
path, watercolour, signed monogrammed 1925, 24cm x 30cm.
Early 20thC Japanese School. Trees before mountains, block print, in
colours, signed, 25cm x 36cm.
Early 20thC Japanese School. Trees before mountains, block print, in
colours, signed, 25cm x 36cm.
Est. 20 - 40
Early 20thC Japanese School. Figure in interior setting, block print, in
colours, signed, 37cm x 25cm.
Early 20thC Japanese School. Figure in interior setting, block print, in
colours, signed, 37cm x 25cm.
Est. 40 - 60
After Fred Morgan. Sea Horses, children on a beach, 19thC Pears print,
44cm x 60cm.
After Fred Morgan. Sea Horses, children on a beach, 19thC Pears print,
44cm x 60cm.
19thC English School. Calm seascape with mountains in the distance
and clouds gathering, oil on canvas, unsigned, 25cm x 34cm.
19thC English School. Calm seascape with mountains in the distance
and clouds gathering, oil on canvas, unsigned, 25cm x 34cm.
After Lilian Cheviot. Dogs, engraved print, watermarked and signed in
pencil to the mount, 37cm x 45cm.
After Lilian Cheviot. Dogs, engraved print, watermarked and signed in
pencil to the mount, 37cm x 45cm.
19thC Japanese School. Interior scene and another, figures climbing
hill, block print, in colours, signed, 23cm x 36cm. (2)
19thC Japanese School. Interior scene and another, figures climbing
hill, block print, in colours, signed, 23cm x 36cm. (2)
Est. 20 - 30
Utagawa Kunisada (Toyokuni III 1786-1864). Figures with birds to the
side, block print in colours, signed, 33cm x 24cm.
Utagawa Kunisada (Toyokuni III 1786-1864). Figures with birds to the
side, block print in colours, signed, 33cm x 24cm.
Est. 70 - 100
Bramnard (20thC). Calm seascape, oil board, signed, 29cm x 36cm, and
Rener M Edgar, figures on a bridge above flowing stream in
mountainous landscape, oil on canvas, signed, 29cm x 39cm. (2)
Bramnard (20thC). Calm seascape, oil board, signed, 29cm x 36cm, and
Rener M Edgar, figures on a bridge above flowing stream in
mountainous landscape, oil on canvas, signed, 29cm x 39cm. (2)
Percy Lancaster (1878-1951). East Anglian landscape with windmill,
watercolour, signed, 24cm x 32cm. Born in Manchester in 1878, Percy
Lancaster studied architecture before taking up painting, studying at the
Southport and Manchester Schools of Art. A fine landscape painter in
both oils and watercolours, he was also a fine etcher, being elected an
Associate of the Royal Society of Painter-Etchers and Engravers in
1910. Four years later he was made a full Member of the Royal Society
of British Ar
Percy Lancaster (1878-1951). East Anglian landscape with windmill,
watercolour, signed, 24cm x 32cm. Born in Manchester in 1878, Percy
Lancaster studied architecture before taking up painting, studying at the
Southport and Manchester Schools of Art. A fine landscape painter in
both oils and watercolours, he was also a fine etcher, being elected an
Associate of the Royal Society of Painter-Etchers and Engravers in
1910. Four years later he was made a full Member of the Royal Society
of British Artists and, in 1921, member of the Royal Institute of Painters
in Watercolours. He was shown in many of the major institutions and
galleries in the UK, including 20 works at the Royal Academy, 60 at the
Royal Society of Painters, Etchers and Engravers, 12 at the Fine Arts
Society, 123 at Liverpool's Walker Gallery, 68 at the Royal Cambrian
Academy, 104 at the Royal Society of British Artists and others.
Three various advertising fashion prints, to include for Debenham &
Freebody, 27cm x 10cm, etc. (3)
Three various advertising fashion prints, to include for Debenham &
Freebody, 27cm x 10cm, etc. (3)
Attributed to Adrian Van Ostade. Peasant leaning in his doorway,
etching, 11cm x 10cm.
Attributed to Adrian Van Ostade. Peasant leaning in his doorway,
etching, 11cm x 10cm.
Edward Priestley (19thC). Figure driving sheep on a tree lined path
before farm workers and settlement in the distance, oil on canvas,
signed, 60cm x 45cm.
Edward Priestley (19thC). Figure driving sheep on a tree lined path
before farm workers and settlement in the distance, oil on canvas,
signed, 60cm x 45cm.
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•Cyril H Barraud (1877-1965). Horse drawn caravans in the distance
with path in the foreground and clouds gathering, coloured etching,
signed, 26cm x 30.5cm.
•Cyril H Barraud (1877-1965). Horse drawn caravans in the distance
with path in the foreground and clouds gathering, coloured etching,
signed, 26cm x 30.5cm.
After Bunbury and others. Various aquatints, engravings, etc. (a
quantity, various dimensions)
After Bunbury and others. Various aquatints, engravings, etc. (a
quantity, various dimensions)
After George Baxter. The Lovers' Letter Box, colour print, printed
signature, 37cm x 26cm.
After George Baxter. The Lovers' Letter Box, colour print, printed
signature, 37cm x 26cm.
After George Baxter. Lady seated holding bouquet of flowers, colour
print, 37cm x 26cm.
After George Baxter. Lady seated holding bouquet of flowers, colour
print, 37cm x 26cm.
After George Baxter. Hollyhocks, after V Bartholomew, colour print,
38cm x 26cm.
After George Baxter. Hollyhocks, after V Bartholomew, colour print,
38cm x 26cm.
Jill Ilett (20thC). Hollyhocks, watercolour, signed, 49cm x 39cm.
Jill Ilett (20thC). Hollyhocks, watercolour, signed, 49cm x 39cm.
Est. 15 - 30
Gerald Ososki (1903-81). Nile View, watercolour, 38cm x 58cm, and
four other various watercolours, to include by H Reynolds, D B Martin,
etc. (5)
Gerald Ososki (1903-81). Nile View, watercolour, 38cm x 58cm, and
four other various watercolours, to include by H Reynolds, D B Martin,
etc. (5)
After George Baxter. The Day Before Marriage, after Fanny Corbaux,
coloured print, 37cm x 26cm.
After George Baxter. The Day Before Marriage, after Fanny Corbaux,
coloured print, 37cm x 26cm.
20thC School. Art Deco fashion drawing, lady in flowing robes, signed,
42cm x 30cm, and two others similar. (3)
20thC School. Art Deco fashion drawing, lady in flowing robes, signed,
42cm x 30cm, and two others similar. (3)
After Le Blond. Sunday Morning, in colours, oval, 16cm x 12.5cm, and
After Pollard & Reeves, The Mail Coach In a Storm of Snow, print. (2)
After Le Blond. Sunday Morning, in colours, oval, 16cm x 12.5cm, and
After Pollard & Reeves, The Mail Coach In a Storm of Snow, print. (2)
20thC School. Art Deco lady in flowing robes, ink and watercolour,
signed, 42.5cm x 30cm, and another similar. (2)
20thC School. Art Deco lady in flowing robes, ink and watercolour,
signed, 42.5cm x 30cm, and another similar. (2)
English School. Church Tower, watercolour, indistinctly signed and
dated, 14cm x 21cm.
English School. Church Tower, watercolour, indistinctly signed and
dated, 14cm x 21cm.
Est. 20 - 30
A Venetian cartouche shaped wall mirror, decorated with leaves, etc.,
55cm H.
A Venetian cartouche shaped wall mirror, decorated with leaves, etc.,
55cm H.
After O'Klein. Tango dog caricature, print, signed with title to the mount,
22cm x 30cm.
After O'Klein. Tango dog caricature, print, signed with title to the mount,
22cm x 30cm.
After Mayer. Still life book on a table, print, 22cm x 30cm.
After Mayer. Still life book on a table, print, 22cm x 30cm.
Bradley Ward (20thC). The Kings School Grantham, oil on board, signed
and dated 1969, 44.5cm x 59.5cm.
Bradley Ward (20thC). The Kings School Grantham, oil on board, signed
and dated 1969, 44.5cm x 59.5cm.
After William Russel Flint. Mademoiselle Sophie, artist limited edition
print no. 379/850, 44cm x 61cm.
After William Russel Flint. Mademoiselle Sophie, artist limited edition
print no. 379/850, 44cm x 61cm.
Est. 150 - 250
After Hunt. Royal Clipper Under Full Sail, artist limited edition print no.
405/800, signed and numbered to the mount, 53cm x72cm.
After Hunt. Royal Clipper Under Full Sail, artist limited edition print no.
405/800, signed and numbered to the mount, 53cm x72cm.
Five vintage Sotheby's Fine Ceramic catalogues. (5)
Five vintage Sotheby's Fine Ceramic catalogues. (5)
Six vintage Sotheby's Fine Ceramics catalogues. (6)
Six vintage Sotheby's Fine Ceramics catalogues. (6)
Four vintage Christie's English and Welsh Ceramics catalogues. (4)
Four vintage Christie's English and Welsh Ceramics catalogues. (4)
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Six vintage Christie's Ceramic catalogues. (6)
Six vintage Christie's Ceramic catalogues. (6)
Seven vintage Sotheby's English Ceramics catalogues. (7)
Seven vintage Sotheby's English Ceramics catalogues. (7)
Nine various English Ceramics Circle copies of The Transactions. (9)
Nine various English Ceramics Circle copies of The Transactions. (9)
Seventeen various copies of The Northern Ceramic Circle journals and
newsletters. (17)
Seventeen various copies of The Northern Ceramic Circle journals and
newsletters. (17)
An illuminated terrestrial globe, with chrome plated axis on a wooden
base, 44cm H.
An illuminated terrestrial globe, with chrome plated axis on a wooden
base, 44cm H.
A brass street scene plaque Saloon Bar, fronted by sleeping gentleman
and policeman, with figure hanging to the roof, unsigned, 30cm H.
A brass street scene plaque Saloon Bar, fronted by sleeping gentleman
and policeman, with figure hanging to the roof, unsigned, 30cm H.
A pair of late 19thC Royal Doulton bottle vases, each with cylindrical
trumpet stems and bulbous bodies, on circular feet, tube lined with
flowers in subdued colours predominately in brown, green and blue,
impressed marks beneath, 40cm H. (AF)
A pair of late 19thC Royal Doulton bottle vases, each with cylindrical
trumpet stems and bulbous bodies, on circular feet, tube lined with
flowers in subdued colours predominately in brown, green and blue,
impressed marks beneath, 40cm H. (AF)
A tin glazed earthenware Dutch Delft pottery blue and white dry drug jar,
of inverted circular outline, with compressed domed lid, the main body
decorated with flowers and a geometric scroll pattern, on circular foot,
marked beneath, 37cm H.
A tin glazed earthenware Dutch Delft pottery blue and white dry drug jar,
of inverted circular outline, with compressed domed lid, the main body
decorated with flowers and a geometric scroll pattern, on circular foot,
marked beneath, 37cm H.
Est. 30 - 50
A pottery Rumtopf jar and cover, polychrome decorated with cherries, in
red, green and brown, unmarked, 29cm H.
A pottery Rumtopf jar and cover, polychrome decorated with cherries, in
red, green and brown, unmarked, 29cm H.
Est. 30 - 50
A late 19thC snuff taker Toby jug, in standing pose, polychrome
decorated, and a Burlington Ware Toby jug, 25cm H. (2)
A late 19thC snuff taker Toby jug, in standing pose, polychrome
decorated, and a Burlington Ware Toby jug, 25cm H. (2)
An early 20thC mahogany and boxwood strung Napoleon hat mantel
clock, the 14cm Dia. Arabic dial with three winding holes revealing a 8
day chiming movement, 27cm H. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry
(Dec'd) of Grantham.
An early 20thC mahogany and boxwood strung Napoleon hat mantel
clock, the 14cm Dia. Arabic dial with three winding holes revealing a 8
day chiming movement, 27cm H. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry
(Dec'd) of Grantham.
A 20thC glass table lamp, with removable shade, hobnail cut, on an
inverted circular cut stem, with metal mounts, unmarked, 32cm H.
A 20thC glass table lamp, with removable shade, hobnail cut, on an
inverted circular cut stem, with metal mounts, unmarked, 32cm H.
Various Staffordshire pottery, comprising a single spaniel, in orange,
another in black, 33cm H, and a 19thC Staffordshire pottery spill vase,
polychrome decorated. (3)
Various Staffordshire pottery, comprising a single spaniel, in orange,
another in black, 33cm H, and a 19thC Staffordshire pottery spill vase,
polychrome decorated. (3)
A Beswick cat no. 1867, printed and impressed marks beneath, 21cm H.
A Beswick cat no. 1867, printed and impressed marks beneath, 21cm H.
Est. 20 - 30
A 19thC rococo design brass inkwell, heavily pierced with scroll and
satyr mask heads, the back section with space for pen, fronted by
enclosed inkwells, open well, and shaped platform raised on orb feet,
initialled beneath, 47cm W.
A 19thC rococo design brass inkwell, heavily pierced with scroll and
satyr mask heads, the back section with space for pen, fronted by
enclosed inkwells, open well, and shaped platform raised on orb feet,
initialled beneath, 47cm W.
A 20thC Cantonese part service, famille rose pattern, to include dinner
plates, 26cm Dia., side plates, cups, bowls, saucers, ladles, rice dishes,
etc. (a quantity)
A 20thC Cantonese part service, famille rose pattern, to include dinner
plates, 26cm Dia., side plates, cups, bowls, saucers, ladles, rice dishes,
etc. (a quantity)
Est. 50 - 80
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A tin glazed earthenware Dutch Delft dry drug jar and cover, marked
CAMOMILLA, the circular body with domed lid, polychrome decorated
predominately in yellow and blue, on a circular foot, marked Lismat
Dervia, 23cm H.
A tin glazed earthenware Dutch Delft dry drug jar and cover, marked
CAMOMILLA, the circular body with domed lid, polychrome decorated
predominately in yellow and blue, on a circular foot, marked Lismat
Dervia, 23cm H.
Est. 30 - 50
An 18thC English blue and white Delft tile, centred by a ruin and ships
with floral spandrels, 13cm W.
An 18thC English blue and white Delft tile, centred by a ruin and ships
with floral spandrels, 13cm W.
A 19thC pottery tureen, in the manner of Ridgway, the domed lid with
armorial crest, set with lion flanked by gilt highlighted handles, with a
similar crest to the main body, on a compressed stem and oval foot,
unmarked, 27cm H.
A 19thC pottery tureen, in the manner of Ridgway, the domed lid with
armorial crest, set with lion flanked by gilt highlighted handles, with a
similar crest to the main body, on a compressed stem and oval foot,
unmarked, 27cm H.
A late 20thC Fairy Soap advertising mirror, Fairy Soap Can Help You,
with plain glass in light wood frame, 67cm H, 56cm W, 3cm D
A late 20thC Fairy Soap advertising mirror, Fairy Soap Can Help You,
with plain glass in light wood frame, 67cm H, 56cm W, 3cm D
Schulz (Charles M). Love Is Walking Hand In Hand, Peanuts, Paul
Hamblin, United Features Syndicate, 1965, with dust wrapper and
Happiness Is A Warm Puppy, Peanuts, Paul Hamblin United Features
Syndicate, 1962 print, in pressed boards. (2)
Schulz (Charles M). Love Is Walking Hand In Hand, Peanuts, Paul
Hamblin, United Features Syndicate, 1965, with dust wrapper and
Happiness Is A Warm Puppy, Peanuts, Paul Hamblin United Features
Syndicate, 1962 print, in pressed boards. (2)
Est. 30 - 50
Two horn handled walking sticks, to include one with tapering ebonised
stem, each with a silver collar, 89cm wide. (2)
Two horn handled walking sticks, to include one with tapering ebonised
stem, each with a silver collar, 89cm wide. (2)
An early 20thC wooden cased Singer sewing machine, with swing
handle, 32cm H, 45cm W, 20cm D.
An early 20thC wooden cased Singer sewing machine, with swing
handle, 32cm H, 45cm W, 20cm D.
An Edwardian mahogany and boxwood strung mantel lancet clock, the
raised 12cm Dia. Roman numeric and Arabic dial revealing an 8 day
movement, in a mitre shaped case flanked by shaped handles, with
pendulum swung keywind movement, 37cm H. From the estate of R J
'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
An Edwardian mahogany and boxwood strung mantel lancet clock, the
raised 12cm Dia. Roman numeric and Arabic dial revealing an 8 day
movement, in a mitre shaped case flanked by shaped handles, with
pendulum swung keywind movement, 37cm H. From the estate of R J
'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various paperweights, to include Selkirk glass 1998 floral example, 8cm
H, a blue floral glass example, other etched and named pieces, Murano
flowerhead weight, crystal style Virgo weight, etc. (a quantity)
Various paperweights, to include Selkirk glass 1998 floral example, 8cm
H, a blue floral glass example, other etched and named pieces, Murano
flowerhead weight, crystal style Virgo weight, etc. (a quantity)
An early 20thC oak wall barometer, with rectangular centre, in a stepped
mount, 36cm H, 26cm W, 3cm D.
An early 20thC oak wall barometer, with rectangular centre, in a stepped
mount, 36cm H, 26cm W, 3cm D.
Est. 15 - 30
An Edwardian oak framed button back Chesterfield settee, in later
button back pink material, on tapering legs, 190cm W.
An Edwardian oak framed button back Chesterfield settee, in later
button back pink material, on tapering legs, 190cm W.
A large selection of vintage lantern slides, various subjects to include
Arabic, architecture, English country and village scenes.
A large selection of vintage lantern slides, various subjects to include
Arabic, architecture, English country and village scenes.
A vintage Ensign Optiscope No. 6 magic lantern, in black with concertina
front, when closed, 30cm W, and a quantity of various other equipment
to include Philips, etc. contained in a fitted case.
A vintage Ensign Optiscope No. 6 magic lantern, in black with concertina
front, when closed, 30cm W, and a quantity of various other equipment
to include Philips, etc. contained in a fitted case.
An 18thC Derby porcelain model of sheep, c.1770, patch mark, 10cm H.
An 18thC Derby porcelain model of sheep, c.1770, patch mark, 10cm H.
Est. 60 - 80
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A mid 19thC Parian figure, of an oriental figure holding a script, c.1850,
13cm H.
A mid 19thC Parian figure, of an oriental figure holding a script, c.1850,
13cm H.
Est. 15 - 30
An early 20thC soapstone figure, of a goat aside two kids on naturalistic
setting, 10cm H.
An early 20thC soapstone figure, of a goat aside two kids on naturalistic
setting, 10cm H.
Est. 60 - 80
Various London rank Masonic regalia, to include apron, etc. in a leather
case initialled WJM, 50cm W.
Various London rank Masonic regalia, to include apron, etc. in a leather
case initialled WJM, 50cm W.
A 20thC Cadburys Chocolate Delicious and Wholesome advertising
mirror, with coat of arms to the top, in an ebonised frame, 90cm H, 56cm
W, 5cm D.
A 20thC Cadburys Chocolate Delicious and Wholesome advertising
mirror, with coat of arms to the top, in an ebonised frame, 90cm H, 56cm
W, 5cm D.
A Chinese cast bronze censer, bearing seal mark to the base, probably
late Qing period, 11cm Dia., 8cm H.
A Chinese cast bronze censer, bearing seal mark to the base, probably
late Qing period, 11cm Dia., 8cm H.
Est. 80 - 120
A 19thC Ridgway pottery soup tureen, with cover, ladles and stand,
transfer printed with flowers, printed marks beneath, 13cm H.
A 19thC Ridgway pottery soup tureen, with cover, ladles and stand,
transfer printed with flowers, printed marks beneath, 13cm H.
J Pinei. Interior setting, greenhouse with flowering shrubs, watercolour,
33cm x 46cm.
J Pinei. Interior setting, greenhouse with flowering shrubs, watercolour,
33cm x 46cm.
A late 19thC African tribal vase, with ivory mounts, and another similar
of cylindrical form with an overhanging base, 11cm H. (2)
A late 19thC African tribal vase, with ivory mounts, and another similar
of cylindrical form with an overhanging base, 11cm H. (2)
A case of Viners cutlery, etc., cheese knife 20cm W, and cake knife with
sterling silver handles, a plated table lighter, a silver plated ladle, etc. (a
quantity)
A case of Viners cutlery, etc., cheese knife 20cm W, and cake knife with
sterling silver handles, a plated table lighter, a silver plated ladle, etc. (a
quantity)
A Blue John paperweight, the circular body in deep amethyst and light
orange and cream colours, 9cm Dia.
A Blue John paperweight, the circular body in deep amethyst and light
orange and cream colours, 9cm Dia.
Est. 50 - 80
An early 19thC English porcelain coffee can, with gilt highlights
predominately in blue and green, unmarked, 6cm H.
An early 19thC English porcelain coffee can, with gilt highlights
predominately in blue and green, unmarked, 6cm H.
An Indian carved soapstone box, the removable lid with domed cover
and elephant finial, finely carved with flower heads and lattice work, the
main body similarly decorated with panels of lattice work and flower
heads on quadruple feet, 7cm H.
An Indian carved soapstone box, the removable lid with domed cover
and elephant finial, finely carved with flower heads and lattice work, the
main body similarly decorated with panels of lattice work and flower
heads on quadruple feet, 7cm H.
McFarlane (Rev John). The Practical and Debotional Family Bible, The
Holy Bible, Consisting Of The Old and New Testament..., William Collins
Glasgow and London Publishing, in pressed leather boards with exterior
metal work and clasps.
McFarlane (Rev John). The Practical and Debotional Family Bible, The
Holy Bible, Consisting Of The Old and New Testament..., William Collins
Glasgow and London Publishing, in pressed leather boards with exterior
metal work and clasps.
An Ayre & Sons Chesterfield bygone furniture catalogue, and A
Collectors Encyclopedia of Antiques. (2)
An Ayre & Sons Chesterfield bygone furniture catalogue, and A
Collectors Encyclopedia of Antiques. (2)
An early 20thC hands in pocket Toby jug, transfer printed predominately
in blue, orange and green, with a sponged base, unmarked, 25cm H,
and a Beswick Micawber character jug no. 310, impressed and printed
marks beneath. (2) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
An early 20thC hands in pocket Toby jug, transfer printed predominately
in blue, orange and green, with a sponged base, unmarked, 25cm H,
and a Beswick Micawber character jug no. 310, impressed and printed
marks beneath. (2) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
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Five Wade Natwest pigs, to include Maxwell 18cm H, with stopper, the
baby pig unmarked. (5) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
Five Wade Natwest pigs, to include Maxwell 18cm H, with stopper, the
baby pig unmarked. (5) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
Various 20thC vintage glass clowns, to include various coloured glass
examples, 27cm H, etc. (6) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd)
of Grantham.
Various 20thC vintage glass clowns, to include various coloured glass
examples, 27cm H, etc. (6) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd)
of Grantham.
Various 20thC Studio glass, to include continental example vases, stem
vases, etc. in various coloured glass, 25cm H, etc. (a quantity) From the
estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various 20thC Studio glass, to include continental example vases, stem
vases, etc. in various coloured glass, 25cm H, etc. (a quantity) From the
estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various GB low denomination coins, Victorian and later, some silver,
etc., 3d bits, half crowns, some Commemorative coins, etc. (a quantity)
From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various GB low denomination coins, Victorian and later, some silver,
etc., 3d bits, half crowns, some Commemorative coins, etc. (a quantity)
From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various GB pre-decimal and other coins tokens, etc., quantity of
pennies, Victorian and others. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob'
Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various GB pre-decimal and other coins tokens, etc., quantity of
pennies, Victorian and others. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob'
Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various knives, bygones, collectables, pen knives, curved knife,
miniature fruit knife, two mother of pearl pen knives (when closed) 9cm
W. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various knives, bygones, collectables, pen knives, curved knife,
miniature fruit knife, two mother of pearl pen knives (when closed) 9cm
W. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A bayonet, with turned brass handle and shaped blade no. 63976, 68cm
W, and two ceremonial axes on a shield back. (3) From the estate of R J
'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A bayonet, with turned brass handle and shaped blade no. 63976, 68cm
W, and two ceremonial axes on a shield back. (3) From the estate of R J
'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various cameras and associated equipment, etc., to include Minolta
camera, 10cm H, with 1:2.8/45 lens, various other cased cameras,
accessories. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
Various cameras and associated equipment, etc., to include Minolta
camera, 10cm H, with 1:2.8/45 lens, various other cased cameras,
accessories. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
An early 20thC Imperial typewriter, in black with articulated keys, 30cm
H. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
An early 20thC Imperial typewriter, in black with articulated keys, 30cm
H. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
An early 20thC Nailsea style glass bird, in swirl decoration, 16cm H,
stem vase, various other glassware, vases, ornaments, fish, etc. (a
quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
An early 20thC Nailsea style glass bird, in swirl decoration, 16cm H,
stem vase, various other glassware, vases, ornaments, fish, etc. (a
quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various vintage Christmas decorations, to include Cecil Coleman bird
tree decorations, etc. (a quantity, various dimensions) From the estate
of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various vintage Christmas decorations, to include Cecil Coleman bird
tree decorations, etc. (a quantity, various dimensions) From the estate
of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various Lincoln Imp Lincoln and bowling related items, to include The
Jimmy Locke Memorial Trophy, carved with the Lincoln Imp, 47cm H,
various glasses, tie, brass imp, bowling and Lincoln related items,
spoons, etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
Various Lincoln Imp Lincoln and bowling related items, to include The
Jimmy Locke Memorial Trophy, carved with the Lincoln Imp, 47cm H,
various glasses, tie, brass imp, bowling and Lincoln related items,
spoons, etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
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Various treen, bygones, collectables, etc., an oak biscuit barrel with
plated mounts, 15cm H, various Scandinavian wooden bottle tops, to
include articulated lovers example, large spoon, Black Forest clock with
carved stag finial, etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry
(Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various treen, bygones, collectables, etc., an oak biscuit barrel with
plated mounts, 15cm H, various Scandinavian wooden bottle tops, to
include articulated lovers example, large spoon, Black Forest clock with
carved stag finial, etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry
(Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various Lincoln Imp related items, Goss Parian figure with leg crossed,
15cm H, other similar examples, souvenir crested china, Lincoln Imp
door knocker, etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry
(Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various Lincoln Imp related items, Goss Parian figure with leg crossed,
15cm H, other similar examples, souvenir crested china, Lincoln Imp
door knocker, etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry
(Dec'd) of Grantham.
A Metamec vintage wall clock, with 16cm Dia. Arabic dial, with a NATO
stylised casing, a brass plate and an ashtray. (3) From the estate of R J
'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A Metamec vintage wall clock, with 16cm Dia. Arabic dial, with a NATO
stylised casing, a brass plate and an ashtray. (3) From the estate of R J
'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Lincoln Imp related and other brass ware, to include hand bell 14cm H,
plaque, steam and vintage rally plaque, brass back plate, various horse
brasses, etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
Lincoln Imp related and other brass ware, to include hand bell 14cm H,
plaque, steam and vintage rally plaque, brass back plate, various horse
brasses, etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
A 1914 Queen Mary brass Christmas gift tin, 13cm W.
A 1914 Queen Mary brass Christmas gift tin, 13cm W.
Various brass ware, early 20thC and later, ornaments, hand bell, egg
timer, pestle and mortar, oil can, fly clip, horse ornaments, nut crackers,
dinner gong, etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd)
of Grantham.
Various brass ware, early 20thC and later, ornaments, hand bell, egg
timer, pestle and mortar, oil can, fly clip, horse ornaments, nut crackers,
dinner gong, etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd)
of Grantham.
Various brass ware, early 20thC and later, chamberstick, candlesticks
21cm H, fireside companion set, bellows, small cauldron, spring
balances, textured copper and brass jug, etc. (a quantity) From the
estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various brass ware, early 20thC and later, chamberstick, candlesticks
21cm H, fireside companion set, bellows, small cauldron, spring
balances, textured copper and brass jug, etc. (a quantity) From the
estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various souvenir crested china, etc., Willow Art Longton Newton statue,
17cm H. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
Various souvenir crested china, etc., Willow Art Longton Newton statue,
17cm H. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
Various Eastern items, Indian style foot wear, shoes, elaborate type,
27cm W, dressing table stand, purple throw with raised gilt material,
geometric pattern, tambourine, etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J
'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various Eastern items, Indian style foot wear, shoes, elaborate type,
27cm W, dressing table stand, purple throw with raised gilt material,
geometric pattern, tambourine, etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J
'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A 20thC wooden model of a traveller's caravan, with fixed roof, the main
body painted red with yellow highlights on an articulated wheeled base,
59cm H, 56cm W, 25cm D. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
A 20thC wooden model of a traveller's caravan, with fixed roof, the main
body painted red with yellow highlights on an articulated wheeled base,
59cm H, 56cm W, 25cm D. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
An early 20thC chain mill evening bag, 16cm W, bottle coaster, boxed
hip flask, miniature ornaments to include lamb, pheasant, etc.
chamberstick, other silver plate. (a quantity) From the estate of R J
'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
An early 20thC chain mill evening bag, 16cm W, bottle coaster, boxed
hip flask, miniature ornaments to include lamb, pheasant, etc.
chamberstick, other silver plate. (a quantity) From the estate of R J
'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
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Various advertising rural bygones, etc., a quantity of tins, Libby's
Stewed Steak, pine box with printed label, 25cm H, 33cm W, 26cm D,
other tins, enamel bread bin, later bread bin, cylindrical bread bin, etc.
(a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various advertising rural bygones, etc., a quantity of tins, Libby's
Stewed Steak, pine box with printed label, 25cm H, 33cm W, 26cm D,
other tins, enamel bread bin, later bread bin, cylindrical bread bin, etc.
(a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various brassware, steam rally badges, etc., to include East of England
1977 badge, 6cm W, another 1998, Merry Meet 1997, Heart Link, etc.
(a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various brassware, steam rally badges, etc., to include East of England
1977 badge, 6cm W, another 1998, Merry Meet 1997, Heart Link, etc.
(a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various glassware, etc., an early 20thC cranberry glass vase with flared
rim, clear glass stem and base, 26cm H, a similar glass sugar bowl,
cruet set, Tiffany style lamp, etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J
'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various glassware, etc., an early 20thC cranberry glass vase with flared
rim, clear glass stem and base, 26cm H, a similar glass sugar bowl,
cruet set, Tiffany style lamp, etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J
'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Two French Folk Art style wooden decoy pigeons, 17cm H, etc. (2, AF)
Two French Folk Art style wooden decoy pigeons, 17cm H, etc. (2, AF)
A Technics stacking system no. ST-Z251-EK, in three sections, 42cm
W.
A Technics stacking system no. ST-Z251-EK, in three sections, 42cm
W.
A late 19thC two coloured stoneware flagon, marked James Severn
Nottingham with cork top, 45cm H and Codd-neck bottle Dickins and Co,
Newark. (2) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A late 19thC two coloured stoneware flagon, marked James Severn
Nottingham with cork top, 45cm H and Codd-neck bottle Dickins and Co,
Newark. (2) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various bygones, collectables, etc, A & NCS Limited orbs possibly for
croquet 6cm Dia, cribbage board, Franco British Exhibition review book,
Pavilion Empire Exhibition 1924 guide, Staunton pattern chess set, other
games pieces, dominoes, etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob'
Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various bygones, collectables, etc, A & NCS Limited orbs possibly for
croquet 6cm Dia, cribbage board, Franco British Exhibition review book,
Pavilion Empire Exhibition 1924 guide, Staunton pattern chess set, other
games pieces, dominoes, etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob'
Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various postcards early 20thC and later, to include Old Saughton Hall,
various other scenery etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry
(Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various postcards early 20thC and later, to include Old Saughton Hall,
various other scenery etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry
(Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various postcards, ephemera, etc., to include postcard sets, early 20thC
and later, Ramboda Pass, Palace Franco British Exhibition London
1908, French (Yvonne) The Great Exhibition 1851, etc. (a quantity)
From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various postcards, ephemera, etc., to include postcard sets, early 20thC
and later, Ramboda Pass, Palace Franco British Exhibition London
1908, French (Yvonne) The Great Exhibition 1851, etc. (a quantity)
From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various 20thC Marie Studholme postcards, black and white examples
etc. (1 album) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various 20thC Marie Studholme postcards, black and white examples
etc. (1 album) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A Whitefriars blue and clear glass studio vase, with a raised beaded
front and back, on shaped base, unmarked, 14cm H.
A Whitefriars blue and clear glass studio vase, with a raised beaded
front and back, on shaped base, unmarked, 14cm H.
Est. 250 - 350
Various fairy ornaments, glass paperweight figures 20thC and other,
12cm H, etc. (a quantity)
Various fairy ornaments, glass paperweight figures 20thC and other,
12cm H, etc. (a quantity)
Various Secret Worlds fairy ornaments, 8cm Dia., snow storms to
include Winnie the Pooh, etc. (a quantity)
Various Secret Worlds fairy ornaments, 8cm Dia., snow storms to
include Winnie the Pooh, etc. (a quantity)
Various 19thC copper lustre ware, to include mid 19thC jug with copper
yellow banding, 15cm H, etc. (a quantity)
Various 19thC copper lustre ware, to include mid 19thC jug with copper
yellow banding, 15cm H, etc. (a quantity)
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Various brass candlesticks, comprising three pairs of 20thC examples,
27cm H etc. (a quantity)
Various brass candlesticks, comprising three pairs of 20thC examples,
27cm H etc. (a quantity)
A Chinese export porcelain bowl, the floral border centred by
flowerheads with an outer decorated banding with blue surround,
polychrome decorated, on a circular foot, unmarked, 21cm Dia.
A Chinese export porcelain bowl, the floral border centred by
flowerheads with an outer decorated banding with blue surround,
polychrome decorated, on a circular foot, unmarked, 21cm Dia.
A digital satellite receiver SL65/12 in fitted case, 50cm W.
A digital satellite receiver SL65/12 in fitted case, 50cm W.
Two Caughley polychrome fluted coffee cups, c.1780, one decorated
with a internal gilt band of foliage, the other with a blue band and gilt
foliage, unmarked, 6cm H. (2)
Two Caughley polychrome fluted coffee cups, c.1780, one decorated
with a internal gilt band of foliage, the other with a blue band and gilt
foliage, unmarked, 6cm H. (2)
Est. 15 - 30
An 18thC Worcester blue and white porcelain sauce boat, c.1770,
unmarked, 15cm W.
An 18thC Worcester blue and white porcelain sauce boat, c.1770,
unmarked, 15cm W.
Est. 40 - 60
An 18thC New Hall porcelain fluted coffee cup, c.1785, decorated with
floral sprays with a blue and puce border, 6cm H, unmarked.
An 18thC New Hall porcelain fluted coffee cup, c.1785, decorated with
floral sprays with a blue and puce border, 6cm H, unmarked.
Est. 30 - 50
An 18th Caughley porcelain artichoke/mustard pot cover, decorated with
blue sprays with a broad blue band, c.1780, 6.5cm Dia.
An 18th Caughley porcelain artichoke/mustard pot cover, decorated with
blue sprays with a broad blue band, c.1780, 6.5cm Dia.
Est. 60 - 80
An early 19thC New Hall type teapot and cover, c.1800, decorated with
an elaborate border pattern and floral sprays, unmarked, 15cm H.
An early 19thC New Hall type teapot and cover, c.1800, decorated with
an elaborate border pattern and floral sprays, unmarked, 15cm H.
Est. 60 - 80
A New Hall type porcelain spiral fluted teapot and cover, c.1800,
decorated with floral swags and sprays, marked pattern no. 146 in puce,
15cm H.
A New Hall type porcelain spiral fluted teapot and cover, c.1800,
decorated with floral swags and sprays, marked pattern no. 146 in puce,
15cm H.
Est. 30 - 50
Two New Hall porcelain coffee cups, c.1785, one cup with clip handle
and decorated with a single gilt line and gilt swag, the other with a broad
band of puce red and gold flowers, 6cm H. (2)
Two New Hall porcelain coffee cups, c.1785, one cup with clip handle
and decorated with a single gilt line and gilt swag, the other with a broad
band of puce red and gold flowers, 6cm H. (2)
Est. 30 - 50
A New Hall porcelain saucer, c.1800, printed in blue and white with a
New Hall copy of the Caughley Willow Nankin pattern, 13cm Dia.
A New Hall porcelain saucer, c.1800, printed in blue and white with a
New Hall copy of the Caughley Willow Nankin pattern, 13cm Dia.
Est. 40 - 60
A 19thC Chinese cloisonne bowl, of bellied circular form, on a circular
foot, with an upper geometric body, the main body decorated with
flowers in yellow and green, broken by panels of interior scenes set with
scholars, with a Kangxi style flowerhead mark beneath, 11cm Dia.
A 19thC Chinese cloisonne bowl, of bellied circular form, on a circular
foot, with an upper geometric body, the main body decorated with
flowers in yellow and green, broken by panels of interior scenes set with
scholars, with a Kangxi style flowerhead mark beneath, 11cm Dia.
A late 18thC Thomas Wolfe factory Z trio, c.1795, comprising of a tea
bowl, saucer and coffee can, decorated with a band of sepia feathers
and gilt tracery, pattern no. 38, unmarked. (3 pieces)
A late 18thC Thomas Wolfe factory Z trio, c.1795, comprising of a tea
bowl, saucer and coffee can, decorated with a band of sepia feathers
and gilt tracery, pattern no. 38, unmarked. (3 pieces)
An early 19thC Thomas Wolfe factory Z creamer, c.1805, decorated with
sepia prints of grapes, vine leaves and peaches below gilt lines, 13cm
W.
An early 19thC Thomas Wolfe factory Z creamer, c.1805, decorated with
sepia prints of grapes, vine leaves and peaches below gilt lines, 13cm
W.
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Various early 19thC porcelain, to include a factory Z coffee cup painted
in the hollow rock pattern and a Keeling coffee cup, c.1800, with pixie
ear handle decorated in gilt and white dentil rim and wavey line and
dots, etc. (4 pieces)
Various early 19thC porcelain, to include a factory Z coffee cup painted
in the hollow rock pattern and a Keeling coffee cup, c.1800, with pixie
ear handle decorated in gilt and white dentil rim and wavey line and
dots, etc. (4 pieces)
Est. 30 - 50
An 18thC Worcester porcelain blue and white moulded sauce boat,
c.1770, decorated with two panelled landscape within a moulded
cartouche, crescent marked, 14cm W.
An 18thC Worcester porcelain blue and white moulded sauce boat,
c.1770, decorated with two panelled landscape within a moulded
cartouche, crescent marked, 14cm W.
Est. 60 - 80
An 18thC Lowestoft porcelain cream boat, c.1765, decorated with
printed flower groups, of small size, 14cm long.
An 18thC Lowestoft porcelain cream boat, c.1765, decorated with
printed flower groups, of small size, 14cm long.
Est. 70 - 100
The following 100 lots are to be sold upon instructions from the
executors of Mr & Mrs Kenneth Staines (Dec'd) being the contents of 25
Castlegate, Grantham.
The following 100 lots are to be sold upon instructions from the
executors of Mr & Mrs Kenneth Staines (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A gilt framed rectangular wall mirror, with egg and dart moulded frame,
Royal crest as a later surmount, 70cm H, 43cm W.
A gilt framed rectangular wall mirror, with egg and dart moulded frame,
Royal crest as a later surmount, 70cm H, 43cm W.
Est. 30 - 50
A Victorian cast iron Aesthetic design umbrella and stick stand, 70cm W,
with date lozenge verso.
A Victorian cast iron Aesthetic design umbrella and stick stand, 70cm W,
with date lozenge verso.
Est. 150 - 200
A circular convex porthole mirror, with triple moulded frame, 52cm Dia.
A circular convex porthole mirror, with triple moulded frame, 52cm Dia.
Est. 20 - 40
An early 19thC longcase clock, with pillared hood, painted square arch
dial with bird to arch and marked Fryer Pocklington, with subsidiary date
crescent, thirty hour movement and oak case with full length door,
210cm H. John Henry Fryer was a clock maker from Pocklington &
York, c.1812-1823. He established a business there and later moved to
Anlaby Road in Hull.
An early 19thC longcase clock, with pillared hood, painted square arch
dial with bird to arch and marked Fryer Pocklington, with subsidiary date
crescent, thirty hour movement and oak case with full length door,
210cm H. John Henry Fryer was a clock maker from Pocklington &
York, c.1812-1823. He established a business there and later moved to
Anlaby Road in Hull.
Est. 150 - 250
A reproduction flamed mahogany bureau, in the Georgian style, 53cm
W.
A reproduction flamed mahogany bureau, in the Georgian style, 53cm
W.
Est. 40 - 60
An early 20thC mahogany and walnut kneehole desk, with green leather
skiver, gadrooned border, three frieze drawers and two further to each
pedestal, raised on cabriole legs in the Chippendale manner, 138cm W.
An early 20thC mahogany and walnut kneehole desk, with green leather
skiver, gadrooned border, three frieze drawers and two further to each
pedestal, raised on cabriole legs in the Chippendale manner, 138cm W.
Est. 200 - 300
An early 20thC Chippendale design deep seated gentleman's armchair,
with ball and claw feet and matching ladies chair. (2)
An early 20thC Chippendale design deep seated gentleman's armchair,
with ball and claw feet and matching ladies chair. (2)
Est. 60 - 90
A George III mahogany D-end and dropleaf dining table, with turned
legs and castors, 104cm W, 256cm L.
A George III mahogany D-end and dropleaf dining table, with turned
legs and castors, 104cm W, 256cm L.
Est. 400 - 600
A small mahogany stained beech octagonal occasional table, with
Moorish Aesthetic carved decoration.
A small mahogany stained beech octagonal occasional table, with
Moorish Aesthetic carved decoration.
Est. 20 - 40
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A Victorian ebonised serpentine card table, with shell frieze and cabriole
legs, 88cm W.
A Victorian ebonised serpentine card table, with shell frieze and cabriole
legs, 88cm W.
Est. 150 - 200
A pair of carved oak caryatid male and female supports, 60cm high.
A pair of carved oak caryatid male and female supports, 60cm high.
Est. 80 - 100
A small black lacquer chinoiserie rectangular mirror, 43cm H.
A small black lacquer chinoiserie rectangular mirror, 43cm H.
A polychrome chinoiserie on black lacquer standard lamp, with shade.
A polychrome chinoiserie on black lacquer standard lamp, with shade.
Est. 40 - 60
A Chinese painted hardwood occasional table. (AF)
A Chinese painted hardwood occasional table. (AF)
Est. 40 - 60
A set of six William IV mahogany dining chairs, with overrun cresting
rails, drop in seats and turned forelegs.
A set of six William IV mahogany dining chairs, with overrun cresting
rails, drop in seats and turned forelegs.
Est. 150 - 250
A red painted Victorian smoker's bow chair.
A red painted Victorian smoker's bow chair.
An Edwardian satinwood banded mahogany bedroom chair.
An Edwardian satinwood banded mahogany bedroom chair.
A chinoiserie lacquered bedside cabinet, with figures in landscape.
A chinoiserie lacquered bedside cabinet, with figures in landscape.
A Hepplewhite design hoop back side chair.
A Hepplewhite design hoop back side chair.
A Georgian and later carved corner washstand.
A Georgian and later carved corner washstand.
A 19thC carved oak settle, with box seat and arched pediment, 130cm
W.
A 19thC carved oak settle, with box seat and arched pediment, 130cm
W.
Est. 250 - 350
A Chippendale design carver chair, with ball and claw feet.
A Chippendale design carver chair, with ball and claw feet.
A 19thC walnut and beech cased German wall clock, with eight day
movement and later eagle mount, 83cm H.
A 19thC walnut and beech cased German wall clock, with eight day
movement and later eagle mount, 83cm H.
Est. 40 - 60
A Georgian mahogany chest, with shell inlays, square column inset
pillars and two over three graduated drawers, with brass oval plate
handles and ogee bracket feet, 133cm W.
A Georgian mahogany chest, with shell inlays, square column inset
pillars and two over three graduated drawers, with brass oval plate
handles and ogee bracket feet, 133cm W.
Est. 150 - 200
A George III mahogany bowfronted sideboard, with satinwood banding,
bell husk inlays with a combination of two central drawers, cellarette and
side cupboard on square taper legs, 153cm W.
A George III mahogany bowfronted sideboard, with satinwood banding,
bell husk inlays with a combination of two central drawers, cellarette and
side cupboard on square taper legs, 153cm W.
Est. 200 - 300
Spare Lot.
Spare Lot.
A William IV flamed mahogany overmantel mirror, with carved scrolling
pediment, half inset columns and cushion base, 112cm W, 89cm H.
A William IV flamed mahogany overmantel mirror, with carved scrolling
pediment, half inset columns and cushion base, 112cm W, 89cm H.
Est. 50 - 80
A George III mahogany chest, of four drawers, with caddy top, oval
backplate handles and outsplay feet, 78cm W.
A George III mahogany chest, of four drawers, with caddy top, oval
backplate handles and outsplay feet, 78cm W.
Est. 80 - 100
A 19thC mahogany Pembroke table, on square taper legs, 88cm W.
A 19thC mahogany Pembroke table, on square taper legs, 88cm W.
A George III crossbanded mahogany gentleman's dressing chest, with
fitted interior, cupboard and drawer base and large carrying handles, on
splay feet, 66cm W.
A George III crossbanded mahogany gentleman's dressing chest, with
fitted interior, cupboard and drawer base and large carrying handles, on
splay feet, 66cm W.
Est. 120 - 180

631

An Edwardian rosewood marquetry purdonium, with converted cupboard
base.
An Edwardian rosewood marquetry purdonium, with converted cupboard
base.
Est. 50 - 80
A Victorian ebonised credenza side cabinet, with ormolu mounts and
Wedgwood neo-classical Jasperware plaques, 170cm W.
A Victorian ebonised credenza side cabinet, with ormolu mounts and
Wedgwood neo-classical Jasperware plaques, 170cm W.
Est. 300 - 400
A carved oak support, of a figure holding a flower, 50cm H.
A carved oak support, of a figure holding a flower, 50cm H.
Est. 30 - 50
A Bokhara carpet, red ground with multi-gull central field and multiple
borders, 3.5m x 2.7m. (AF)
A Bokhara carpet, red ground with multi-gull central field and multiple
borders, 3.5m x 2.7m. (AF)
Est. 50 - 80
A late Victorian rosewood wall bracket, with arch hooded bevel mirror
over shelf, 56cm H, 27cm W.
A late Victorian rosewood wall bracket, with arch hooded bevel mirror
over shelf, 56cm H, 27cm W.
A Victorian and later pressed glass chandelier or candelabrum, 48cm H.
A Victorian and later pressed glass chandelier or candelabrum, 48cm H.
After Emile Louis Picault (1833-1915). Figural table lamp, brown finished
cast metal, in the form of a sword bearing Roman torchbearer, on a grey
and liver marble plinth, 92cm H.
After Emile Louis Picault (1833-1915). Figural table lamp, brown finished
cast metal, in the form of a sword bearing Roman torchbearer, on a grey
and liver marble plinth, 92cm H.
Est. 50 - 80
A Victorian mahogany chest, of two short and three long graduated
drawers, with knob handles and splay feet, 123cm W. (AF)
A Victorian mahogany chest, of two short and three long graduated
drawers, with knob handles and splay feet, 123cm W. (AF)
Est. 50 - 80
A late Victorian chest, of two short and two long drawers, 99cm W.
A late Victorian chest, of two short and two long drawers, 99cm W.
A Georgian style mahogany triple dressing table mirror.
A Georgian style mahogany triple dressing table mirror.
A Victorian satin birch chest, of two short and three long graduated
drawers, with knob handles and turned feet, 114cm W.
A Victorian satin birch chest, of two short and three long graduated
drawers, with knob handles and turned feet, 114cm W.
Est. 100 - 150
A 19th walnut and burr veneered satin birch dressing table mirror, with
turned columns, rectangular plate and three serpentine drawers to base,
42cm W.
A 19th walnut and burr veneered satin birch dressing table mirror, with
turned columns, rectangular plate and three serpentine drawers to base,
42cm W.
Est. 70 - 100
An Art Deco walnut and bird's eye maple bedroom suite, comprising
double wardrobe compactum, dressing table, stool and a pot cupboard,
in the manner of H & L Epstein.
An Art Deco walnut and bird's eye maple bedroom suite, comprising
double wardrobe compactum, dressing table, stool and a pot cupboard,
in the manner of H & L Epstein.
Est. 250 - 350
A 19thC Continental bombe chest, of three drawers, with ball and claw
feet, 75cm W.
A 19thC Continental bombe chest, of three drawers, with ball and claw
feet, 75cm W.
Est. 30 - 60
A Persian prayer rug, with star border, 186cm x 108cm.
A Persian prayer rug, with star border, 186cm x 108cm.
Est. 30 - 60
A Chinese red and black lacquer wall mirror, with relief panels and bevel
plate, 80cm x 34cm.
A Chinese red and black lacquer wall mirror, with relief panels and bevel
plate, 80cm x 34cm.
Est. 30 - 50
An Edwardian mahogany bureau cabinet, with single drawer over fall
flap and cupboard base with plinth, 53cm W.
An Edwardian mahogany bureau cabinet, with single drawer over fall
flap and cupboard base with plinth, 53cm W.
Est. 30 - 50
A 19thC French ebonised and ormolu mounted portico clock, with eight
day movement, 69cm H.
A 19thC French ebonised and ormolu mounted portico clock, with eight
day movement, 69cm H.
Est. 80 - 120
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A French marble clock garniture, with eight day movement, 33cm H and
two companion pedestal urns, 24cm H.
A French marble clock garniture, with eight day movement, 33cm H and
two companion pedestal urns, 24cm H.
Est. 100 - 150
An early 19thC mahogany box, with hinged lid and fitted interior, 40cm
W.
An early 19thC mahogany box, with hinged lid and fitted interior, 40cm
W.
A pair of Japanese green ground cloisonnÃ© shouldered baluster
vases, with floral decoration, 16cm H, (AF)
A pair of Japanese green ground cloisonnÃ© shouldered baluster
vases, with floral decoration, 16cm H, (AF)
An antique Chinese T'ang style glazed elephant, (much damage), 30cm
H.
An antique Chinese T'ang style glazed elephant, (much damage), 30cm
H.
A pair of carved oak caryatid supports, 57cm H.
A pair of carved oak caryatid supports, 57cm H.
Est. 40 - 60
A Minton Majolica jardiniere, blue ground with green nulled border and
six lion mask moulded supports and banding, on paw feet, impressed
marks to base, 36cm H. (AF)
A Minton Majolica jardiniere, blue ground with green nulled border and
six lion mask moulded supports and banding, on paw feet, impressed
marks to base, 36cm H. (AF)
After Colinet. Musical jester mounting a crescent moon, cast bronze, on
stepped plinth, 33cm H.
After Colinet. Musical jester mounting a crescent moon, cast bronze, on
stepped plinth, 33cm H.
Four various African tribal carvings.
Four various African tribal carvings.
Three various Japanese vases. (all AF)
Three various Japanese vases. (all AF)
Three Chinese ceramics, including a famille rose bowl, 27cm Dia.,
(AF),an octagonal bowl, 34cm W, (riveted repairs), and green and
turquoise drip glazed ginger jar with seal mark to base. (3)
Three Chinese ceramics, including a famille rose bowl, 27cm Dia.,
(AF),an octagonal bowl, 34cm W, (riveted repairs), and green and
turquoise drip glazed ginger jar with seal mark to base. (3)
A Denby pottery baluster vase, moulded in relief with flamingos, printed
mark 23cm H.
A Denby pottery baluster vase, moulded in relief with flamingos, printed
mark 23cm H.
A continental opaque glass vase, with enamel decoration of flowers,
31cm H. (AF)
A continental opaque glass vase, with enamel decoration of flowers,
31cm H. (AF)
A Japanese Kutani charger, with deep stylised and diaper work border
in red and gilt, having a central field of figures by a camp fire, and
decorated verso with waves and keyed border, central signed ten
character mark, 36cm Dia. (AF)
A Japanese Kutani charger, with deep stylised and diaper work border
in red and gilt, having a central field of figures by a camp fire, and
decorated verso with waves and keyed border, central signed ten
character mark, 36cm Dia. (AF)
A carved oak overmantel, with shelf and stylised floral panels, 160cm W.
A carved oak overmantel, with shelf and stylised floral panels, 160cm W.
Est. 80 - 100
Four carved African tribal shields.
Four carved African tribal shields.
Victorian ceramics, including a pair of a stag and doe, Staffordshire
spaniel and salt glazed stoneware tea kettle. (4)
Victorian ceramics, including a pair of a stag and doe, Staffordshire
spaniel and salt glazed stoneware tea kettle. (4)
Chinese ceramics, including a blanc de chine figure rising from lotus
leaves, 23cm H, (AF), two plates, two pagodas and an enamel pin dish.
(6)
Chinese ceramics, including a blanc de chine figure rising from lotus
leaves, 23cm H, (AF), two plates, two pagodas and an enamel pin dish.
(6)
A carved rectangular tray, three Chinese hardwood stands, mother of
pearl water dropper and an ostrich egg.
A carved rectangular tray, three Chinese hardwood stands, mother of
pearl water dropper and an ostrich egg.
A Victorian electroplate plaque, depicting Adam and Eve in The Garden
of Eden, in a moulded frame, in the manner of Elkington, 20cm X 15cm.
A Victorian electroplate plaque, depicting Adam and Eve in The Garden
of Eden, in a moulded frame, in the manner of Elkington, 20cm X 15cm.
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Three Osbourne moulded plaques, depicting Chester Cathedral,
Chester, The Walled City and The Gleaners.
Three Osbourne moulded plaques, depicting Chester Cathedral,
Chester, The Walled City and The Gleaners.
An Asian puppet theatre doll, 56cm H.
An Asian puppet theatre doll, 56cm H.
A Wedgwood Jasperware plaque, depicting a female horn player beside
a column, in high relief on a green ground, 19cm x 14cm oval showing,
within a modern frame.
A Wedgwood Jasperware plaque, depicting a female horn player beside
a column, in high relief on a green ground, 19cm x 14cm oval showing,
within a modern frame.
A Russian religious icon panel, 46cm x 33cm.
A Russian religious icon panel, 46cm x 33cm.
A Russian Icon, pressed polychrome tin, 16.5cm x 13.5cm.
A Russian Icon, pressed polychrome tin, 16.5cm x 13.5cm.
Two pairs of religious colour prints, depicting The Flight Into and Return
From Egypt, Lot With His Wife and Abraham and The Three Angels,
and a copy of an engraving of William Woodward in a Hogarth frame,
the largest 30cm x 20cm.
Two pairs of religious colour prints, depicting The Flight Into and Return
From Egypt, Lot With His Wife and Abraham and The Three Angels,
and a copy of an engraving of William Woodward in a Hogarth frame,
the largest 30cm x 20cm.
A leaded colour glass panel, with heraldic central shield and later frame,
50cm x 40cm.
A leaded colour glass panel, with heraldic central shield and later frame,
50cm x 40cm.
After Bartolozzi. Cupid and Attendant to The Female Charioteer, sepia
print, in verre eglomise mount and gadrooned oval frame, plate size
19cm x 25cm.
After Bartolozzi. Cupid and Attendant to The Female Charioteer, sepia
print, in verre eglomise mount and gadrooned oval frame, plate size
19cm x 25cm.
An oak pedestal, for a clock or bust.
An oak pedestal, for a clock or bust.
M Momsuri (Iranian 20thC). Male and female figures in traditional
costume, mixed media, a matched pair of portrait miniatures, 22cm x
9.5cm & 19cm x 10cm.
M Momsuri (Iranian 20thC). Male and female figures in traditional
costume, mixed media, a matched pair of portrait miniatures, 22cm x
9.5cm & 19cm x 10cm.
Three various etchings.
Three various etchings.
By and after James Priddey (1916-1980). New Quay, Cardiganshire,
artist's proof, signed in pencil with blind stamp, plate size 22cm x 30cm.
By and after James Priddey (1916-1980). New Quay, Cardiganshire,
artist's proof, signed in pencil with blind stamp, plate size 22cm x 30cm.
Sinclair. The *** Tree, dry point etching, signed in pencil and titled, plate
size 19cm x 29cm.
Sinclair. The *** Tree, dry point etching, signed in pencil and titled, plate
size 19cm x 29cm.
Five various modern limited edition prints, including Cuneo, Wood and
Taylor. (5)
Five various modern limited edition prints, including Cuneo, Wood and
Taylor. (5)
A early 19thC wool work picture of a shepherdess, in coloured silks,
within a gilt verre eglomise mount and moulded frame, 24cm x 18cm
oval.
A early 19thC wool work picture of a shepherdess, in coloured silks,
within a gilt verre eglomise mount and moulded frame, 24cm x 18cm
oval.
After Rubens. Nicolaas Rubens wearing a coral necklace, print, 25cm x
20cm, in oak frame.
After Rubens. Nicolaas Rubens wearing a coral necklace, print, 25cm x
20cm, in oak frame.
After Sir Francis Grant (1803-1978). Portrait engraving by James Faed,
of William John Arthur, VI Duke of Portland born 1857, Lord Lieutenant
of Nottinghamshire, signed Scott Portland, plate size 59cm x 41cm,
painted frame with heraldic mount.
After Sir Francis Grant (1803-1978). Portrait engraving by James Faed,
of William John Arthur, VI Duke of Portland born 1857, Lord Lieutenant
of Nottinghamshire, signed Scott Portland, plate size 59cm x 41cm,
painted frame with heraldic mount.
Ruby Bostock. Welsh barn, watercolour, signed and dated '67, 37cm x
47cm.
Ruby Bostock. Welsh barn, watercolour, signed and dated '67, 37cm x
47cm.
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J. Blainety(?) (20thC). Arab figures in landscape, watercolour,
indistinctly signed lower right, 30cm x 23cm.
J. Blainety(?) (20thC). Arab figures in landscape, watercolour,
indistinctly signed lower right, 30cm x 23cm.
Est. 25 - 40
Knafft (20thC). Parisian street scene outside The Moulin Rouge,
watercolour, unsigned, 20cm x 26cm, and a companion scene of The
Eiffel Tower.
Knafft (20thC). Parisian street scene outside The Moulin Rouge,
watercolour, unsigned, 20cm x 26cm, and a companion scene of The
Eiffel Tower.
Hubbard. The Old Town Zanzibar, a pair of watercolours, depicting
back streets, signed and titled, 36cm x 25cm, in limed oak frames.
Hubbard. The Old Town Zanzibar, a pair of watercolours, depicting
back streets, signed and titled, 36cm x 25cm, in limed oak frames.
After Sir Joshua Reynolds. Simplicity, monochrome engraving by James
Faed, plate size 34cm x 27cm, in hogarth frame.
After Sir Joshua Reynolds. Simplicity, monochrome engraving by James
Faed, plate size 34cm x 27cm, in hogarth frame.
W A Morrison. Head and shoulders portrait of a Nubian facing dexter in
profile, oil on canvas, signed and marked "original", 46cm x 41cm.
W A Morrison. Head and shoulders portrait of a Nubian facing dexter in
profile, oil on canvas, signed and marked "original", 46cm x 41cm.
19thC School. Figures and boats on a beech at low tide, watercolour,
marked verso Lord Cloncury The Hon Valentine Frederick Lawless
C.1789, Baron, from the colloection of The V and last B Cloncury, 9cm
x 12cm.
19thC School. Figures and boats on a beech at low tide, watercolour,
marked verso Lord Cloncury The Hon Valentine Frederick Lawless
C.1789, Baron, from the colloection of The V and last B Cloncury, 9cm
x 12cm.
Est. 25 - 40
After Gustave Holtz. A young mother seated with child within a wooded
landscape, oil on panel, bears signature, 28cm x 23cm.
After Gustave Holtz. A young mother seated with child within a wooded
landscape, oil on panel, bears signature, 28cm x 23cm.
Bonetti (19thC). Peasant male carrying two lambs over his shoulders,
watercolour, signed in pencil, 34cm x 17cm.
Bonetti (19thC). Peasant male carrying two lambs over his shoulders,
watercolour, signed in pencil, 34cm x 17cm.
Est. 25 - 40
After Barker. The Wood Boy, colour engraving by T Gaugain, in gilt
verre eglomise mount, 44cm x 26cm.
After Barker. The Wood Boy, colour engraving by T Gaugain, in gilt
verre eglomise mount, 44cm x 26cm.
Est. 25 - 40
A pair of Continental gilt framed reverse printed and painted convex
glass landscapes, 55cm x 62cm including frames.
A pair of Continental gilt framed reverse printed and painted convex
glass landscapes, 55cm x 62cm including frames.
Est. 70 - 100
After JMW Turner. The Thames from Walton Bridge circa 1805, a later
copy of the example in the Tate, oil on board, 45cm x 60cm.
After JMW Turner. The Thames from Walton Bridge circa 1805, a later
copy of the example in the Tate, oil on board, 45cm x 60cm.
Est. 30 - 50
Helen M. Rolland (ex.1923-35). Portrait of a young lady seated with
craftwork frame, watercolour,indistinctly signed and dated 1906, 34cm x
24cm.
Helen M. Rolland (ex.1923-35). Portrait of a young lady seated with
craftwork frame, watercolour,indistinctly signed and dated 1906, 34cm x
24cm.
Est. 30 - 50
Manner of Sir Frederick Folkes. Lower Adelaide Street near Charing
Cross, near St Martin's Church, pen and ink with brown wash, 25cm x
28cm.
Manner of Sir Frederick Folkes. Lower Adelaide Street near Charing
Cross, near St Martin's Church, pen and ink with brown wash, 25cm x
28cm.
Est. 40 - 80
Sydney Walton (20thC). Gentleman with glasses, hat and peering
donkey, oil on board, 49cm x 38cm.
Sydney Walton (20thC). Gentleman with glasses, hat and peering
donkey, oil on board, 49cm x 38cm.
A. D. Bell. Harbour scene, watercolour and gouache, signed and dated
1998, 25cm x 36cm.
A. D. Bell. Harbour scene, watercolour and gouache, signed and dated
1998, 25cm x 36cm.
Est. 20 - 40

700

19thC English School. A Regency gentleman with blond hair and
buttoned blue tunic, facing sinister in profile, watercolour, unsigned and
verso with memorial lock of hair and oval monogrammed JG in seed
pearls, 7cm x 5.5cm oval, together with an associated red leather case.
19thC English School. A Regency gentleman with blond hair and
buttoned blue tunic, facing sinister in profile, watercolour, unsigned and
verso with memorial lock of hair and oval monogrammed JG in seed
pearls, 7cm x 5.5cm oval, together with an associated red leather case.
Est. 400 - 600
Morrison. Sir Anscott A. Molesworth-Bart (1789-1823), a wax portrait
bust of 1819, 10cm x 8cm oval, gilt slip and mahogany case.
Morrison. Sir Anscott A. Molesworth-Bart (1789-1823), a wax portrait
bust of 1819, 10cm x 8cm oval, gilt slip and mahogany case.
Two 19thC porcelain figures, being a German figure group of a lady with
pottery and a cherub with basket, 15cm H.
Two 19thC porcelain figures, being a German figure group of a lady with
pottery and a cherub with basket, 15cm H.
A pair of Victorian cut crystal inkwells, and two small stoneware jugs.
A pair of Victorian cut crystal inkwells, and two small stoneware jugs.
A burr walnut framed silhouette, of a man with a high neck collar and
tunic, facing sinister in profile, 11cm x 7.5cm oval.
A burr walnut framed silhouette, of a man with a high neck collar and
tunic, facing sinister in profile, 11cm x 7.5cm oval.
A metal sign bracket with mitre point, 122cm W.
A metal sign bracket with mitre point, 122cm W.
A metal lamp standard, on scroll legs, 159cm H.
A metal lamp standard, on scroll legs, 159cm H.
A Whitefriars style bowl, in turquoise bark glass, 13cm Dia., and a studio
glass swan bowl.
A Whitefriars style bowl, in turquoise bark glass, 13cm Dia., and a studio
glass swan bowl.
A tin glazed earthenware charger, polychrome decorated with flowers,
32cm Dia., and another. (2)
A tin glazed earthenware charger, polychrome decorated with flowers,
32cm Dia., and another. (2)
A 19thC porcelain cup and saucer, polychrome decorated with gilt
highlights, with a black and white scene of figures, trees and buildings,
(cup, 7cm H, AF)
A 19thC porcelain cup and saucer, polychrome decorated with gilt
highlights, with a black and white scene of figures, trees and buildings,
(cup, 7cm H, AF)
A 20thC Chinese figure of a gentleman, in flowing robes decorated with
dragons, 31cm H and a cloisonne style figure of a horse. (2)
A 20thC Chinese figure of a gentleman, in flowing robes decorated with
dragons, 31cm H and a cloisonne style figure of a horse. (2)
A George V silver two handled trophy, on turned stem and domed foot,
Sheffield 1931, 11cm H, 1oz.
A George V silver two handled trophy, on turned stem and domed foot,
Sheffield 1931, 11cm H, 1oz.
A 19thC Doctor Syntax figure group, undecorated, 15cm H, character
jug, famille rose cup, etc. (4)
A 19thC Doctor Syntax figure group, undecorated, 15cm H, character
jug, famille rose cup, etc. (4)
20thC slip ware teapot, decorated with a sun to either side, on a brown
ground, 21cm H.
20thC slip ware teapot, decorated with a sun to either side, on a brown
ground, 21cm H.
A graduated pearl necklace, with diamond and white gold clasp, 42cm
long.
A graduated pearl necklace, with diamond and white gold clasp, 42cm
long.
A 9ct gold brooch with drop watch, the flowerhead top set with pearls
and garnets, with a plain pin back, 4cm high.
A 9ct gold brooch with drop watch, the flowerhead top set with pearls
and garnets, with a plain pin back, 4cm high.
Various silver plate, comprising a matched tea service with tray, 59cm
W, coffee pot, teapot, two handled sugar bowl, further teapot, milk jug,
sugar bows, two handle sucrier and jug. (a quantity)
Various silver plate, comprising a matched tea service with tray, 59cm
W, coffee pot, teapot, two handled sugar bowl, further teapot, milk jug,
sugar bows, two handle sucrier and jug. (a quantity)
Weston (David). My Bit of England, hardback with dust wrapper,
Doomsday book studies, Leicestershire, to include folios and maps etc.,
in three volumes in slip case. (2)
Weston (David). My Bit of England, hardback with dust wrapper,
Doomsday book studies, Leicestershire, to include folios and maps etc.,
in three volumes in slip case. (2)
A Nauticaia London pond yacht, with material mast rigging and realistic
deck, the oars, with stand, 71cm H.
A Nauticaia London pond yacht, with material mast rigging and realistic
deck, the oars, with stand, 71cm H.
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An early 20thC Italian mandolin, with Ermelinda Silvestri label, partially
inlaid shaped body and eight tuning knops, 61cm W.
An early 20thC Italian mandolin, with Ermelinda Silvestri label, partially
inlaid shaped body and eight tuning knops, 61cm W.
Various ephemera, 50 Year of British Pop, According to the Rolling
Stones, Royal Show 1955 Nottingham booklet, another for 1966 from
Warwickshire, various Life Magazines etc. (a quantity)
Various ephemera, 50 Year of British Pop, According to the Rolling
Stones, Royal Show 1955 Nottingham booklet, another for 1966 from
Warwickshire, various Life Magazines etc. (a quantity)
Bygones collectables, vintage leather tape measure, 15cm Dia., two
other similar, Rolls razer, measuring devices etc. (a quantity)
Bygones collectables, vintage leather tape measure, 15cm Dia., two
other similar, Rolls razer, measuring devices etc. (a quantity)
Fleming (Ian). Dr. No, Live and Let Die, Moonraker, For Your Eyes Only
etc., various paperback novels. (a quantity)
Fleming (Ian). Dr. No, Live and Let Die, Moonraker, For Your Eyes Only
etc., various paperback novels. (a quantity)
Fleming (Ian). You Only Live Twice, first edition, in black boards with gilt
stenciling lacking dust jacket, pub. Jonathan Cape. (AF)
Fleming (Ian). You Only Live Twice, first edition, in black boards with gilt
stenciling lacking dust jacket, pub. Jonathan Cape. (AF)
Fleming (Ian). Moonraker, The Man With The Golden Gun, etc., Book
Club and other editions, some with dust jackets. (a quantity)
Fleming (Ian). Moonraker, The Man With The Golden Gun, etc., Book
Club and other editions, some with dust jackets. (a quantity)
Fleming (Ian). For Your Eyes Only, Live and Let Die, Diamonds are
Forever, From Russia with Love etc., various paper back novels. (a
quantity)
Fleming (Ian). For Your Eyes Only, Live and Let Die, Diamonds are
Forever, From Russia with Love etc., various paper back novels. (a
quantity)
A pair of brown leather fur lined motorcycle gauntlets, 24cm W. (2) From
the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A pair of brown leather fur lined motorcycle gauntlets, 24cm W. (2) From
the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A tin case, of rectangular form, 57cm W, containing a quantity of various
ties, bowls related, other clothing, further ties, straw boater hat etc. (a
quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A tin case, of rectangular form, 57cm W, containing a quantity of various
ties, bowls related, other clothing, further ties, straw boater hat etc. (a
quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various clothing jackets, three quarter length loose trench coat, sports
jacket, Uniform waterproof coat etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J
'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various clothing jackets, three quarter length loose trench coat, sports
jacket, Uniform waterproof coat etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J
'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A case containing various bowls related jackets, county bowls team
blazer, various other jackets similar related, hats etc. (a quantity) From
the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A case containing various bowls related jackets, county bowls team
blazer, various other jackets similar related, hats etc. (a quantity) From
the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
An early 20thC Indian copper mirror, partially hammered and pierced
with a raised scroll and floral pattern, with shaped glass, 40cm H, 30cm
W, 2cm D. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
An early 20thC Indian copper mirror, partially hammered and pierced
with a raised scroll and floral pattern, with shaped glass, 40cm H, 30cm
W, 2cm D. From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various early 20thC and later copper ware, turkey dish of shaped form,
51cm W, crumb scoop, funnels, kettle, brass and copper jug, another
similar etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
Various early 20thC and later copper ware, turkey dish of shaped form,
51cm W, crumb scoop, funnels, kettle, brass and copper jug, another
similar etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of
Grantham.
An early 20thC Glastonbury stool, upholsterd overall in later yellow
material, 55cm H, 64cm W, 49cm D.
An early 20thC Glastonbury stool, upholsterd overall in later yellow
material, 55cm H, 64cm W, 49cm D.
A 19thC walnut kneehole desk, the moulded top raised above one frieze
and six pedestal drawers, on bracket feet, 82cm H, 76cm W, 45cm D.
A 19thC walnut kneehole desk, the moulded top raised above one frieze
and six pedestal drawers, on bracket feet, 82cm H, 76cm W, 45cm D.
A 20thC walnut low table, the quarter veneered rectangular top with a
double crossbanding, raised on shaped legs, 56cm H, 110cm W, 62cm
D.
A 20thC walnut low table, the quarter veneered rectangular top with a
double crossbanding, raised on shaped legs, 56cm H, 110cm W, 62cm
D.

735

An early 19thC oak and mahogany bowfront hanging corner cupboard,
with a part fitted interior and an over hanging moulded base, 107cm H,
76cm W, 52cm D.
An early 19thC oak and mahogany bowfront hanging corner cupboard,
with a part fitted interior and an over hanging moulded base, 107cm H,
76cm W, 52cm D.
A 19thC ash and elm grandfather chair, with lath back, scroll handles
and triple ring front legs, joined by a H stretcher, 112cm H.
A 19thC ash and elm grandfather chair, with lath back, scroll handles
and triple ring front legs, joined by a H stretcher, 112cm H.
A 19thC mahogany snap top occasional table, the circular top raised on
a shaped support terminating in a tripod base, 74cm H, 68cm Dia.
A 19thC mahogany snap top occasional table, the circular top raised on
a shaped support terminating in a tripod base, 74cm H, 68cm Dia.
A matched pair of Torkaman rugs, in red geometric pattern, 89cm x
49cm. (2)
A matched pair of Torkaman rugs, in red geometric pattern, 89cm x
49cm. (2)
A matched pair of Torkaman rugs, in red geometric pattern 105cm x
50cm. (2)
A matched pair of Torkaman rugs, in red geometric pattern 105cm x
50cm. (2)
A matched pair of Torkaman rugs, in red geometric pattern, 99cm x
46cm. (2)
A matched pair of Torkaman rugs, in red geometric pattern, 99cm x
46cm. (2)
A matched pair of Torkaman rugs, in red geometric pattern, 105cm x
51cm. (2)
A matched pair of Torkaman rugs, in red geometric pattern, 105cm x
51cm. (2)
A Tabriz rug, in red and blue, 140cm x 110cm.
A Tabriz rug, in red and blue, 140cm x 110cm.
A Tabriz runner, in red and cream, 335cm x 92cm.
A Tabriz runner, in red and cream, 335cm x 92cm.
A Tabriz rug, in red and cream, 100cm x 95cm.
A Tabriz rug, in red and cream, 100cm x 95cm.
A matched pair of Torkaman rugs in red geometric pattern, 97cm x
45cm. (2)
A matched pair of Torkaman rugs in red geometric pattern, 97cm x
45cm. (2)
A Tabriz runner, in red and cream, 310cm x 95cm.
A Tabriz runner, in red and cream, 310cm x 95cm.
A Blooch rug, in red, 197cm x 103cm.
A Blooch rug, in red, 197cm x 103cm.
A Tabriz carpet, in red and cream, 350cm x 238cm.
A Tabriz carpet, in red and cream, 350cm x 238cm.
An Azari runner, in red and blue, 325cm x 115cm.
An Azari runner, in red and blue, 325cm x 115cm.
A Middle Eastern rug, in a repeat floral pattern predominately in red and
light blue with yellow highlights, 127cm W.
A Middle Eastern rug, in a repeat floral pattern predominately in red and
light blue with yellow highlights, 127cm W.
A Tabriz runner, in red and cream, 335cm x 100cm.
A Tabriz runner, in red and cream, 335cm x 100cm.
A chrome plated industrial style stool, on castors with tractor type seat,
55cm H.
A chrome plated industrial style stool, on castors with tractor type seat,
55cm H.
A Swedish leather finish chair, with chrome plated frame, 85cm H.
A Swedish leather finish chair, with chrome plated frame, 85cm H.
A Blooch type rug, of cream colour, 190cm x 110cm.
A Blooch type rug, of cream colour, 190cm x 110cm.
Various waistcoats, suede type etc., and three quarter length Baracuta
Meakers trench coat in green, sizes unknown. (a quantity) From the
estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various waistcoats, suede type etc., and three quarter length Baracuta
Meakers trench coat in green, sizes unknown. (a quantity) From the
estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A DJ Collacott Exeter carved stool, with circular top, decorated with
horses head on three legs, 33cm H, 29cm Dia. and a bergere salon
chair. (2)
A DJ Collacott Exeter carved stool, with circular top, decorated with
horses head on three legs, 33cm H, 29cm Dia. and a bergere salon
chair. (2)
An Edwardian mahogany plant stand, the circular top on sabre legs, with
sun inlay and further shelf beneath, 102cm H, 35cm Dia.
An Edwardian mahogany plant stand, the circular top on sabre legs, with
sun inlay and further shelf beneath, 102cm H, 35cm Dia.
A 1920s oak hall stand, with central hinged opening flanked by umbrella
compartments with a moulded front, 73cm H, 88cm W, 34cm D.
A 1920s oak hall stand, with central hinged opening flanked by umbrella
compartments with a moulded front, 73cm H, 88cm W, 34cm D.
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An early 20thC tin trunk, of rectangular form with a beaded lid and plain
interior, 44cm H, 74cm W, 51cm D.
An early 20thC tin trunk, of rectangular form with a beaded lid and plain
interior, 44cm H, 74cm W, 51cm D.
A pewter tankard, the cylindrical body marked ER on circular foot with
moulded handle, 17cm H.
A pewter tankard, the cylindrical body marked ER on circular foot with
moulded handle, 17cm H.
Various metalware, early 20thC and later, copper and brass ware,
fireside companion set, kettle, 22cm H, mantel clock, other brass ware,
thistle dish, copper warming pan etc. (a quantity)
Various metalware, early 20thC and later, copper and brass ware,
fireside companion set, kettle, 22cm H, mantel clock, other brass ware,
thistle dish, copper warming pan etc. (a quantity)
An early 20thC brass glove box, the rectangular body, partially
hammered with plain baize lined interior, 14cm H, 36cm W, 13cm D.
An early 20thC brass glove box, the rectangular body, partially
hammered with plain baize lined interior, 14cm H, 36cm W, 13cm D.
Various cut glass and crystal etc., to include a ship's decanter with
shaped orb stopper, 24cm H, cut glass footed bowl, further decanters,
stoppers, a Nailsea style swirl vase with rough pontil etc. (a quantity)
Various cut glass and crystal etc., to include a ship's decanter with
shaped orb stopper, 24cm H, cut glass footed bowl, further decanters,
stoppers, a Nailsea style swirl vase with rough pontil etc. (a quantity)
A pair of green jade finish dogs of fo, on shaped bases each typically
carved 16cm H. (2)
A pair of green jade finish dogs of fo, on shaped bases each typically
carved 16cm H. (2)
Spare lot.
Spare lot.
A late 19thC mahogany framed table mirror, on walnut base with
adjustable scroll supports, 78cm H, 67cm W, 27cm D.
A late 19thC mahogany framed table mirror, on walnut base with
adjustable scroll supports, 78cm H, 67cm W, 27cm D.
A Victorian mahogany table mirror, with serpentine base and shaped
glass flanked by inverted scroll sides, 62cm H, 59cm W, 25cm D, and a
further brass table mirror. (2)
A Victorian mahogany table mirror, with serpentine base and shaped
glass flanked by inverted scroll sides, 62cm H, 59cm W, 25cm D, and a
further brass table mirror. (2)
Victorian mourning dress, to include veil, feather shoulder sections, main
flowing dress set with flower heads, etc. (a quantity).
Victorian mourning dress, to include veil, feather shoulder sections, main
flowing dress set with flower heads, etc. (a quantity).
Various coins, Victorian, Edwardian, George V and VI pennies, etc. (a
quantity)
Various coins, Victorian, Edwardian, George V and VI pennies, etc. (a
quantity)
Various mid 20thC PG Tips advertising fridge magnet holograms, 11cm
H. (a quantity)
Various mid 20thC PG Tips advertising fridge magnet holograms, 11cm
H. (a quantity)
Seventeen various bangles, made of brass and copper, to include two
necklaces and various design bangles, to include a Moda chicken
bangle, etc. (one tray)
Seventeen various bangles, made of brass and copper, to include two
necklaces and various design bangles, to include a Moda chicken
bangle, etc. (one tray)
A 19thC walnut jewellery casket, of rectangular form with a plain interior,
13cm H, 30cm W, 20cm D, and a further walnut jewellery casket with
plain metal cartouche and part velvet lined interior. (2, AF)
A 19thC walnut jewellery casket, of rectangular form with a plain interior,
13cm H, 30cm W, 20cm D, and a further walnut jewellery casket with
plain metal cartouche and part velvet lined interior. (2, AF)
A petit point purse, 15cm H, cufflinks, costume jewellery, ear studs, etc.
(a quantity)
A petit point purse, 15cm H, cufflinks, costume jewellery, ear studs, etc.
(a quantity)
Various silver plated flat ware, king's pattern cutlery, serving pieces, etc.
(a quantity)
Various silver plated flat ware, king's pattern cutlery, serving pieces, etc.
(a quantity)
A Victorian walnut tripod games table, with chequer board top raised
above two frieze drawers, with shaped drop leaf top on a carved stem
and cabriole scroll legs, when closed 66cm H, 47cm W, 81cm D.
A Victorian walnut tripod games table, with chequer board top raised
above two frieze drawers, with shaped drop leaf top on a carved stem
and cabriole scroll legs, when closed 66cm H, 47cm W, 81cm D.

776

A late 19thC dome topped trunk, with wooden and metal strap work,
elaborate escutcheon and plain interior with rope carrying handles,
59cm H, 90cm W, 53cm D.
A late 19thC dome topped trunk, with wooden and metal strap work,
elaborate escutcheon and plain interior with rope carrying handles,
59cm H, 90cm W, 53cm D.
A 20thC camphorwood blanket chest, of rectangular form, heavily
carved, with a hinged a plain interior and carved panel front on shaped
feet, 59cm H, 102cm W, 54cm D.
A 20thC camphorwood blanket chest, of rectangular form, heavily
carved, with a hinged a plain interior and carved panel front on shaped
feet, 59cm H, 102cm W, 54cm D.
A pair of Aspire LP wooden congas drums, on metal stands, 100cm H.
A pair of Aspire LP wooden congas drums, on metal stands, 100cm H.
An El Primo Chinese six string guitar, 112cm W. (1 string snapped)
An El Primo Chinese six string guitar, 112cm W. (1 string snapped)
A late 19thC domed top trunk, partially studded and wooden bound with
a plain interior with elaborate escutcheon and rope handles, 71cm H,
97cm W, 53cm D.
A late 19thC domed top trunk, partially studded and wooden bound with
a plain interior with elaborate escutcheon and rope handles, 71cm H,
97cm W, 53cm D.
A late 20thC Japanese cabinet, the D-end body with over hanging top
raised above panelled doors raised with birds and flowers on shaped
feet, 94cm H, 81cm W, 41cm D.
A late 20thC Japanese cabinet, the D-end body with over hanging top
raised above panelled doors raised with birds and flowers on shaped
feet, 94cm H, 81cm W, 41cm D.
A hanging basket weave pendulum chair, of pierced egg shape form,
with heavy metal hook to the main body, attached to a metal stand,
113cm H, 68cm W, 52cm D.
A hanging basket weave pendulum chair, of pierced egg shape form,
with heavy metal hook to the main body, attached to a metal stand,
113cm H, 68cm W, 52cm D.
A 20thC school ballerina print, 55cm x 38cm, Japanese school crayfish,
signed, other prints, canvas, etc. (a quantity)
A 20thC school ballerina print, 55cm x 38cm, Japanese school crayfish,
signed, other prints, canvas, etc. (a quantity)
Various silk work, silk ware, an embroidered and material hammock with
pierced body, etc, (a quantity)
Various silk work, silk ware, an embroidered and material hammock with
pierced body, etc, (a quantity)
Various 20thC mountaineering equipment. (a quantity)
Various 20thC mountaineering equipment. (a quantity)
A 1960's Sputnik style basket weave chair, in straw colour on metal
frame, terminating in four legs, 75cm H.
A 1960's Sputnik style basket weave chair, in straw colour on metal
frame, terminating in four legs, 75cm H.
Various African tribal and other figures, to include wooden totem style
group, 50cm H, bird figure, other figure groups, various other treen,
boats, wooden bowl, ammunition tin, tools, etc. (a quantity)
Various African tribal and other figures, to include wooden totem style
group, 50cm H, bird figure, other figure groups, various other treen,
boats, wooden bowl, ammunition tin, tools, etc. (a quantity)
An African hard wood tribal freestanding figure, with elaborate mask
head, semi clad on shaped base, 100cm H, a fertility group and a tribal
mask head shield. (3)
An African hard wood tribal freestanding figure, with elaborate mask
head, semi clad on shaped base, 100cm H, a fertility group and a tribal
mask head shield. (3)
A 19thC Anglo Indian hard wood box, of rectangular form heavily
decorated with flowers, various costume jewellery, marbles, etc. 10cm
H, 30cm W, 20cm D.
A 19thC Anglo Indian hard wood box, of rectangular form heavily
decorated with flowers, various costume jewellery, marbles, etc. 10cm
H, 30cm W, 20cm D.
Two metal figures of horses, 11cm H, Buddha group, miniature frame,
Chintz pattern midwinter dish, preserve jar and cover, butter packs,
wooden moulds, etc. (a quantity)
Two metal figures of horses, 11cm H, Buddha group, miniature frame,
Chintz pattern midwinter dish, preserve jar and cover, butter packs,
wooden moulds, etc. (a quantity)
A 20thC leather satchel, and another leather shoulder satchel, 32cm H.
(2)
A 20thC leather satchel, and another leather shoulder satchel, 32cm H.
(2)
Various bygones, collectables, shells, CD's, tambourine 18cm Dia,
paperweights, glass fish ornament, Praveen tin, cloisonne napkin rings,
wind chime, etc. (a quantity)
Various bygones, collectables, shells, CD's, tambourine 18cm Dia,
paperweights, glass fish ornament, Praveen tin, cloisonne napkin rings,
wind chime, etc. (a quantity)
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20thC Japanese School. Crayfish, ink and wash, 30cm H and other
works similar. (a quantity)
20thC Japanese School. Crayfish, ink and wash, 30cm H and other
works similar. (a quantity)
A 20thC studio glass bowl, in green and clear glass, unmarked, 18cm H.
A 20thC studio glass bowl, in green and clear glass, unmarked, 18cm H.
A 20thC terrestrial globe, in yellow with gilt trim and coloured highlights,
53cm H.
A 20thC terrestrial globe, in yellow with gilt trim and coloured highlights,
53cm H.
Est. 50 - 80
A small section of malachite, 7cm H, and two blue violet style sections.
(3)
A small section of malachite, 7cm H, and two blue violet style sections.
(3)
A 20thC Japanese pottery vase, mock bronze of shouldered circular
form raised with shields with an upper flowerhead border, 26cm H, a
hammered Mayflower pewter dish, a pewter tankard and a Worcester
enlarged tea cup and saucer. (a quantity)
A 20thC Japanese pottery vase, mock bronze of shouldered circular
form raised with shields with an upper flowerhead border, 26cm H, a
hammered Mayflower pewter dish, a pewter tankard and a Worcester
enlarged tea cup and saucer. (a quantity)
A 20thC carved Black Forest bear, 8cm H, an African tribal head and a
treen figure of a gentleman smoking pipe. (3)
A 20thC carved Black Forest bear, 8cm H, an African tribal head and a
treen figure of a gentleman smoking pipe. (3)
An African tribal wooden face mask, with enlarged features, 57cm H.
An African tribal wooden face mask, with enlarged features, 57cm H.
Two figure groups of wild cats, by Austin, the first on a naturalistic
setting, 30cm H, another of a standing cat, in metal. (2)
Two figure groups of wild cats, by Austin, the first on a naturalistic
setting, 30cm H, another of a standing cat, in metal. (2)
An as new electrical standard lamp, with Tiffany style shade set with
coloured glass sections on a turned stem and square support, 168cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, with Tiffany style shade set with
coloured glass sections on a turned stem and square support, 168cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, with Tiffany style shade set with
coloured glass sections on a turned stem and square support, 160cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, with Tiffany style shade set with
coloured glass sections on a turned stem and square support, 160cm H.
An as new electrical uplighter, with Tiffany style shade set with coloured
glass sections on a turned stem and square support, 173cm H.
An as new electrical uplighter, with Tiffany style shade set with coloured
glass sections on a turned stem and square support, 173cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade and stem on metal base,
64cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade and stem on metal base,
64cm H.
An as new two branch table lamp, with Tiffany style shades, on
cylindrical stems and stepped circular foot, 78cm H.
An as new two branch table lamp, with Tiffany style shades, on
cylindrical stems and stepped circular foot, 78cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade and stem, on a raised
floral metal base, 67cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade and stem, on a raised
floral metal base, 67cm H.
An as new two sectional light fitting, with Tiffany style shade decorated
with flowers in yellow and green, with metal hanger, 54cm H.
An as new two sectional light fitting, with Tiffany style shade decorated
with flowers in yellow and green, with metal hanger, 54cm H.
An as new two branch light fitting, with Tiffany style shade with dragonfly
design predominately in red, black and yellow, 29cm H.
An as new two branch light fitting, with Tiffany style shade with dragonfly
design predominately in red, black and yellow, 29cm H.
An as new light fitting, with Tiffany style shade decorated with fruits
predominately in red, green and blue, 35cm Dia.
An as new light fitting, with Tiffany style shade decorated with fruits
predominately in red, green and blue, 35cm Dia.
An as new light fitting, with Art Nouveau design shade predominately in
cream, 32cm H.
An as new light fitting, with Art Nouveau design shade predominately in
cream, 32cm H.
An as new light fitting, with Tiffany style shade decorated with flowers
predominately in orange and green, 35cm Dia.
An as new light fitting, with Tiffany style shade decorated with flowers
predominately in orange and green, 35cm Dia.
An as new light fitting, with Tiffany style shade decorated with panels
and flowers predominately in green, pink and fawn, 48cm Dia.
An as new light fitting, with Tiffany style shade decorated with panels
and flowers predominately in green, pink and fawn, 48cm Dia.
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An as new light fitting, with Art Nouveau design shade with coloured
banding on a cream ground, 24cm H.
An as new light fitting, with Art Nouveau design shade with coloured
banding on a cream ground, 24cm H.
An as new light fitting, with Art Deco design shade raised with sections
predominately in red and cream, 31cm H.
An as new light fitting, with Art Deco design shade raised with sections
predominately in red and cream, 31cm H.
An as new light fitting, with flowerhead shade predominately in green
and white, 22cm H.
An as new light fitting, with flowerhead shade predominately in green
and white, 22cm H.
An as new light fitting, with Tiffany style shade decorated with flowers
predominately in red, pink and green, 38cm Dia.
An as new light fitting, with Tiffany style shade decorated with flowers
predominately in red, pink and green, 38cm Dia.
An as new light fitting, with Tiffany design shade predominately in cream
and orange, 25cm W.
An as new light fitting, with Tiffany design shade predominately in cream
and orange, 25cm W.
An as new two sectional light fitting, with chain hangers and Tiffany style
shade predominately in yellow, green and blue, 56cm H.
An as new two sectional light fitting, with chain hangers and Tiffany style
shade predominately in yellow, green and blue, 56cm H.
An as new light fitting, with Tiffany design shade decorated with
dragonflies predominately in blue and cream, 37cm Dia.
An as new light fitting, with Tiffany design shade decorated with
dragonflies predominately in blue and cream, 37cm Dia.
An as new light fitting, with Tiffany design shade decorated with a repeat
leaf pattern predominately in cream and red, 40cm Dia.
An as new light fitting, with Tiffany design shade decorated with a repeat
leaf pattern predominately in cream and red, 40cm Dia.
An as new two branch table lamp, with Tiffany style shade decorated
with flowers predominately in green and cream, 67cm H.
An as new two branch table lamp, with Tiffany style shade decorated
with flowers predominately in green and cream, 67cm H.
An as new two sectional table lamp, with Tiffany style shades decorated
with flowers predominately in cream and red, 75cm H.
An as new two sectional table lamp, with Tiffany style shades decorated
with flowers predominately in cream and red, 75cm H.
An as new table lamp, with bell shaped shade decorated with circular
sections in green, 36cm H.
An as new table lamp, with bell shaped shade decorated with circular
sections in green, 36cm H.
An as new light fitting, with Tiffany style shade decorated with roses
predominately in red, green and blue, 28cm H.
An as new light fitting, with Tiffany style shade decorated with roses
predominately in red, green and blue, 28cm H.
An as new table light, with Tiffany style butterfly shade predominately in
yellow, 22cm H.
An as new table light, with Tiffany style butterfly shade predominately in
yellow, 22cm H.
An as new table lamp, with butterfly shaped shade set with various
coloured sections predominately in blue, yellow, green and orange, on a
shaped base, 23cm H.
An as new table lamp, with butterfly shaped shade set with various
coloured sections predominately in blue, yellow, green and orange, on a
shaped base, 23cm H.
An as new electrical uplighter, on cylindrical stem and circular foot,
177cm H.
An as new electrical uplighter, on cylindrical stem and circular foot,
177cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, on cylindrical stem and stepped
foot, with material shade, 158cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, on cylindrical stem and stepped
foot, with material shade, 158cm H.
An as new adjustable electrical standard lamp, with domed shade on
cylindrical stem and circular foot, 166cm H.
An as new adjustable electrical standard lamp, with domed shade on
cylindrical stem and circular foot, 166cm H.
An as new electrical adjustable standard lamp, with circular shade on
cylindrical stem and circular foot, 160cm H.
An as new electrical adjustable standard lamp, with circular shade on
cylindrical stem and circular foot, 160cm H.
An as new electrical three branch standard lamp, on cylindrical stem and
circular foot, 156cm H.
An as new electrical three branch standard lamp, on cylindrical stem and
circular foot, 156cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, on entwined cylindrical stem and
circular foot, with shaped shade, 168cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, on entwined cylindrical stem and
circular foot, with shaped shade, 168cm H.
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An as new electrical Minster standard lamp, with shaped cylindrical stem
on circular foot, with textured shade, 165cm H.
An as new electrical Minster standard lamp, with shaped cylindrical stem
on circular foot, with textured shade, 165cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, with nozzle head, cylindrical stem
and shaped base, 155cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, with nozzle head, cylindrical stem
and shaped base, 155cm H.
An as new electrical adjustable standard lamp, with domed head,
cylindrical stem and circular base, 148cm H.
An as new electrical adjustable standard lamp, with domed head,
cylindrical stem and circular base, 148cm H.
An as new electrical Village At Home standard lamp, with glass and
cylindrical chrome coloured stem on circular foot, with red shade, 166cm
H.
An as new electrical Village At Home standard lamp, with glass and
cylindrical chrome coloured stem on circular foot, with red shade, 166cm
H.
An as new electrical adjustable standard lamp, with domed head,
cylindrical stem and shaped foot, 160cm H.
An as new electrical adjustable standard lamp, with domed head,
cylindrical stem and shaped foot, 160cm H.
Three various as new electrical adjustable standard lamps, on cylindrical
stems, 163cm H, etc. (3)
Three various as new electrical adjustable standard lamps, on cylindrical
stems, 163cm H, etc. (3)
Three various as new electrical standard lamps, to include one with
cylindrical stem on circular foot with textured shade, 149cm H. (3)
Three various as new electrical standard lamps, to include one with
cylindrical stem on circular foot with textured shade, 149cm H. (3)
An as new electrical uplighter, with two pronged cylindrical top,
cylindrical stem and circular foot, 174cm H.
An as new electrical uplighter, with two pronged cylindrical top,
cylindrical stem and circular foot, 174cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, with cylindrical stem on circular foot
with textured shade, 161cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, with cylindrical stem on circular foot
with textured shade, 161cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, on shaped baluster stem with
textured floral shade predominately in black, 157cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, on shaped baluster stem with
textured floral shade predominately in black, 157cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, on orb and cylindrical stem
terminating in square foot, with square shade, 145cm H, with extra
shade. (2)
An as new electrical standard lamp, on orb and cylindrical stem
terminating in square foot, with square shade, 145cm H, with extra
shade. (2)
An as new electrical standard lamp, with shaped stem, circular foot and
textured shade in cream, 155cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, with shaped stem, circular foot and
textured shade in cream, 155cm H.
An as new electrical uplighter, with cylindrical stem on circular base with
textured material shade in fawn, 138cm H.
An as new electrical uplighter, with cylindrical stem on circular base with
textured material shade in fawn, 138cm H.
An as new electrical Oaks Lighting standard lamp, with cylindrical stem,
shaped foot and textured shade in grey, 162cm H.
An as new electrical Oaks Lighting standard lamp, with cylindrical stem,
shaped foot and textured shade in grey, 162cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, with polished metal cylindrical stem,
circular foot and articulated arm with fitting, 152cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, with polished metal cylindrical stem,
circular foot and articulated arm with fitting, 152cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, with cylindrical stem on circular foot,
with circular shade in red, 156cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, with cylindrical stem on circular foot,
with circular shade in red, 156cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, with cylindrical stem on circular foot,
with textured shade, 140cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, with cylindrical stem on circular foot,
with textured shade, 140cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, with shaped stem on circular foot,
with textured oval shade in white, 164cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, with shaped stem on circular foot,
with textured oval shade in white, 164cm H.
Various as new lamp shades Minster, in original packaging. (a quantity)
Various as new lamp shades Minster, in original packaging. (a quantity)
Various as new light shades, metal material etc, to include Oaks
Lighting, circle example, domed examples, etc. (a quantity)
Various as new light shades, metal material etc, to include Oaks
Lighting, circle example, domed examples, etc. (a quantity)
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Various as new light shades, to include Endon various designs etc, in
original packaging. (a quantity)
Various as new light shades, to include Endon various designs etc, in
original packaging. (a quantity)
Various angle poise and other table lamps, glass examples, one with
shade etc. (a quantity)
Various angle poise and other table lamps, glass examples, one with
shade etc. (a quantity)
Various as new table lamps, to include Dar, some with original
packaging with shades, etc. (a quantity)
Various as new table lamps, to include Dar, some with original
packaging with shades, etc. (a quantity)
Various as new table lamps, shades,etc, some in original packaging. (a
quantity)
Various as new table lamps, shades,etc, some in original packaging. (a
quantity)
Various as new light shades, various designs in original packaging. (a
quantity)
Various as new light shades, various designs in original packaging. (a
quantity)
Various as new lamp shades, domed and circular examples, in original
packaging to include Oaks Lighting, etc. (a quantity)
Various as new lamp shades, domed and circular examples, in original
packaging to include Oaks Lighting, etc. (a quantity)
Various as new lamp shades, ceiling shade etc, in original packaging. (a
quantity)
Various as new lamp shades, ceiling shade etc, in original packaging. (a
quantity)
An as new electrical standard lamp, with cylindrical stem on shaped foot,
with textured shade in white, 163cm H.
An as new electrical standard lamp, with cylindrical stem on shaped foot,
with textured shade in white, 163cm H.
An as new electrical adjustable standard lamp, with bike light head,
shaped chrome coloured stem and circular foot, 157cm H.
An as new electrical adjustable standard lamp, with bike light head,
shaped chrome coloured stem and circular foot, 157cm H.
Various as new Endon and other light fittings, table lamp, etc, 38cm H,
etc. (4, boxed)
Various as new Endon and other light fittings, table lamp, etc, 38cm H,
etc. (4, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, to include a Allegra wall bracket, Oaks
Lighting Madison Range angle point lamp, 22cm H. (5, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, to include a Allegra wall bracket, Oaks
Lighting Madison Range angle point lamp, 22cm H. (5, boxed)
Various as new light fittings and effects, etc., to include Oaks Lighting
two branch mirror back lights, 91cm W, etc. (4, boxed)
Various as new light fittings and effects, etc., to include Oaks Lighting
two branch mirror back lights, 91cm W, etc. (4, boxed)
Various as new Drayton & other light fittings, etc., Firstlight Union
pendant light fitting with dome shade, 28cm H. (3 items, boxed)
Various as new Drayton & other light fittings, etc., Firstlight Union
pendant light fitting with dome shade, 28cm H. (3 items, boxed)
Various as new light fittings, lamps, etc., to include an Oaks Lighting
banker's lamp with green glass shade, etc., various dimensions. (3,
boxed)
Various as new light fittings, lamps, etc., to include an Oaks Lighting
banker's lamp with green glass shade, etc., various dimensions. (3,
boxed)
Various as new lighting and effects, to include an Endon table lamp,
Village At Home arrow light box, various dimensions. (4, boxed)
Various as new lighting and effects, to include an Endon table lamp,
Village At Home arrow light box, various dimensions. (4, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, to include Timeguard 24H electric clock
timer, circuit breaker, RCD adaptor, Friedland Libra doorbell, Premier
Lights, etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, to include Timeguard 24H electric clock
timer, circuit breaker, RCD adaptor, Friedland Libra doorbell, Premier
Lights, etc. (a quantity, boxed)
As new electrical items, etc., to include an electronic rodent deterrent,
Omega doorbell amplifier, Honeywell and other doorbell items, door
switches, etc. (a quantity, boxed)
As new electrical items, etc., to include an electronic rodent deterrent,
Omega doorbell amplifier, Honeywell and other doorbell items, door
switches, etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, light fittings, etc., Sparta table lamp, etc.
(3 items, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, light fittings, etc., Sparta table lamp, etc.
(3 items, boxed)
Various as new Oaks Lighting and other light fittings, etc. (a quantity,
boxed)
Various as new Oaks Lighting and other light fittings, etc. (a quantity,
boxed)
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Various as new electrical items, Swan kettle, Wahl professional hair
clippers, Vogue corded hair clippers, hair straighteners, others by Vidal
Sasoon, Acctim wall clock. (a quantity, many items boxed)
Various as new electrical items, Swan kettle, Wahl professional hair
clippers, Vogue corded hair clippers, hair straighteners, others by Vidal
Sasoon, Acctim wall clock. (a quantity, many items boxed)
As new electrical items, Remington, Wahl, Braun and others, Hello Kitty
Goddess set, Control Shapers, hair clippers, hair straighteners, etc. (7,
boxed)
As new electrical items, Remington, Wahl, Braun and others, Hello Kitty
Goddess set, Control Shapers, hair clippers, hair straighteners, etc. (7,
boxed)
Various as new electrical items, Remington, Philip Sonic Care, razors,
curlers, stubble trimmer, etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, Remington, Philip Sonic Care, razors,
curlers, stubble trimmer, etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, Grove I-Box Twist bluetooth speaker,
imitation security cameras with LED indicators, Groove Bluetooth
headphones with mic, carbon dioxide alarm, smoke alarms, etc. (a
quantity, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, Grove I-Box Twist bluetooth speaker,
imitation security cameras with LED indicators, Groove Bluetooth
headphones with mic, carbon dioxide alarm, smoke alarms, etc. (a
quantity, boxed)
As new electrical items, boxed alarm clock, Philips fabric shaver, bikini
shaping razor and table lighting. (a quantity, mainly boxed)
As new electrical items, boxed alarm clock, Philips fabric shaver, bikini
shaping razor and table lighting. (a quantity, mainly boxed)
As new electrical items, etc., Terraillon bathroom scales, Actimm Rustic
style indoor/outdoor clock thermometer, electric heated mattress cover,
etc. (4 items, boxed)
As new electrical items, etc., Terraillon bathroom scales, Actimm Rustic
style indoor/outdoor clock thermometer, electric heated mattress cover,
etc. (4 items, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, table lamps, Varta outdoor portable
lantern,etc. (7)
Various as new electrical items, table lamps, Varta outdoor portable
lantern,etc. (7)
Five as new electric kettles, to include Morphy Richards, Bosch, etc. (5)
Five as new electric kettles, to include Morphy Richards, Bosch, etc. (5)
Various as new electrical items, Remington heated rollers, TresSemmÃ¨
hairdryer gift set, Wahl hairdryer, another with spot decoration. (4 items,
boxed)
Various as new electrical items, Remington heated rollers, TresSemmÃ¨
hairdryer gift set, Wahl hairdryer, another with spot decoration. (4 items,
boxed)
As new electrical items, etc., Wahl pencil straighteners, Remington Pop
Girl Tattoo kit, Philips items. (a quantity, boxed)
As new electrical items, etc., Wahl pencil straighteners, Remington Pop
Girl Tattoo kit, Philips items. (a quantity, boxed)
Four various as new heated mattress electric blankets, to include
Dreamland, etc. (4, in original packaging)
Four various as new heated mattress electric blankets, to include
Dreamland, etc. (4, in original packaging)
Four various as new heated mattress electric blankets, to include
Morphy Richards, etc. (4, boxed)
Four various as new heated mattress electric blankets, to include
Morphy Richards, etc. (4, boxed)
Various electric under blankets, etc., to include Beurer Living heating
pad, etc. (a quantity, with original packaging)
Various electric under blankets, etc., to include Beurer Living heating
pad, etc. (a quantity, with original packaging)
Various as new Morphy Richards and Monogram electric over blankets,
etc., for single bed, another for double bed, etc. (4, in original
packaging)
Various as new Morphy Richards and Monogram electric over blankets,
etc., for single bed, another for double bed, etc. (4, in original
packaging)
Various as new wall clocks, in original packaging. (a quantity)
Various as new wall clocks, in original packaging. (a quantity)
A Morphy Richards Supervac Cordless Bagless upright vacuum cleaner.
(boxed)
A Morphy Richards Supervac Cordless Bagless upright vacuum cleaner.
(boxed)
An Endon Energy Saving GD700 wall light. (boxed)
An Endon Energy Saving GD700 wall light. (boxed)
An as new Morphy Richards 9 in 1 upright steam cleaner. (boxed)
An as new Morphy Richards 9 in 1 upright steam cleaner. (boxed)
As new electrical items, comprising of a Quest 2.5L deep fat fryer, a
200W handblender and a Morphy Richards toaster. (3, 2 boxed)
As new electrical items, comprising of a Quest 2.5L deep fat fryer, a
200W handblender and a Morphy Richards toaster. (3, 2 boxed)
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An as new Dualit three sectional toaster.
An as new Dualit three sectional toaster.
An as new Quest 2.5L deep fat fryer, (boxed) and a Tefal iron. (2)
An as new Quest 2.5L deep fat fryer, (boxed) and a Tefal iron. (2)
Various as new Gordon Ramsay Cooks gift sets, etc., to include hand
blender, etc. (3, boxed)
Various as new Gordon Ramsay Cooks gift sets, etc., to include hand
blender, etc. (3, boxed)
An as new Miele C3 Cat & Dog Powerline vacuum cleaner. (boxed)
An as new Miele C3 Cat & Dog Powerline vacuum cleaner. (boxed)
Various as new wall clocks, to include Acctim, etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new wall clocks, to include Acctim, etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new electrical equipment, Morphy Richards slow cooker,
deep fat fryer, Salter kitchen scales, etc. (a quantity, mainly boxed)
Various as new electrical equipment, Morphy Richards slow cooker,
deep fat fryer, Salter kitchen scales, etc. (a quantity, mainly boxed)
Various as new electrical cooking items, compriisng of a James Martin
Whal steamer, Lloytron slow cooker, mini grinders. (3, boxed)
Various as new electrical cooking items, compriisng of a James Martin
Whal steamer, Lloytron slow cooker, mini grinders. (3, boxed)
Various as new wall clocks, Acctim, etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new wall clocks, Acctim, etc. (a quantity, boxed)
An as new Morphy Richards 9 in 1 steam cleaner. (boxed)
An as new Morphy Richards 9 in 1 steam cleaner. (boxed)
An as new Sensio Home hand held stick vacuum. (boxed)
An as new Sensio Home hand held stick vacuum. (boxed)
An as new Micromark Havana die cast 1m post lantern. (boxed)
An as new Micromark Havana die cast 1m post lantern. (boxed)
Two as new Warmlite 2000W fan heaters, and a Staywarm halogen
heater. (3, boxed)
Two as new Warmlite 2000W fan heaters, and a Staywarm halogen
heater. (3, boxed)
An as new Bosch Tassimo VIVY2 coffee maker. (boxed)
An as new Bosch Tassimo VIVY2 coffee maker. (boxed)
An as new Morphy Richards slow cooker. (boxed)
An as new Morphy Richards slow cooker. (boxed)
An as new Crock-Pot slow cooker. (boxed)
An as new Crock-Pot slow cooker. (boxed)
An as new Morphy Richards slow cooker. (boxed)
An as new Morphy Richards slow cooker. (boxed)
Various electrical items, plug in night lights, Russell Hobbs three tier
food steamer, Breville blender, etc. (a quantity, mainly boxed)
Various electrical items, plug in night lights, Russell Hobbs three tier
food steamer, Breville blender, etc. (a quantity, mainly boxed)
An as new Tefal Toast n Grill, LED plug in night lights, etc. (boxed)
An as new Tefal Toast n Grill, LED plug in night lights, etc. (boxed)
An as new Breville water filter and chiller. (boxed)
An as new Breville water filter and chiller. (boxed)
An as new Retro Diner waffle maker. (boxed)
An as new Retro Diner waffle maker. (boxed)
An as new Morphy Richards easy blender. (boxed)
An as new Morphy Richards easy blender. (boxed)
An as new Nescafe Delonghi Dolce Gusto automatic coffee maker.
(boxed)
An as new Nescafe Delonghi Dolce Gusto automatic coffee maker.
(boxed)
Various as new electrical items, comprising of a Morphy Richards round
slow cooker, (boxed), a coffee peculator and a kettle. (3)
Various as new electrical items, comprising of a Morphy Richards round
slow cooker, (boxed), a coffee peculator and a kettle. (3)
Various electrical items, to include Breville sandwich press, two
blenders, BWT water filter and a kettle. (4 items boxed)
Various electrical items, to include Breville sandwich press, two
blenders, BWT water filter and a kettle. (4 items boxed)
Three as new Lloytron Staywarm halogen heaters, each boxed. (3)
Three as new Lloytron Staywarm halogen heaters, each boxed. (3)
Three as new Warmlite 650W 5 fin mini oil filled radiators, boxed. (3)
Three as new Warmlite 650W 5 fin mini oil filled radiators, boxed. (3)
An as new Numatic Hetty miniature vacuum cleaner, in pink. (boxed)
An as new Numatic Hetty miniature vacuum cleaner, in pink. (boxed)
Various as new electrical items, a Russell Hobbs Aura Hand and Stand
mixer, Bosch iron, table lamp, etc. (a quantity, mainly boxed)
Various as new electrical items, a Russell Hobbs Aura Hand and Stand
mixer, Bosch iron, table lamp, etc. (a quantity, mainly boxed)
Various as new electrical fittings, lighting, etc., outdoor lights. (a
quantity, mainly boxed)
Various as new electrical fittings, lighting, etc., outdoor lights. (a
quantity, mainly boxed)
An as new Miele Classic C1 Powerline vacuum cleaner. (boxed)
An as new Miele Classic C1 Powerline vacuum cleaner. (boxed)
An as new Hoover Enigma vacuum cleaner, etc. (2, boxed)
An as new Hoover Enigma vacuum cleaner, etc. (2, boxed)
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913

Two as new Warmlite WL43006Y radiators. (2, boxed)
Two as new Warmlite WL43006Y radiators. (2, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, Russell Hobbs kettle, outdoor wall light,
Hanson kitchen scales. (a quantity, mainly boxed)
Various as new electrical items, Russell Hobbs kettle, outdoor wall light,
Hanson kitchen scales. (a quantity, mainly boxed)
Various as new kitchen appliances, electrical items, etc., iron, egg boiler,
electric vegetable peeler, etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new kitchen appliances, electrical items, etc., iron, egg boiler,
electric vegetable peeler, etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new household, kitchen and other electrical items, Braun
Mulitmix Duo mixer, Russell Hobbs vegetable steamer, irons, etc. (a
quantity, mainly boxed)
Various as new household, kitchen and other electrical items, Braun
Mulitmix Duo mixer, Russell Hobbs vegetable steamer, irons, etc. (a
quantity, mainly boxed)
Various as new electrical items, Morphy Richards Accent kettle, and
other similar, 1.7L kettle, etc. (4, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, Morphy Richards Accent kettle, and
other similar, 1.7L kettle, etc. (4, boxed)
Two as new radiators, to include Wellco halogen heater, etc. (2, boxed)
Two as new radiators, to include Wellco halogen heater, etc. (2, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, Whal James Martin mini grinder, egg
boiler, LED wax candles, etc. (4, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, Whal James Martin mini grinder, egg
boiler, LED wax candles, etc. (4, boxed)
Various as new kitchen electrical items, to include Russell Hobbs kettle,
Russell Hobbs Supreme steam iron, etc. (4, boxed)
Various as new kitchen electrical items, to include Russell Hobbs kettle,
Russell Hobbs Supreme steam iron, etc. (4, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, to include irons, Morphy Richards
Breeze, etc. (a quantity)
Various as new electrical items, to include irons, Morphy Richards
Breeze, etc. (a quantity)
Various as new lighting, exterior lighting, LED floodlights, etc. (a
quantity, boxed)
Various as new lighting, exterior lighting, LED floodlights, etc. (a
quantity, boxed)
Various as new exterior lighting, Endon wall light with shade, another
similar, etc. (3)
Various as new exterior lighting, Endon wall light with shade, another
similar, etc. (3)
Two as new indoor heaters, to include HLO2 heat and light electric
heater, etc. (2, boxed)
Two as new indoor heaters, to include HLO2 heat and light electric
heater, etc. (2, boxed)
Two as new Warmlite fan heaters, and a Wahl 600W hairdryer. (3,
boxed)
Two as new Warmlite fan heaters, and a Wahl 600W hairdryer. (3,
boxed)
Various as new kitchen electrical items, comprising of an iron, miniature
mixer and a Braun toaster. (3)
Various as new kitchen electrical items, comprising of an iron, miniature
mixer and a Braun toaster. (3)
An as new Carmen Metallics beauty box, and a Quest toaster. (2,
partially boxed)
An as new Carmen Metallics beauty box, and a Quest toaster. (2,
partially boxed)
Various as new electrical beauty products, etc., Wahl Pro hairdryer,
Babyliss cordless stylers, other hairdryers, etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new electrical beauty products, etc., Wahl Pro hairdryer,
Babyliss cordless stylers, other hairdryers, etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, exterior lighting, Friedland Spectra
500W exterior light, etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, exterior lighting, Friedland Spectra
500W exterior light, etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new decorative kitchen clocks, Home Time, telephone
shaped example, etc. (a quantity).
Various as new decorative kitchen clocks, Home Time, telephone
shaped example, etc. (a quantity).
Various as new wall clocks, (a quantity, some boxed).
Various as new wall clocks, (a quantity, some boxed).
Various as new Endon and other lights, oak lighting, cane wall lights,
etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new Endon and other lights, oak lighting, cane wall lights,
etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new table lamps, to include butterfly design printed shade,
etc. (a quantity).
Various as new table lamps, to include butterfly design printed shade,
etc. (a quantity).
Various as new electrical angle poise table lamps, etc. (a quantity).
Various as new electrical angle poise table lamps, etc. (a quantity).

935

Various as new lighting, outdoor all ground garden lighting, table lamp,
interior Barclay bathroom light etc. (a quantity, boxed).
Various as new lighting, outdoor all ground garden lighting, table lamp,
interior Barclay bathroom light etc. (a quantity, boxed).
Various as new electrical lighting, angle poise lamps, Flexi desk lamp
etc. (a quantity, boxed).
Various as new electrical lighting, angle poise lamps, Flexi desk lamp
etc. (a quantity, boxed).
Various as new electrical items, a Daewoo D C microwave oven, Quest
four slice toaster, 1.7L kettle etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, a Daewoo D C microwave oven, Quest
four slice toaster, 1.7L kettle etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, Kenwood bread maker, Daewoo
microwave oven, toasters, halogen oven, etc. (a quantity, mainly boxed).
Various as new electrical items, Kenwood bread maker, Daewoo
microwave oven, toasters, halogen oven, etc. (a quantity, mainly boxed).
Various as new indoor and exterior lighting, Oaks Lighting Aden outside
light, halogen flood light etc. (4, boxed).
Various as new indoor and exterior lighting, Oaks Lighting Aden outside
light, halogen flood light etc. (4, boxed).
Various as new electrical lighting, to include Enluce flush fitting light etc.
(a quantity, boxed).
Various as new electrical lighting, to include Enluce flush fitting light etc.
(a quantity, boxed).
Various as new electrical lighting, Endon, Oaks lighting etc. (a quantity,
boxed).
Various as new electrical lighting, Endon, Oaks lighting etc. (a quantity,
boxed).
Various as new electrical items, a Russell Hobbs deep fryer, Delonghi
Icona vintage toaster, Multi Cooker accessory pack, etc. (a quantity,
boxed)
Various as new electrical items, a Russell Hobbs deep fryer, Delonghi
Icona vintage toaster, Multi Cooker accessory pack, etc. (a quantity,
boxed)
Various as new electrical items, lighting etc, Baspo three prong spotlight,
Energizer lighting etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new electrical items, lighting etc, Baspo three prong spotlight,
Energizer lighting etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new table lamps, Pinocchio lamp, some of oval outline, as
new shades, lamps, etc. (a quantity).
Various as new table lamps, Pinocchio lamp, some of oval outline, as
new shades, lamps, etc. (a quantity).
Various as new electrical table lamps, oriental style, various shades,
adjustable table lamps, etc. (a quantity).
Various as new electrical table lamps, oriental style, various shades,
adjustable table lamps, etc. (a quantity).
Various as new electrical table lamps, chain link table lamp, angle poise
example, various shades, Cleo and others, etc. (a quantity)
Various as new electrical table lamps, chain link table lamp, angle poise
example, various shades, Cleo and others, etc. (a quantity)
Various as new table lamps, oriental design, glass examples, modern
shades, various as new shades. (a quantity).
Various as new table lamps, oriental design, glass examples, modern
shades, various as new shades. (a quantity).
An as new glass table lamp, on circular foot with RoChamp shade.
An as new glass table lamp, on circular foot with RoChamp shade.
As new Polar Fans oak lighting four spoke ceiling fan. (boxed)
As new Polar Fans oak lighting four spoke ceiling fan. (boxed)
Various night lights, hand made children night lights. (a quantity, boxed)
Various night lights, hand made children night lights. (a quantity, boxed)
An as new rotating shop cabinet, in black with perspex style body.
An as new rotating shop cabinet, in black with perspex style body.
An as new All Town Clocks, wall clock and another similar. (2, boxed)
An as new All Town Clocks, wall clock and another similar. (2, boxed)
Boxed Oaks Lighting and other table lamps, shades, etc. (a quantity,
boxed)
Boxed Oaks Lighting and other table lamps, shades, etc. (a quantity,
boxed)
Sauteur (20thC). Postman and lady with package, oil on canvas,
signed, 35cm x 24cm.
Sauteur (20thC). Postman and lady with package, oil on canvas,
signed, 35cm x 24cm.
A Royal Worcester Special Occasion figure Golden Moments, printed
marks beneath, 25cm H. (boxed)
A Royal Worcester Special Occasion figure Golden Moments, printed
marks beneath, 25cm H. (boxed)
A Royal Worcester Reflection figure Daydreams, printed marks beneath,
21cm H. (boxed)
A Royal Worcester Reflection figure Daydreams, printed marks beneath,
21cm H. (boxed)
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Various bygones, two early 20thC oil cans, 47cm W, two blow lamps
and a leather tape measure, with articulated metal centre. (a quantity)
From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various bygones, two early 20thC oil cans, 47cm W, two blow lamps
and a leather tape measure, with articulated metal centre. (a quantity)
From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various cocktail watches, to include a gold cased example with Arabic
numerals. (3)
Various cocktail watches, to include a gold cased example with Arabic
numerals. (3)
A ladies Omega Cocktail watch, with baton numerals and pointers, with
a black leather strap.
A ladies Omega Cocktail watch, with baton numerals and pointers, with
a black leather strap.
Various costume jewellery and effects, watches, brooches, sterling set
with turquoise style stones, hat pin, etc. (a quantity, various dimensions)
Various costume jewellery and effects, watches, brooches, sterling set
with turquoise style stones, hat pin, etc. (a quantity, various dimensions)
Various enamel finish, enamel and other pin badges, various subjects,
Essex County Bowling badge, 3cm Dia., various other bowling badges,
etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various enamel finish, enamel and other pin badges, various subjects,
Essex County Bowling badge, 3cm Dia., various other bowling badges,
etc. (a quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various Swarovski and other ornaments, crystal owl figure group, 24cm
H, small enamel box, etc. (a quantity)
Various Swarovski and other ornaments, crystal owl figure group, 24cm
H, small enamel box, etc. (a quantity)
Trees and mountains, impressionist print, 63cm x 88cm.
Trees and mountains, impressionist print, 63cm x 88cm.
Three Edwardian mahogany box wood and strung salon chairs, each
with over stuffed seats on square front legs, 91cm H, a similar beech
child's high chair and a display cabinet. (4)
Three Edwardian mahogany box wood and strung salon chairs, each
with over stuffed seats on square front legs, 91cm H, a similar beech
child's high chair and a display cabinet. (4)
A 19thC porcelain tea bowl, of circular form, polychrome decorated in
Imari colours, predominately in orange, blue and green, on a circular
foot, a blue and white porcelain bowl, D & S Howlett Collection label
beneath, no.502, and a Ming porcelain dish, of circular outline, 17cm
dia. (3)
A 19thC porcelain tea bowl, of circular form, polychrome decorated in
Imari colours, predominately in orange, blue and green, on a circular
foot, a blue and white porcelain bowl, D & S Howlett Collection label
beneath, no.502, and a Ming porcelain dish, of circular outline, 17cm
dia. (3)
A late Victorian leather photograph album, containing postcards, some
Grantham related, a quantity of various photographs street scenes,
figure groups, etc, impressed leather boards with exterior metal clasps,
28cm x 22cm.
A late Victorian leather photograph album, containing postcards, some
Grantham related, a quantity of various photographs street scenes,
figure groups, etc, impressed leather boards with exterior metal clasps,
28cm x 22cm.
A Royal Doulton stoneware vase, of shouldered circular form, decorated
with autumnal flowers in subdued colours of green and brown on circular
foot, impressed marks beneath, 17cm H.
A Royal Doulton stoneware vase, of shouldered circular form, decorated
with autumnal flowers in subdued colours of green and brown on circular
foot, impressed marks beneath, 17cm H.
An early 20thC Lincolnshire oak cabinet, by A E Joiner, Boston, the
overhanging top, above brushing shelf and frieze drawer above double
cupboard headed by field panel doors, on orb supports, 84cm H, 85cm
W, 46cm D. (AF)
An early 20thC Lincolnshire oak cabinet, by A E Joiner, Boston, the
overhanging top, above brushing shelf and frieze drawer above double
cupboard headed by field panel doors, on orb supports, 84cm H, 85cm
W, 46cm D. (AF)
Est. 50 - 80
An early 20thC mahogany stool, of rectangular form on cabriole
supports with drop in seat (later) petit point floral cover, 48cm H, 63cm
W, 40cm D.
An early 20thC mahogany stool, of rectangular form on cabriole
supports with drop in seat (later) petit point floral cover, 48cm H, 63cm
W, 40cm D.
A early 19thC mahogany banjo barometer, with 20cm dia. dial, in
shaped case, 72cm H. (AF)
A early 19thC mahogany banjo barometer, with 20cm dia. dial, in
shaped case, 72cm H. (AF)

970

A vintage Grundig grammar phone radiogram, in rectangular cabinet
with mesh front speakers on shaped supports, the hinged lid revealing
turn table, 75cm H, 148cm W, 43cm D, and various records. (a quantity)
From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A vintage Grundig grammar phone radiogram, in rectangular cabinet
with mesh front speakers on shaped supports, the hinged lid revealing
turn table, 75cm H, 148cm W, 43cm D, and various records. (a quantity)
From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A 20thC swivel chair and foot stool in red leather, 50cm W.
A 20thC swivel chair and foot stool in red leather, 50cm W.
A 20thC Old Charm style dresser, the upper section with led glazed
panel doors centred by a cupboard above, three frieze drawers and
cupboards beneath, on a block style, 163cm H, 147cm W, 43cm D.
A 20thC Old Charm style dresser, the upper section with led glazed
panel doors centred by a cupboard above, three frieze drawers and
cupboards beneath, on a block style, 163cm H, 147cm W, 43cm D.
Five Ercol spindle back chairs, with Prince of Wales feather splats, 85cm
H. (5)
Five Ercol spindle back chairs, with Prince of Wales feather splats, 85cm
H. (5)
Two 19thC ebonised oak stools, with square tops, each carved with a
geometric floral pattern, 31cm H, 22cm W, 22cm D. (2)
Two 19thC ebonised oak stools, with square tops, each carved with a
geometric floral pattern, 31cm H, 22cm W, 22cm D. (2)
An early 20thC campaign style desk, with articulated top revealing a
fitted interior on square tapering legs, 77cm H, 92cm W, 46cm D.
An early 20thC campaign style desk, with articulated top revealing a
fitted interior on square tapering legs, 77cm H, 92cm W, 46cm D.
Est. 30 - 50
A Victorian mahogany hanging shelf, with four shelves broken by
cylindrical supports, supported by urn finials, 79cm H, 85cm W, 18cm D.
A Victorian mahogany hanging shelf, with four shelves broken by
cylindrical supports, supported by urn finials, 79cm H, 85cm W, 18cm D.
An Edwardian mahogany drop leaf Sutherland table, with canted
corners on sabre legs, when closed 64cm H, 77cm W, 21cm D.
An Edwardian mahogany drop leaf Sutherland table, with canted
corners on sabre legs, when closed 64cm H, 77cm W, 21cm D.
An early 20thC stained waterfall bookcase, with shaped sides, 94cm H,
63cm W, 19cm D.
An early 20thC stained waterfall bookcase, with shaped sides, 94cm H,
63cm W, 19cm D.
A Jacobean style oak joint stool, the rectangular overhanging top raised
above a carved frieze on baluster legs joined by block stretchers, 44cm
H, 46cm W, 29cm D.
A Jacobean style oak joint stool, the rectangular overhanging top raised
above a carved frieze on baluster legs joined by block stretchers, 44cm
H, 46cm W, 29cm D.
An early 20thC Arts and Crafts stool, the rectangular over hanging top
raised above four block legs, 40cm H, 37cm W, 20cm D.
An early 20thC Arts and Crafts stool, the rectangular over hanging top
raised above four block legs, 40cm H, 37cm W, 20cm D.
An early 20thC cane seated stool, the oval top raised on four turned
legs, 53cm H, 36cm W, 30cm D.
An early 20thC cane seated stool, the oval top raised on four turned
legs, 53cm H, 36cm W, 30cm D.
A 20thC stool, with rush top, of rectangular form on four turned legs,
terminating in compressed orb feet, 40cm H, 36cm W, 29cm D.
A 20thC stool, with rush top, of rectangular form on four turned legs,
terminating in compressed orb feet, 40cm H, 36cm W, 29cm D.
A Jacobean style oak gateleg table, the D end top raised on turned legs,
when closed 80cm H, 90cm W, 49cm D and an oak magazine rack. (2)
A Jacobean style oak gateleg table, the D end top raised on turned legs,
when closed 80cm H, 90cm W, 49cm D and an oak magazine rack. (2)
A Mulberry Alexa bag, oversized in silky snake print, beige, 35cm wide,
with outer dust bag.
A Mulberry Alexa bag, oversized in silky snake print, beige, 35cm wide,
with outer dust bag.
Est. 200 - 300
An early 20thC hand knotted rug, in a floral pattern, predominately in
red, green and blue, central flowerhead motif, 93cm W.
An early 20thC hand knotted rug, in a floral pattern, predominately in
red, green and blue, central flowerhead motif, 93cm W.
Spare Lot.
Spare Lot.
A 20thC wool rug, in floral pattern predominately in cream, blue and
pink, 265cm W.
A 20thC wool rug, in floral pattern predominately in cream, blue and
pink, 265cm W.
A Tabriz rug, in blue and cream, 138cm x 95cm.
A Tabriz rug, in blue and cream, 138cm x 95cm.
A Kerman rug, in red and cream, 225cm x 120cm.
A Kerman rug, in red and cream, 225cm x 120cm.
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After Robert Morden. Map of Lincolnshire with later hand coloured
decoration, 42cm x 47cm.
After Robert Morden. Map of Lincolnshire with later hand coloured
decoration, 42cm x 47cm.
Est. 30 - 50
A 17thC French map, titled 'Bourdelois Pais De Medoc et La Prevoste
de Born', showing the coastline around Bordeaux, hand coloured with
motifs in La Mer Aquitanique, with distance scale title 'Miliaria
Germanica Comunica', 17cm x 24cm, framed, 29cm x 36cm.
A 17thC French map, titled 'Bourdelois Pais De Medoc et La Prevoste
de Born', showing the coastline around Bordeaux, hand coloured with
motifs in La Mer Aquitanique, with distance scale title 'Miliaria
Germanica Comunica', 17cm x 24cm, framed, 29cm x 36cm.
A French giltwood cartouche shaped wall clock, 8 day movement,
decorated with flowers, leaves, etc., 52cm H.
A French giltwood cartouche shaped wall clock, 8 day movement,
decorated with flowers, leaves, etc., 52cm H.
A quantity of mainly continental kitchenalia, to include two mixing bowls,
can openers, etc.
A quantity of mainly continental kitchenalia, to include two mixing bowls,
can openers, etc.
A Italian Bittossi pottery cat, with a green and turquoise glaze, 32cm H.
A Italian Bittossi pottery cat, with a green and turquoise glaze, 32cm H.
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